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Glossary

DFA Deterministic FA.
DFA∅ Unlabeled DFA.
DGSO Discrete Gravitational Swarm Optimization.

FA Finite Acceptor.

FA∅ Unlabeled FA.
FSA Finite State Acceptor.

FSM Finite State Machine.

FST Finite State Transducer.

GA Genetic Algorithm.

GSA Gravitational Search Algorithm.

ICDFA Initially connected DFA.
ICFA Initially connected FA.
MeFST Mealy machine.

MoFST Moore machine.

PSO Particle Swarm Optimization.

SR(FST) String representation of FST.
SR(MeFST) String representation of Mealy machine.

SR(MoFST) String representation of Moore machine.

SRB(FST) Binary string representation of FST.
SRB(MeFST) Binary string representation of Mealy machine.

SRB(MoFST) Binary string representation of Moore machine.

SRD(FST) String representation of FST with derived output

function.

SRD(MeFST) String representation of Mealy machine with

derived output function.

SRD(MoFST) String representation of Moore machine with

derived output function.

SRS(FST) String representation of FST with separated

output function.

SRS(MeFST) String representation of Mealy machine with

separated output function.

SRS(MoFST) String representation of Moore machine with

separated output function.
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cSRD(FST) Canonical string representation of FST with

derived output function.

cSRS(FST) Canonical string representation of FST.
cSRS(MeFST) Canonical string representation of Mealy ma-

chine.

cSRS(MoFST) Canonical string representation of Moore ma-

chine.
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INTRODUCTION

The identification task (or a similar reverse engineering task) is an issue related

to constructing a model from examples of system behavior or specification or by

simulating the system. For instance, the task of hardware reverse engineering

consists of constructing a model, e.g. a finite state machine that mimics the

behavior of an integral circuit [1]. A model is reconstructed from the observable

data, i.e. inputs and outputs of the integral circuit.

Finite state machines (FSMs) present a class of abstract models, which can be
characterized by a finite number of states and transitions between them, which

are triggered by event. These abstract models are applicable to a wide set of

problems, such as speech recognition, hardware modeling, software modeling,

artificial intelligence, etc. FSM models are very useful for system identification,

as many systems have FSM-like behavior.

Problem-specific deterministic procedure is used for solving several of the

system identification tasks. For example, the problem of grammatical inference

is solvable by a deterministic algorithm that constructs a prefix-tree acceptor and

applies state merging. However, unfortunately in most cases either no solutions

exist for the problem or the existing solutions are too complex. For example, it

is proven that the grammatical inference problem is NP-complete [2]. To solve

the system identification problem in the case of the non-polynomial complexity

another method must be found.

Heuristics is a technique, which sometimes allows to solve problems faster

and more easily than classical methods.

Thus, heuristics can be applied to solve the identification task in the case of

the non-polynomial complexity. There are two approaches – firstly, the direct

one, whereby heuristic optimization is applied directly to the search problem

without any recourse to classical solutions. Secondly, an indirect approach can

be taken whereby a heuristic algorithm is only additional to the classical one. As

we are looking for a general algorithm for constructing FSM which is applicable

to a wide range of problems (there may be no existing deterministic procedures),

we use the direct approach. There are many different heuristic optimization

techniques, but here we propose to apply population-based search algorithms,

such as Particle Swarm Optimization or Genetic Algorithms.
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Motivation and existing solutions

In this section we describe the set of tasks, that are quite common in the field of

FSM inference and can be used for benchmarking and search algorithm analysis.

Some of the tasks are discussed later in the experimental part (see Chapter 4).

Grammatical inference

The term grammatical inference usually describes the set of problems, which

require inference of one of the structures for recognizing languages, e.g.

automaton, grammar, regular expression (more details in Section 2.1). More

generally, the language recognition task can be seen as building up a classifier

system, which separates all words build over alphabet into two sets – accepted

and rejected strings (see Figure 1). Thus, the classifier returns a classification

for each input string.
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Figure 1 Classifier

The inference problem in this case lies in constructing the model using only

a given set of classified strings (a training set usually consists of positive and

negative examples). In general, the grammatical inference task is an NP- complete

problem [2]. However, there are several deterministic methods (building up a

Prefix-tree acceptor, evidence-driven state merging, etc.). Nevertheless, using

heuristic methods can be very effective for grammatical inference.

The choice of structure, which describes the language that would be inferred,

is based on the language type. Finite acceptors, regular grammar or regular

expressions can be used for regular languages. Other classes of languages (e.g.

context-free languages) require more complex structures, such as context-free

grammars or push-down automata. The heuristic inference method is also

successfully utilized for solving the identification task for non-regular languages.

Existing solutions

Hingston [3] shows how a Genetic Algorithm (GA) can be used for the inference
of a regular language from a set of positive and optionally also negative examples.

That method is based on constructing a prefix-tree acceptor and on state-merging

14



using a GA. The method is benchmarked on a set of Tomita regular languages [4]
and the results are compared to RPNI (Regular Positive Negative Inference).

Kohli [5] proposed a method for finite acceptor (FA) inference from positive

and negative examples (the training set must be structurally complete), based

on a Genetic Algorithm, wherein the FA is represented by a two- dimensional

chromosome and all GA operations are defined in tabular form. The method

was tested on 7 regular languages and compared with GIG, RPNI methods.

Horihan and Lu [6] introduced a method for the optimization of incremental

evolution during the construction of the FA, which recognizes the strings

represented by regular expressions, based on Particle Swarm Optimization,

wherein the FA is presented by a transition graph and a progressive fitness

function.

Lucas and Reynolds [7] proposed an evolutionary method for learning

deterministic FA (DFA) that evolves only in the transition matrix and uses a

simple deterministic procedure to optimally assign state labels. This method was

compared to Evidence Driven State Merging on random data sets.

Bongard and Lipson [8] described an active learning approach to the problem

of grammatical inference (estimation-exploration algorithm) and presented a

comparison with evolutionary methods and Evidence Driven State Merging.

Lankhorst [9] proposed a GA for the inference of context-free grammars,

Lucas [10] presented chromosome design based on normal form for the evolution

of context-free grammars. Zomorodian [11] applied Genetic Programming to

the construction of push-down automata for learning context-free languages.

Lankhorst [12] continued previous work [31] and presented a GA for learning

non-deterministic push-down automata.

System identification

The identification task is more complex than the classification task. The problem

lies in constructing a model that mimics the behavior of a system (i.e. a black

box). The system has more complex behavior – for each input string (sequence

of input signals) it returns the output string (sequence of output signals) (see

Figure 2). Such behavior can be simulated by a finite state transducer (FST)
(see Subsection 2.1.3).

Therefore, the system identification task, i.e. constructing a model based on

behavior can be described as a task of FST inference from the set of input/output

pairs. Such models are useful for representing hardware devices (for example in

reverse engineering task) and for language processing (translating between two

languages). The system identification problem is discussed in more detail in

Section 4.1.
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Figure 2 System as a black box

Existing solutions

Manovit, Aporntewan and Chongstitvatana [13] presented the Genetic Algorithm

approach wherein each individual was presented by bit string to synthesize a

synchronous sequential logic circuit, which can be described by FSM, from a

partial input/output sequence (circuit specification). This method was tested on

reconstructing ’Frequency Divider’, ’Odd Parity Detector’, ’Modulo-5 Detector’,

’Serial Adder’.

Chongstitvatana and Aporntewan [14] continued their work and presented the

improvement method, which increases the correctness percentage of the finite

state machine FSM synthesis using multiple partial input/output sequences.

Ngom, Baron and Geffroy [15] presented a new approach based on genetic

simulation for Moore machine identification, where the Moore machine is

presented by a string of integers. Tongchim and Chongstitvatana [16] presented

the parallel implementation of Genetic Algorithm for FSM inference. Niparnan

and Chongstitvatana [17] suggested using the Genetic Algorithm only for

inferring the transition function of a Mealy machine and using the deterministic

procedure for constructing output function. Geng [18] presented the GA method

for the identification of asynchronous FSM. In this method both one-dimensional

and two-dimensional representation are discussed.

Shayani and Bentley [19] presented a very specific biologically inspired

boolean representation of FSM (input, current state, next state) and a GA-based
method for inferring the output function of a Moore machine from I/O pairs.

Naidoo and Pillay [20] presented the method for the inference of Mealy machines

that is based on Genetic Programming (represented by a deterministic graph).

Artificial ant

The artificial ant task was initially proposed by Jefferson [21] in 1991 to

benchmark Evolutionary Algorithms. The task consists of designing a trail

tracker, which acts as an artificial ant and follows the trail that contains food

(see Figure 3). The goal of the ant is to collect the maximum amount of food for

a limited number of steps (traditionally 200 steps).
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The ant is constructed as a FSM (Mealy type) like agent. The input of such a

machine is only one variable – whether there is food in the next cell, with values

’Food’ and ’Empty’. The outputs are defined as the actions of the ant: ’Wait’,

’Turn left’, ’Turn right’, ’Move’.
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Figure 3 Artificial ant

Existing solutions

The artificial ant task has been researched by many authors [22], [23], [24], [25]

and is often used for benchmarking the Evolutionary Algorithms. Therefore, we

also use it as the benchmark test for our method (see Section 4.2).

There are several methods for solving the artificial ant task, some authors

use FSM inference [22], [23], [25], others apply Genetic Programming [22].

For example, Chellapilla [26] used the modular Mealy machine as the artificial

ant and the evolutionary programming procedure as the optimization algorithm.

It is also possible to solve the artificial ant task by artificial neural network

learning [21].

Other possible applications

There is a set of other applications that can be solved by FSM identification:

1. prediction of binary sequences [27], [28],

2. game theory (modeling agents and strategies), for example, strategies

for protecting resources [29], prisoner’s dilemma [27], negotiations

strategies [30],

3. image processing tasks [31], such as automatic target detection [32], image

chain code (code-based recognition of binary images) [33], [31],

17



4. modeling controllers [34], e.g. robot controllers [35], pulse generator,

counters, control water pump [34], thermostat [27], etc.

Problem statement

Although there are several tasks from different areas, which can be solved by the

identification of FSM, these have a number of common issues:

• As a result of the modeling/identification process, we want to obtain a

FSM (Mealy machine, Moore machine, FA, etc.).

• The task defines the type of the machine, its alphabets and number of

states. Using task description, we can define the measurement that shows

how a given FSM solves the task.

• The search process requires stochastic optimization algorithms (Evolution-

ary Algorithm, Genetic Algorithm, etc.).

We define our general task as building a problem-independent population-

based heuristic optimization technique, which is applicable to the task of

constructing a finite state machine that models the behavior of the system,

from examples of the behavior of the system or its specification. To reach

that goal we need to answer several questions:

Question I. Which problems can be solved by inference of FSMs?

Question II. What do these problems have in common?

Question III. Is it possible to build up a unified method, which solves several

of these problems?

Question IV. Why do we need to choose stochastic optimization?

Question V. Which stochastic algorithm can we use in this case?

Question VI. How to adapt existing stochastic algorithms for FSM identifi-

cation?

Question VII. Is it possible to minimize search space?

Question VIII. Is our proposed algorithm better than other existing algorithms?

18



CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS

To answer the questions listed in the introduction, we propose the following

methods for the inference of FSMs.

I. Modular system

We propose the modular system, which helps us to answer Questions I–III.

Although most of the existing algorithms are made for solving an exact problem,

we discover that those problems have several characteristics in common and can

be solved by a unified method. Hence, we propose to separate the problem

statement from the solving algorithm (see Chapter 1). This allows us:

• to use the same search algorithm for different problems or

• to use different search algorithms for one problem.

The proposed approach was applied to several well-known benchmarks, such

as artificial ant, the system identification problem and the binary sequence

predictor (see Chapter 4). The experiments showed that such varied problems

can be solved by one unified method.
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Figure 4 The outline of the FST search process
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The proposed system which implements the ideas of unified methods for

FSM identification consists of three main modules (see Figure 4). Each system

module presents an independent part of the system and can be replaced by

another implementation or definition:

• ’Task’ module includes the implementation of basic concepts and

definitions that are used to describe the problem statement. In order to

describe the problem, we need to define the type of FSM, choose alphabets,

the number of states and construct the FSM evaluation algorithm. These

parameters can be derived from the problem specification.

• ’Search algorithm’ module includes the implementation of different sto-

chastic optimization algorithms, such as the Genetic Algorithm or Particle

Swarm Optimization.

• ’Representation+Decoder’ module contains algorithms for defining FSM
and the string representation of FSM.

II. Search space representation technique

The efficiency of the search method depends not only on the choice of search

algorithm, but also on the structure and size of the search space. There are

several techniques used for the representation of FSM in the context of stochastic

optimization (see Chapter 2).

The most popular heuristic search algorithms, such as Evolutionary Algorithm

or Particle Swarm Optimization, work with string representations, while graph

representation requires a special search algorithm, e.g. Genetic Programming.

Therefore, string representation was chosen for our purposes.

First of all, we propose string representation, which handles theFSM transition

and output functions separately (see Sections 2.3 and 2.4). Secondly, we discuss

some problems common for string representations, namely with isomorphisms

and FSMs with unreachable states. Finally, we adapt the canonical string

representation method (Section 2.7), which is initially used for the enumeration

of finite acceptors.

The new search space representation (Section 2.8)

• helps to reduce the search space size (Question VII),

• divides the search space into non-intersecting parts, which can be handled

separately (Section 3.2),

• introduces one-to-one correspondence between FSM and triple of numbers,

which can be used for hashing (Section 3.2.3).
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III. Two–stage search algorithm

In the context of FSM identification, we propose a new two-stage search

algorithm (see Chapter 3).

Usually, the search algorithm considers the entire search space, but due to

the specific string representation of FSM, the search space consists of several

non-intersecting subsets. Thus, we propose to subdivide the search algorithm

into two phases:

1. the search space is subdivided to subspaces. A score value is assigned for

each subspace and the subspace with the best score value is returned,

2. a more detailed search in the chosen subspace is carried out, and if a

solution is not found, the next subspace with a higher score is searched.

IV. Discrete gravitational swarm optimization algorithm

Deterministic methods exist for some of the system identification problems,

although they cannot always be applied to systems with complex behavior due to

the growing space and time complexity. Therefore, the stochastic optimization

is very helpful for the identification of such complex systems. The family of

stochastic optimization methods is big and constantly developing. Traditionally,

the different types of the evolutionary computation methods are used for the task

of FSM identification, but there are newer methods based on social behavior

algorithms (Questions IV–VI).

Currently, one of the most popular stochastic optimization methods is Particle

Swarm Optimization (PSO), which is inspired by the social behavior of a set

of objects, e.g. a flock of birds or a school of fish [36]. Initially, a PSO is

designed for the real-valued vector that is uncomfortable for the representation

of FSM, as state machines are traditionally represented by transition graphs, or

a transition table (or their modifications). Representation is further elaborated

upon in Chapter 2.

Consequently, we propose the following modifications:

• Discrete variation of the optimization algorithm. We propose to modify

the PSO search operators to be able to explore the discrete search space.

• Gravitational interactions between particles. Although PSO works well

on smooth search spaces, we need to add more sophisticated behavior to

our search algorithm, because the search space in our case has a more

complex landscape. Thus, we propose to adapt the Gravitational Search

Algorithm (GSA) and present the new modified PSO algorithm based on

gravitational field interactions.

The proposed improvements help to create a new heuristic search algorithm,

which is applicable to a discrete search space and has fewer control parameters,

which makes adjusting the algorithm simpler (see Publication B).
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OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 1 describes the set of problems

and general ideas concerning the identification of FSM. The modular system is

introduced. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the existing string representations of

FSM and presents the adaptation of the canonical string representation method

to the problem of search space representation. Chapter 3 contains the basic

definitions of existing stochastic optimization methods and introduces a new

search algorithm. Chapter 4 covers the results of applying the proposed method

to benchmark tasks such as system identification, artificial ant problem and

binary string predictor.
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1. IDENTIFICATIONOF STATEMACHINES

Identification is an inference process, which deduces an internal representation of

a system (internal model) from samples of its functioning (external model) [37].

Inference of finite state machines (FSMs) is widely applied in different

fields, such as logical design, verification and software systems, for example

grammatical inference, system identification, artificial ant problem, agent and

controllers modeling, image processing, etc. Although these tasks are from

different areas, they have several common issues that can be used to create a

generalized problem solver:

• As a result of the modeling/identification process we want to obtain a

FSM, such as Mealy machine, Moore machine, FA etc.

• The task defines the machine type, its alphabets and number of states. We

can define the measurement that shows how a given FSM solves the task

by defining the evaluation function from task description.

• The search process requires a stochastic optimization algorithm (e.g.

Evolutionary Algorithm, Genetic Algorithm).

Using these common ideas we can construct the system, which helps to

formalize the problem statement and uses search algorithms for solving the FSM
identification problem.

1.1. Modular System for FSM Identification

We propose a modular system (see Figure 1.1), wherein each component is

independent and can be replaced by other implementations. The ’Task’ module

includes definitions and implementation required for defining the problem

statement, such as the FSM type, alphabets, its number of states, and the FSM
evaluation process.The ’Search Algorithm’module contains the implementation

of one of the the stochastic optimization algorithms, for example the Genetic

Algorithm or Particle Swarm Optimization. The ’Representation+Decoder’

module implements the algorithms forFSMdefinition and its string representation.

The proposed system allows to either use the same algorithms for different

problems or to try different algorithms for one problem. On the other hand,
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Figure 1.1 Inference of finite state machines

the problem-specific approach assumes the specialized algorithms and additional

knowledge that can be extracted from the problem statement.

The implementation consists of several packages (Figure 1.2), each of which

includes the implementation of a certain part of the method:

• FSM package presents the basic functionality required for processing the

FSM structure and implements the main definitions (see Section 2.1).

• Representation package contains the implementation of methods

required for constructing, generating and decoding processes for different

string representations of the FSM (see Chapter 2).

• Search Algorithm package contains the functionality, which defines and

implements the whole search process (see Chapter 3).

• Problems package defines the problems and contains implementation for

each test problem used for benchmarking (see Chapters 4).

• Visualization package contains entities required for visualizing the

search process (discussed in Subsection 3.2.7).

These components must be considered in more details. To begin with, there

are three main modules – ’Task’ module, ’Search algorithm’ module and

’Representation+Decoder’ module.

1.1.1. ’Task’ module

Before starting the search process we need to formulate the problem statement.

The ’Task’ module must contain the formalized description of the problem and

describe the behavior of the system to be modeled.
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Figure 1.2 General structure

This module consists of three parts:

• The environment is a formalization of the system description. In essence,

it is the training data of another system behavior description that can be

used for simulation.

• The agent is a formal description of FSM behavior, which defines the

machine type and corresponding work-flow. The alphabets, required for

FSM work-flow, are observable from the Environment description. The

agent is closer to the idea of the model, which must be learned to act in

the environment.

• The score function assigns the evaluation function value for each FSM. It

must return value in the range [0 . . . 1], with value ’1.0’ being optimal. It
shows how well the agent acts in a given environment, i.e. how well the

model describes the system.

1.1.2. ’Representation+Decoder’ module

There are several traditional representations of FSM – transition table, transition

graph, matrices, etc. The choice of representation type depends on the

search algorithm type. For some algorithms, it is better to choose graph

structures, some of the algorithms work on strings, others only on binary

strings. Each FSM representation must allow for correct transformations of

FSM → Representation(FSM) and vice versa, Representation(FSM) →
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FSM . Random generation of points in search space and operations on the points

that store their properties and correctness must also be possible.

In our approach, decimal string representation of FSM is used, which

is in fact constructed as a concatenation of transition table rows. The

’Decoder’ module contains the algorithms required for transformation of

Representation(FSM) → FSM . The information necessary for a correct

work process is the type of machine, the number of states n, the input alphabet
Σ and its size k, the output alphabet ∆ and its size m.

This representation was chosen to eliminate the connection between the

FSM type and search algorithm construction. For each FSM type, there is a

transformation algorithm, which is part of the ’Decoder’ module. Thus, the

search algorithm works on the abstract string level. To evaluate the FSM, we

need to transform string to FSM and pass it to the ’Task’ module for evaluation.

1.1.3. ’Search algorithm’ module

According to the problem description, we need to construct the search algorithm,

which works on the abstract string level. The search algorithm knows nothing

about FSMs and problem description except the set of strings that represents

FSM and the evaluation value for a given string, which is computed by the

’Task’ module. The main goal of this algorithm to choose the best string, which

in fact represents the best FSM. In our approach, the stochastic optimization

algorithm is employed.

Population-based meta-heuristic search algorithms, such as Evolutionary

Algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization, Simulated Annealing, etc., have some

characteristics in common. Those properties allow us to unify the problem

statement in order to apply different optimization techniques and choose the

optimal one:

• The search space is defined as a set of points, where each point represents

one candidate solution. Usually, the solutions are presented not directly, but

by some other structures that are comfortable for modification algorithms.

Initially, a certain fixed amount of points is generated randomly. For

instance, this set of points is known as population in Evolutionary

Algorithms or swarm in Particle Swarm Optimization.

• The function we need to optimize is known as the evaluation function.

Using this function, we can assign the score value for each point in search

space that shows the usefulness of this solution. The optimization task is to

find a minimum or maximum, depending on the definition of the function.

For example, for Evolutionary Algorithms this function is known as the

fitness function.

• The search algorithm contains modification algorithms for constructing

a new solution from existing ones, for example selection, mutation
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and crossover for Evolutionary Algorithms, move for Particle Swarm

Optimization. Those modification algorithms have two main aims –

exploration (the ability to search the whole search space) and exploitation

(the ability to find a better solution in a local situation).

The population-based meta-heuristic optimization technique can be described

as a consequent application of a modification algorithm to an initial set of

solutions until the optimal solution with the best evaluation function value is

found.

1.2. Modular SystemWork-flow

The FSM identification process (Figure 1.1) can be described as follows:

1. The task must be defined (this is done by defining the Task module). Using

this data we can construct input and output alphabets, choose the machine

type and implement the score function.

2. The parameters and type of search algorithm is chosen. One of the

parameters is the number of states n.

3. The search process consists of four phases. Firstly, the search algorithm

chooses one string which is decoded into FSM. This FSM is then

evaluated and lastly, the string with the score value is returned to the

search algorithm.

1.3. Examples of Modular System Applications

This section highlights several examples of task formalization. The modules

’Representation+Decoder’ and ’Search algorithm’ are the same for all tasks.

However, the ’Task’ module varies depending on the problem at hand.

1.3.1. Grammatical inference

It is useful to examine the problem of grammatical inference in more detail. In

order to formalize this problem, we need to define the following three formalisms:

• the agent is a finite state acceptor (FSA) with the input alphabet observed
from the set of examples,

• the environment is a set of positive (accepted by FSA) and sometimes

negative (rejected) examples, i.e. a set of strings,

• the score functions shows how well the constructed FSA describes a

training set, which is usually constructed on the basis of string difference

functions.
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1.3.2. Artificial ant problem

In the artificial ant problem, the formalisms are the following:

• the agent is a Mealy machine with the input alphabet Σ = {FOOD, NO−
FOOD} and the output alphabet ∆ = {LEFT, WAIT, RIGHT,
MOV E}, which simulates the behavior of the ant,

• the environment is a grid with pre-given locations for the food, and for

where the ant is moving

• the score function can be defined in several ways. One possible

definition [23] is that the score function shows how many food cells were

visited within 200 steps. To define score function in the range [0 . . . 1]] we
can divide the number of visited food cells by the total number of cells

with food.

1.3.3. System identification

The System identification problem can be deconstructed as follows:

• the agent is a finite state transducer (a Mealy or Moore machine) with

input and output alphabets that can be observed form the training set. The

type of FST is user defined,

• the environment is given by the training set that contains the input and

output pairs, which are observed from the system we need to model,

• the score function shows how the well the constructed FST describes

the given training set (data consistency) and usually the score function is

constructed using the string distance functions.

1.4. Conclusion

The identification of FSMs is a classical task that is encountered in a wide

range of applications. In some situations, there is a deterministic procedure

for solving the task. However, in certain cases, we need to apply other search

algorithms, e.g. stochastic optimization. This chapter gives a brief overview

of the system, which allows to solve the FSM identification task for different

problem statements without significant changes in the search process. The

proposed system consists of modules, each of which presents a subsystem that is

responsible for specific algorithms — one of the modules is for the formalization

of the problem statement, the second one is for the representation of FSM as

string and the third one implements the search algorithm. As a result, there is

no need to alter the entire system, if the problem statement is changed. We

demonstrated how well-known problems can be formalized for such system.
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2. STRING REPRESENTATIONOF

FINITE STATEMACHINES

The term finite state machine (FSM) describes a class of models that are

characterized by having a finite number of states. The class of FSMs can

be subdivided into several subclasses, the most important of which are finite

acceptor (FA), finite state machine without output, or finite automaton, and the
finite state transducer (FST), a finite state machine with output. The class of

FSTs includes several modifications of FST, but this research focuses on the

Moore and Mealy machine.

2.1. Preliminaries. Finite State Machines

This section provides a brief overview of the FSM theory, including basic

definitions and algorithms.

2.1.1. Alphabet, words, language

A symbol is a basic component of strings and alphabets.

Definition 2.1 (Alphabet) The alphabet Σ is a set of symbols Σ = {a1, . . . , an}.

Definition 2.2 (String(Word)) A sequence of symbols from alphabet Σ is called

string(word). The empty string is denoted as ε.

Definition 2.3 (Length of word) If w is a string then |w| denotes the number of
symbols in w and is called the length of w, |ε| = 0.

Definition 2.4 (Equal words) Two strings w and u are equal if they contain the
same number of symbols |w| == |u| in the same order.

Definition 2.5 (Concatenation) Given two strings w, u ∈ Σ∗, we can form a new

string w · u (w · u = wu), called the concatenation of w and u. Concatenation of
w and u means adjoining the symbols in u to symbols in w. The order in which
strings are concatenated is important. The concatenation with an empty string ε
has the following property:

εw = wε = w
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Example 2.1 Let’s define x = a1a2 . . . an and y = b1b2 . . . bm, then x · y =
a1a2 . . . anb1b2 . . . bm

Definition 2.6 (Prefix, suffix) Let w,u ∈ Σ∗. If x = wu, then w is called the

prefix of x and u is called suffix of x.

The set of all strings over alphabet Σ is denoted by Σ∗.

Definition 2.7 (Language) For any alphabet Σ, a subset of Σ∗ is called language.

Definition 2.8 (Operations on languages) If L and M are languages over

alphabet Σ, then:

• L ∪M is the union of L and M ,

• L ∩M is the intersection of L and M ,

• L̄ is a complement of L,

• L ·M = {wu : w ∈ L and u ∈ M} is the product of L and M . A string

belongs to LM , if it can be written as a string in L concatenated with a

string in M ,

• L0 = {ε} and Ln+1 = Ln · L. For n > 0, the language Ln consists of all

strings w of form w = u1u . . . un where ui ∈ L,

• L∗ = L0 ∪ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ . . . is the Kleene Star of language L.

Measuring distances between words

We specify several functions for computing the distance between strings. First

of all, we define the distance between symbols.

Definition 2.9 (Distance between symbols∆(a, b)) We specify a function∆(a, b),
where a, b are symbols in a certain alphabet:

∆(a, b) =
{ 0 : a == b

1 : a 6= b
(2.1)

that returns 1 if symbols are not equal.

Based on ∆(a, b) function (Definition 2.9) we can specify several functions
for measuring the distances or similarities between strings.

Definition 2.10 (Strict distance) is defined as:

Dstrict(x, y) =
{ 0 : x == y

1 : x 6= y
(2.2)

The strict distance returns 0, if the strings are equal (see Definition 2.4),
otherwise it returns 1.
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The computing of strict distance has the worst case time complexity

O(|x|) (when |x| == |y|), otherwise (if |x| 6= |y|, then function returns 1) it is
constant in time .

Definition 2.11 (Hamming distance) is defined as the following:

DHam(x, y) = ΣMin(|x|,|y|)
i=1 ∆(xi, yi) (2.3)

Hamming distance returns the number of differences (different symbols).

Computing Hamming distance has a complexity of O(Min(|x|, |y|)).

Similarly to Definition 2.11 we can define Hamming similarity, which is

sometimes more applicable as the string distance function.

Definition 2.12 (Hamming similarity) is defined as:

SHam(x, y) = Min(|x|, |y|)− ΣMin(|x|,|y|)
i=1 ∆(xi, yi) (2.4)

or

SHam(x, y) = ΣMin(|x|,|y|)
i=1 ∆(xi, yi) (2.5)

Hamming similarity returns the number of equal symbols.

Definition 2.13 (Length of maximal equal prefix) is defined as:

DLP (x, y) = Σx=y
i=1 ∆(xi, yi) (2.6)

The analysis of strings is stopped, when the first difference between symbols

is found.

Example 2.2 The comparison between string distance functions DLP (x, y)
(Definition 2.13), DHam (Definition 2.11), Dstrict (Definition 2.10) is shown

on the string distance between ”qwerty” and the strings in each column (see

Table 2.1).

Table 2.1 String distance functions

Function ”qwerty” ”qeerty” ”qweryt”

Dstrict 0 1 1

DHam 0 1 2

DLP 6 1 4
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2.1.2. Finite acceptor

In this subsection we introduce the basic knowledge of FA, which is a special

case of FSM. The FSM takes a string in a specific alphabet Σ and outputs the

value ’yes’ if the string is accepted by machine or ’no’ if the string is rejected.

The set of all possible input strings can be divided into two classes: accepted

strings and rejected strings. The FA itself can be viewed as the classifier (see

Figure 2.1 ).

s(t)...s(i)...s(2)s(1) // Finite
Acceptor

Output signal //

Figure 2.1 Conception of finite acceptor

Definition 2.14 (Finite acceptor (FA)) is a five-tuple (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ), where

• Q is a finite set of states,

• Σ is a finite input alphabet,

• q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,

• F ⊆ Q is the set of final states,

• δ is a transition function: δ : Q× Σ→ Q.

The work-flow of the model is presented in Algorithm 1.

Definition 2.15 (Deterministic finite acceptor (DFA)) If for each state q ∈ Q
and each symbol a ∈ Σ, there exists at most one transition (i.e., |δ(q, a)| ≤ 1),
the acceptor is a deterministic finite acceptor (DFA), otherwise it is a

non-deterministic finite acceptor (NFA).

Theorem 2.1 Let L be a language accepted by a non-deterministic finite

automaton, then there exists a deterministic finite automaton that accepts L [38].

There are two popular ways to represent FA – a transition diagram (graph)

and a transition table.

Definition 2.16 (FA Transition diagram) A transition graph is a special case of

the directed labeled graph, where vertices are labeled by Q; there is an arrow
labeled ′a′ from vertex labeled ′s′ to vertex labeled ′t′ exactly when t ∈ σ(s, a).
The initial state is marked by an inward-pointing arrow and final state by double

circles.

Definition 2.17 (Yield operator) If M = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) is FA, a ∈ Σ ∪ ε, when
we say (q, aw) `M (p, w), iff p ∈ δ(q, a), where `M is called yield operator.
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Algorithm 1 FA work-flow

1: function runMachine(inputString)
2: qc ← q0
3: for i = 0→ length(inputString)− 1 do

4: makeTransition(inputString[i])
5: end for

6: if qc ∈ F then

7: output← accepted
8: else

9: output← rejected
10: end if

11: end function

12: function makeTransition(ic)
13: transition← TransitionTable[qc.label][Σ.position(ic)]
14: qc ← qtransition.toState

15: end function

Definition 2.18 (FA Transition table) A transition table is a special representation

method for FA, where each row presents states from Q and each column

corresponds to an input symbol from Σ. Each cell contains δ(q, σ) with respect
to column and row numbers.

Example 2.3 An example of a simple FA is represented as the transition diagram

(see Figure 2.2) and as the transition table (see Figure 2.3). The five components

of the FA are:

• the set of states {q0, f1},

• the input alphabet Σ = {a, b},

• the initial state q0,

• the set of final states F = {f1},

• the transition function δ : Q× Σ→ Q is defined as

δ(q0, a) = q0, δ(q0, b) = f1, δ(f1, a) = q0, δ(f1, b) = f1

Definition 2.19 (String accepted by an acceptor) A string ′w′ is said to be

accepted by an acceptor M iff (q0, w) `∗
M (p, ε) for some p ∈ F , i.e. there exists

a finite sequence of transitions, corresponding to the input string w, from the

initial state to a certain final state.
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Figure 2.2 Example of a transition diagram for FA.

a b

→ q0 q0 f1
← f1 q0 f1

Figure 2.3 Example of a transition table for FA

Definition 2.20 (Language accepted by an acceptor) The language accepted by

M , is denoted as L(M) and defined as:

L(M) = {w | ∃p ∈ F : (q0, w) `∗
M (p, ε)}.

Definition 2.21 (Accessible state) Let A = (Q, Σ, i, q0, F ) be a FA. We say that
state q ∈ Q is accessible if there is a string x ∈ Σ∗ so that q0 · x = q, where
q0 · x = q means that state q can be reached from state q0 by making transitions
according to a corresponding symbol x0 . . . xn.

q0
x0−→ q1

x1−→ . . .
xn−→ q

A state that is not accessible is called inaccessible.

Definition 2.22 (Unlabeled FA (FA∅)) The structure FA∅ =(Q, Σ, δ, q0) denotes
FA without empty states.

Example 2.4 Suppose we haveDFA∅ with 4 states (see Figure 2.4). State labeled

’3’ is unreachable from the initial state, so it is redundant and can be removed

without any damage to the work cycle. This leads us to the FSM with only three

states.

Definition 2.23 (Accessible FA. Initially connected FA (ICFA)) An acceptor
FA is accessible (or initially connected) if its every state is accessible.

Definition 2.24 (FA Isomorphism) Two DFA A1 = (Q1, Σ1, δ1, q1
0, F 1) and

A2 = (Q2, Σ2, δ2, q2
0, F 2) are called isomorphic by states if |Σ1| = |Σ2| = k

and there exist bijections: Π1 : Σ1 → [0, k), Π2 : Σ2 → [0, k) and bijection
β : Q1 → Q2 such that β(q1

0) = q2
0 and, for all σ1 ∈ Σ1 and q1 ∈ Q1,

β(δ(q1, σ1) = δ2(β(q1), Π−1
2 (Π1(σ1)))), and β(F 1) = F 2 [39]
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Figure 2.4 State ’3’ is unreachable.

2.1.3. Finite state transducer

Generalizing the knowledge about FA (see Section 2.1.2), we can construct a

machine, which produces not only one output value (accepted or rejected), but

the sequence of output values, i.e. an output string (see Figure 2.5). While there

are several types of FST, we consider only two of them – the Moore machine

and the Mealy machine.

Definition 2.25 (Moore machine) is a six-tuple (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, λ, q0), wherein

• Q is a finite set of states and q0 denotes the start state,

• Σ is the input alphabet,

• ∆ is the output alphabet,

• δ : Q× Σ→ Q is the transition function,

• λ : Q× Σ→ ∆ is the output function represented by the output table that

shows what character from ∆ is printed by each state that is entered [38].

s(t)...s(i)...s(2)s(1) //
Finite
State

Transducer

r(n)...r(i)...r(2)r(1)

Output channel
//

Figure 2.5 Conception of FST

The work-flow for the Moore machine is presented in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Moore machine work-flow

1: function runMachine(inputString)
2: outputString ← empty
3: qc ← q0
4: outputString ← outputString + qc.value
5: for i = 0→ length(inputString)− 1 do

6: makeTransition(inputString[i])
7: end for

8: end function

9: function makeTransition(ic)
10: transition← TransitionTable[qc.label][Σ.position(ic)]
11: qc ← qtransition.toState

12: outputString ← outputString + qtransition.toState.value
13: end function

Example 2.5 Figure 2.6 illustrates two Moore machines. We can construct the

function for translating the states of Moore machine Miso1 to the states of Moore
machine Miso2:

Miso1.q0 →Miso2.q0

Miso1.q1 →Miso2.q2

Miso1.q2 →Miso2.q1

Thus, Moore machine Miso1 is isomorphic to Miso2.
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(a) Moore machine Miso1
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(b) Moore machine Miso2

Figure 2.6 Two isomorphic Moore machines
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Definition 2.26 (Mealy machine) is a six-tuple

(Q, Σ, ∆, δ, λ, q0), wherein:

• Q is a set of states, where q0 denotes the start state,

• Σ is the input alphabet,

• ∆ is the output alphabet,

• δ : Q× Σ→ Q is the transition function, and

• λ : Q × Σ → ∆ the output function represented by the output table

that shows what character from ∆ is printed by each transition that is

processed [38].

The work-flow for the Mealy machine is presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Mealy machine work-flow

1: function runMachine(inputString)
2: outputString ← empty
3: qc ← q0
4: for i = 0→ length(inputString)− 1 do

5: makeTransition(inputString[i])
6: end for

7: end function

8: function makeTransition(ic)
9: transition← TransitionTable[qc.label][Σ.position(ic)]
10: qc ← qtransition.toState

11: outputString ← outputString + transition.value
12: end function

Definition 2.27 (Input/output sequence (I/O sequence)) An input-output sequence

S of lengthn is a set of pairs{(i0, o0), (i1, o1), . . . , (in, on)}where (ii, oi) ∈ Σ×∆.
An input/output sequence set ζ is a set of S.

The Moore and Mealy machines behave differently while processing output:

Moore machines print a character when entering the state, while Mealy machines

print a character when traversing an arc. However it is possible to construct

equivalent machines.

Theorem 2.2 If Mo is a Moore machine, then there is a Mealy machine Me that

is equivalent to it. For every Mealy machine Me, there is an equivalent Moore

machine Mo.
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Definition 2.28 (Equivalence of Mealy and Moore machines) Given a Mealy

machine Me and a Moore machine Mo, which automatically prints the character
′x′ in the start state, we say that these two machines are equivalent, if for every

input string the output string from Mo is exactly
′x′ concatenated with output

from Me.

2.1.4. Package: Finite state machine

This package contains structures and algorithms required for correctly working

with FSMs. The main class of the package is FSM, which represents the structure,
while other classes define the parts of FSM.

• State class implements the attributed states (see Definition 2.35).

• Transition class implements the attributed transition.

• Alphabet class implements the alphabet structure (see Definition 2.1).

• FSM class presents the abstract structure for storing FSM (see Defini-

tions 2.26, 2.25). The FSM class is consists of a set of states, a set of

transitions and a transition table, which defines the relation between states

and transition. FSM class also contains the input and output alphabets.

Figure 2.7 Class diagram: FSM
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2.2. String Representation

This section discusses the different representations of a FST. The proper

representation of a FST is essential to the optimization of a search algorithm.

Each representation of a FST must allow for:

• correct transformations [FST → Representation(FST )] and vice versa
[Representation(FST )→ FST ],

• random generation of points in search space and

• operations on the points that store their properties and correctness.

2.2.1. Existing solutions

There are several FSM representations, which are used for different heuristic

search algorithms. Mainly, they can be divided into two groups:

I FSM is represented by a transition diagram (see Defini-

tion 2.16). For example in [6], [20], [32], [26], [40] The

general idea of this representation method lies in the elimina-

tion of transformations: [FSM → Representation(FSM)] and
[Representation(FSM) → FSM ]. The search space is defined

so, that solutions are transition diagrams (graphs) and all movements

in the search space are defined on the graph modification level.

This representation is used together with Genetic Programming.

II FSM is represented by a table (see Definition 2.18). This

representation method is based on tabular FSM representation.

Thus, each point of the search space is a structure, which can be

considered as a transition and output table. There are three main

subgroups:

•2D representation. In [5], [33], [31], [34], [18] a FSM is

represented by a transition and output table. The transition

and output tables are used directly, therefore the solution

transformations during the search algorithm work on the table

modification level.

•1D representation. In [27], [15] a FSM is represented in

tabular form, but transition and output table is transformed

into a linear 1D structure, for example by the concatenation of

rows.

•Bit string representation. In [19], [13] a FSM is represented

by binary string.This way, the transition and output table is

coded by binary numbers.
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2.2.2. Restrictions of the search space

We are interested only in tabular representation of FSM (in 1D form). In the

following subsection, the basic definitions and algorithms required for FSM
transformation are introduced.

To minimize the size of the search space, we consider only FSTs with the

following properties:

• deterministic, i.e. for each state and input symbol there is only transition

from this state labeled by this symbol. This also requires there to only be

one initial state,

• completeness,i.e. for each state and symbol in the input alphabet there is

a transition from this state labeled by this symbol,

• initial state is labeled by ’0’,

• known number of states |Q| = n,

• ε− transitions are not allowed

• ε− output values are not allowed.

2.2.3. Proposed solutions

We propose to only use string representations of FST. String representation

allows to apply different stochastic optimization methods, which work in

the discrete search space, to the problem of FST inference. Nevertheless,

for correctly working with the corresponding string representation of FSM,

both transformation algorithms are required [FST → Representation(FST )]
and [Representation(FST )→ FST ], which requires additional computational
power.

Figure 2.8 shows the relation between different string representations

introduced in the following sections:

• Direct concatenation of a transition table (see Section 2.3): SR(FST)
– string representation of FST (see Subsection 2.3.1), SRB(FST) –

binary string representation of FST (see Subsection 2.3.2). These

string representations were initially proposed in the master thesis of the

author [41]. SRB(FST) is also presented in [42].

• Separating the transition and output functions of FST. Deriving the

output function (see Section 2.4): SRS(FST) – string representation of

FST with a separated output function (see Subsection 2.4.1), SRD(FST)
– string representation of FST with a derived output function (see

Subsection 2.4.2). SRS(FST) is a further development of SR(FST).
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Figure 2.8 Different FST representation codes

• Canonical string representation: cSRS(FST) – canonical string repre-

sentation of FST (see Subsection 2.7.2), cSRD(FST) – canonical string

representation ofFSTwith a derived output function (see Subsection 2.7.3).

cSRS(FST) is an improvement of SRS(FST), which applies the normal

form string representation. This approach allows to eliminate isomorphisms

and FSMs with unreachable states, which makes the search space smaller.

2.3. Direct Concatenation of a Transition Table

The general idea behind this type of representation is the transformation of a

transition table into string code, which stores all he information about transitions

and output functions.

2.3.1. SR(FST): String representation of FST

The intuitive way of transforming [Transition table → string] is to present

the transition table as the concatenation of its rows. This subsection covers the

definitions as well as the encoding and decoding transformation algorithms for

Moore and Mealy machines.

Moore machine

Taking a target Moore machine with n states, where:

• the input alphabet is Σ = {i0, . . . , ik−1},

• the output alphabet is ∆ = {o0, . . . , om−1},

• the set of states is Q = {q0, . . . , qn−1 }.
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The row of the transition table, which contains information about one state qj

can be described by the structure presented in Figure 2.9. This structure contains

oj as a code for the corresponding output symbol at the state and qi... are codes

(labels) for target transition states with respect to the input symbol i0...k−1.

State qj

oj qi0 q... qik−1

Figure 2.9 One row of a Moore machine transition table

In order to transform the entire transition table into the string, we concatenate

the rows of the transition table in the order of state labels. Figure 2.10 shows the

resulting structure of the Moore machine string representation.

State q0 . . . State qn−1

o0 qi0
0 qi...

0 q
ik−1
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . on−1 qi0

n−1 qi...
n−1 q

ik−1
n−1

Figure 2.10 SR(MoFST) as a concatenation of rows of a Moore machine transition
table

Definition 2.29 (String representation of a Moore machine) is a structure in the

form

SR(MoFST ) = [o0qi0
0 qi...

0 q
ik−1
0 . . . on−1qi0

n−1qi...
n−1q

ik−1
n−1 ],

where

• [o0 . . . on−1] ∈ [0 . . . m− 1] present codes for output values and

• [qi0 . . . q
ik−1
n−1 ] ∈ [0 . . . n− 1] present target states of the transitions.

Theorem 2.3 (The space complexity of SR(MoFST)) The length of SR(MoFST)
for a Moore machine with n states and over the input alphabet k with the output
alphabet with m symbols is

(1 + k)× n

The number of corresponding SR(MoFST) strings is

(m× nk)n

Example 2.6 A Moore machine Mmo1 with a transition diagram represented in

Figure 2.11 is examined more closely.

For example, let the machine Mmo1 have 4 states Q = {0, 1, 2, 3}, the
input alphabet contain 2 symbols Σ = {a, b} and the output alphabet 2

symbols ∆ = {0, 1}. Then the Moore machine Mmo1 can be represented as
SR(Mmo1) = [1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2, 0, 3, 3, 1, 1, 0] (see Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.11 Transition diagram for a Moore machine Mmo1

a b a b a b a b

1 1 0 1 1 2 0 3 3 1 1 0

Figure 2.12 String representation SR(Mmo1)

The transformation [Moore machine → SR(MoFST )] is given by

Definition 2.29. The transformation [SR(MoFST ) → Moore machine] is
presented by Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 SR(MoFST )→Moore machine transformation

Require: Input alphabet Σ with k symbols

Require: Input alphabet ∆ with m symbols

Require: SR(MoFST)
1: for i = 0→ n− 1 do

2: createState(qi)

3: qi.value← ∆position(SR[i×(1+k)])
4: if i == 0 then

5: setInitial(qi)

6: end if

7: end for

8: for i = 0→ n− 1 do

9: fromState← qi

10: for j = 0→ k − 1 do

11: toState← qSR[i×(1+k)+j+1]
12: inSymbol← Σj

13: transition← Transition(fromState, toState, inSymbol)
14: end for

15: end for

16: return Moore machine

The generator of a random Moore machine in the form of SR(MoFST) is
presented in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5 Random generator of SR(MoFST)
Require: Input alphabet Σ with k symbols

Require: Input alphabet ∆ with m symbols

1: for i = 0→ n− 1 do

2: SR[i× (1 + k)]← randomInteger(0 . . . m− 1)
3: for j = 0→ k − 1 do

4: SR[i× (1 + k) + j + 1]← randomInteger(0 . . . n− 1)
5: end for

6: end for

7: return SR(MoFST )

Mealy machine

Taking a target Mealy machine with n states, where:

• the input alphabet is Σ = {i0, . . . , ik−1},

• the output alphabet is ∆ = {o0, . . . , om−1},

• the set of states is Q = {q0, . . . , qn−1 }.

One row of the transition table for such a Mealy machine can be described

by the structure presented in Figure 2.13. There the information for the

corresponding state qj is stored. For all transitions from this state with respect to

the input symbol i0...k−1 we encode the output value oi... and the label of target

state qi... .

State qj

oi0 qi0 oi... qi... oik−1 qik−1

Figure 2.13 One row of a Mealy machine transition table

The structure, required for coding the entire transition table is constructed as

the concatenation of sections (see Figure 2.13) in the order of state labels (see

Figure 2.14).

State q0 . . . State qn−1

oi0
0 qi0

0 . . . o
ik−1
0 q

ik−1
0 . . . oi0

n−1 qi0
n−1 . . . o

ik−1
n−1 q

ik−1
n−1

Figure 2.14 SR(MeFST) as the concatenation of the Mealy machine transition table
rows
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Definition 2.30 (String representation of a MeFST ) is the structure in the
following form:

SR(MeFST ) = [oi0
0 qi0

0 . . . o
ik−1
0 q

ik−1
0 . . . oi0

n−1qi0
n−1 . . . o

ik−1
n−1q

ik−1
n−1 ],

where

• [oi0
0 . . . o

ik−1
n−1] ∈ [0 . . . m − 1] present codes for the output values of the

transitions and

• [qi0
0 . . . q

ik−1
n−1 ] ∈ [0 . . . n− 1] present the target states of the transitions.

Theorem2.4 (The space complexity ofSR(MeFST)) The lengthof SR(MeFST),
which represents a Mealy machine with n states and over input alphabet k and
with output alphabet with m symbols is

((1 + 1)× k)× n

The number of corresponding SR(MeFST) strings is

((m× n)k)n.

The transformation [Mealy machine → SR(MeFST )] is given by

Definition 2.30. The transformation [SR(MeFST ) → Mealy machine]
is presented by Algorithm 6.

Example 2.7 A Mealy machine Mme1 with the transition diagram represented in
Figure 2.15 is considered further. Q = {0, 1, 2, 3}, Σ = {a, b}, ∆ = {0, 1}. The
string representation for this Mealy machine is

SR(Mme1) = [1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0, 3, 1, 0, 0, 1] (see Figure 2.16).

?>=<89:;0b/0 66
a/1 //?>=<89:;2

a/1,b/0

��?>=<89:;1b/1 66

a/0

OO

?>=<89:;3
b/0

oo

a/1

__>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Figure 2.15 Transition diagram of Mealy machine Mme1

State 0 State 1 State 2 State 3

a b a b a b a b

1 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 3 1 0 0 1

Figure 2.16 String representation SR(Mex2)
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Algorithm 6 SR(MeFST )→Mealy machine transformation

Require: Input alphabet Σ with k symbols

Require: Input alphabet ∆ with m symbols

Require: SR(MeFST)
1: for i = 0→ n− 1 do

2: createState(qi)

3: if i == 0 then

4: end if

5: end for

6: for i = 0→ n− 1 do

7: fromState← qi

8: for j = 0→ k − 1 do

9: toState← qSR[i×2×k+j×2+1]
10: inSymbol← Σj

11: outSymbol← ∆SR[i×2×k+j×2]
12: transition← Transition(fromState,

toState, inSymbol, outSymbol)
13: end for

14: end for

15: return Mealy machine

2.3.2. SRB(FST): Binary string representation of FST

Some of heuristic search algorithms, such as the Genetic Algorithm, only

work with binary multidimensional search spaces. Therefore, if we apply such

heuristic search algorithms to the problem of FSM identification, we need to

construct a method for representing a FSM in the form of binary strings.

The intuitive way of representing FSM as binary string is to apply encoding

methods presented in Subsection 2.3.1: [FST → SR(FST )] and transform each

integer of the code SR(FST ) into binary string [SR(FST ) → SRB(FST )]
(see Algorithm 7).

Algorithm 7 SR(FST )→ SRB(FST ) transformation
Require: SR(FST)
for all integer i ∈ SR(FST ) do

b← integerToBinary(i)
SRB(FST )← SRB(FST )+b

end for

return SRB(FST )
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Definition 2.31 (SRB(FST): Binary string representation) Binary string

representation of FST is a string constructed by consequent transformation of

each integer in SR(FST) to binary string.

Example 2.8 Let us consider a Moore machine Mmo1 (see Example 2.6)

and a Mealy machine Mme1 (see Example 2.7) and transform their

SR(FST) codes into binary strings. The corresponding binary represen-

tation of Mmo1 is SRB(Mmo1) = [10100101100111110100] (see Figure 2.17)
and the corresponding binary representation of Mme1 is SRB(Mme1) =
[110000000101111011100001] (see Figure 2.18)

a b a b a b a b

1 1 0 1 1 2 0 3 3 1 1 0 SR()
1 01 00 1 01 10 0 11 11 1 01 00 SRB()

Figure 2.17 Binary string representation SRB(Mmo1)

State 0 State 1 State 2 State 3

a b a b a b a b

1 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 3 1 0 0 1

1 10 0 00 0 00 1 01 1 11 0 11 1 00 0 01

Figure 2.18 Binary string representation SRB(Mme1)

Theorem 2.5 For the Moore machine with n states, where:

• the input alphabet is Σ = {i0, . . . , ik−1},

• the output alphabet is ∆ = {o0, . . . , om−1},

• the set of states is Q = {q0, . . . , qn−1 }.

In order to present one symbol of ∆ we require dlog2me bits, while for
encoding one state q the dlog2ne bits are required. Thus, the length of

SRB(MoFST) can be computed by:

|SRB(MoFST )| = n× (dlog2me+ k × dlog2ne).

The transformation [SR(MoFST ) → SRB(MoFST )] is described by

Definition 2.31, the reverse transformation [SRB(MoFST ) → SR(MoFST )]
is described by Algorithm 8.
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Algorithm 8 SRB(MoFST )→ SR(MoFST ) transformation
Require: SRB(MoFST )
1: bO ← dlog2me
2: bN ← dlog2ne
3: for i = 0→ n− 1 do

4: booleanString ← empty
5: for j = 0→ bO − 1 do

6: booleanString ← booleanString + SRB(MoFST )[i× (bO + k×
bN) + j]

7: end for

8: SR(MoFST )[i× (1 + k)]← parse(booleanString)
9: booleanString ← empty
10: for j = 0→ k − 1 do

11: for k = 0→ bN − 1 do

12: booleanString ← booleanString + SRB(MoFST )[i× (bO +
k × bN) + j × bN + k + bO]

13: end for

14: SR(MoFST )[i× (1 + k) + j + 1]← parse(booleanString)
15: booleanString ← empty
16: end for

17: end for

18: return SR(MoFST)

Theorem 2.6 Similar computations can be done for the Mealy machine with n
states, where

• the input alphabet is Σ = {i0, . . . , ik−1},

• the output alphabet is ∆ = {o0, . . . , om−1},

• the set of states is Q = {q0, . . . , qn−1}.

In order to present one symbol of ∆ we require dlog2me bits, while for
encoding one state q the dlog2ne bits are required. Thus, the length of

SRB(MeFST) can be computed by:

|SRB(MeFST )| = n× k × (dlog2me+ dlog2ne)

The transformation [SR(MeFST ) → SRB(MeFST )] is described by

Definition 2.31, the reverse transformation [SRB(MeFST ) → SR(MeFST )]
is described by Algorithm 9.

Although the encoding process [SR(FST ) → SRB(FST )] is correct, the
reverse process [SRB(FST )→ SR(FST )] can be incorrect in situations where
SRB(FST ) was generated. For example, for a random binary string with
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Algorithm 9 SRB(MeFST )→ SR(MeFST ) transformation
Require: SRB(MeFST )
1: bO ← dlog2me
2: bN ← dlog2ne
3: for i = 0→ n× k − 1 do

4: booleanString ← empty
5: for j = 0→ bO − 1 do

6: booleanString ← booleanString + SRB(MeFST )[i × (bO +
bN) + j]

7: end for

8: SR(MeFST )[2× i]← parse(booleanString)
9: booleanString ← empty
10: for j = 0→ bN − 1 do

11: booleanString ← booleanString + SRB(MeFST )[i × (bO +
bN) + bO + j]

12: end for

13: SR(MeFST )[2× i + 1]← parse(booleanString)
14: end forreturn SR(MeFST)

dimensionality |SRB(FST )|, not all binary codes have corresponding integers
inside the range (see Example 2.9).

Example 2.9 Let a Moore machine Min have 3 states Q = {0, 1, 2}. Two bits
are required for storing information about states. During the decoding process

a pair of bits is interpreted as shown in Figure 2.19. The Moore machine

represented by such SRB(FST) is invalid.

bits state

00 q0
01 q1
10 q2
11 error

Figure 2.19 SRB(FST). Error in the decoding process

Such invalid SRB(FST) representations (see Example 2.9) can appear during
a random generation of FST in SRB(FST) form or after some transformations

of SRB(FST) due to certain search algorithm operations.

In order to solve the problem of invalid SRB(FST) we need to modify

[SRB(FST ) → FST ] transformation. For example one of the following

methods can be applied:
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• Ignore method, where an invalid FSM is marked as an incorrect machine

and no longer considered in a search process.

• Repair method, where a non-existing codes are translated into existing

labels, or replaced by existing codes.

• Generate a new SRB(FST) method, which can be applied only during the
random generation of the machines. If a generated FSM is invalid, then a

new SRB(FST) must be generated, until the generated FSM is correct.

• Restrict method, where the number of states n and the sizes of input and

output alphabets are restricted by the powers of two (see [43]).

Further information about SRB(FST) can be found in [41], where SRB(FST)
was used with combination with a GA and in Publication C [42], where a binary

GSA was used as a search algorithm.

2.4. Separating a FST Structure. Deriving the Output
Function from the Training Set

The SR(FST) coding scheme is very powerful as it contains both transition and
output functions. This allows to control all of the FST properties. Nevertheless,

it should be observed that the search space contains FSTs with the same

transition function, but with different output functions (see Example 2.10). In

the context of search algorithm this means that it is more difficult to find both

the correct transition and the output function. However, if we separate the output

and transition functions into two different structures and apply a search algorithm

only to the transition function part (the output function can be derived from the

training set), we can minimize the space complexity.

Example 2.10 Let us have a Moore machine Maab with 4 states Σ = {b, a} and
∆ = {0, 1}. Our task is to construct Moore machine, which is consistent with
the training set ’aab recognizer’ (Figure 4.8).

Figure 2.20 illustrates certain chosen points of the search space, where

each point is SR(Maab) code. Each point clearly presents Maab with the

same transition function, but with the all possible combinations of output

functions. Maab contains four states, and each state can have output value

from ∆, resulting in 42 possible combinations. Each point was evaluated with
respect to the ’aab recognizer’ training set. Evidently, only one point with

SR(Maab) = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 3, 2, 1, 0, 1] is a valuable in the context of this
training set. Other points can be omitted.

Definitions of the coding scheme SRS(FST), where transition and output

functions are considered separately are presented in the Subsection 2.4.1.

Subsection 2.4.2 defines the concepts of attributed state and attributed transition

and provides algorithms for constructing Moore and Mealy machines through

decorating DFA∅, using the training set.
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Figure 2.20 All possible combinations for the output function with a predefined structure

2.4.1. SRS(FST): Separating the structure of the FST from the

output function

SRS(MoFST): a Moore machine

The separation of the transition and output functions can easily be done by

constructing two strings from a SR(FST) string. Figure 2.21 depicts the

separation of the transition and output function transformation for MoFST.

Definition 2.32 (Separated string representation of Moore machine) is a structure

derived from the SR(MoFST):

SRS(MoFST ) = {SRS(MoFST.transition), SRS(MoFST.output)},

where

• SRS(MoFST .transition) is a transition function qi0
0 qi...

0 q
ik−1
0 . . . qi0

n−1
qi...

n−1q
ik−1
n−1 , where [qi0 . . . q

ik−1
n−1 ] ∈ [0 . . . n− 1] presents the target states of

the transitions and

• SR(MoFST .output) is anoutput functiono0 . . . on−1, where [o0 . . . on−1] ∈
[0 . . . m− 1] presents codes for the output values of the Moore machine.
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State q0 . . . State qn−1

o0 qi0
0 qi...

0 q
ik−1
0 . . . . . . . . . on−1 qi0

n−1 qi...
n−1 q

ik−1
n−1

(a) SRS(MoFST )

State q0 . . . State qn−1

qi0
0 . . . q

ik−1
0 . . . . . . . . . qi0

n−1 . . . q
ik−1
n−1

(b) SRS(MoFST.transition)

State q0 . . . State qn−1
o0 . . . on−1

(c) SRS(MoFST.output)

Figure 2.21 SRS(MoFST): Separating transition and output functions for a Moore
machine

There is a transformation SR(MoFST ) → SRS(MoFST ) and vice versa,
therefore these coding systems are isomorphic (Theorem 2.7).

Theorem 2.7 The SRS(MoFST) is isomorphic to SR(MoFST).
Proof. There are direct transformations SR(MoFST ) → SRS(MoFST )

and SRS(MoFST )→ SR(MoFST )

The structure defined by SRS(MoFST .transition) can be directly trans-

formed into DFA∅. Thus the transition table of a Moore machine can be

processed as DFA∅ (Theorem 2.8).

Theorem 2.8 SRS(MoFST .transition)→ DFA∅.

Example 2.11 Let us consider Mmo1 (see Example 2.6). The original code is
SR(Mmo1) = [1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2, 0, 3, 3, 1, 1, 0]. Hence, the result of the separated
string representation is: SRS(Mmo1) = {[1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 3, 1, 0], [1, 1, 0, 1]}.

SRS(MeFST): a Mealy machine

Similar transformations can be done for a Mealy machine (see Figure 2.22).

Definition 2.33 (Separated string representation of Mealy machine) is a structure

formed from SR(MeFST):

SRS(MeFST ) = {SRS(MeFST.transition), SRS(MeFST.output)},

where:

• SRS(MeFST.transition) is a transition functionqi0
0 . . . q

ik−1
0 . . . qi0

n−1 . . . q
ik−1
n−1 ,

where [qi0 . . . q
ik−1
n−1 ] ∈ [0 . . . n− 1] presents target states of the transitions

and
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State q0 . . . State qn−1

oi0
0 qi0

0 . . . o
ik−1
0 q

ik−1
0 . . . oi0

n−1 qi0
n−1 . . . o

ik−1
n−1 q

ik−1
n−1

(a) SR(MeFST )

State q0 . . . State qn−1

qi0
0 . . . q

ik−1
0 . . . qi0

n−1 . . . q
ik−1
n−1

(b) SRS(MeFST .transition)

State q0 . . . State qn−1

oi0
0 . . . o

ik−1
0 . . . oi0

n−1 . . . o
ik−1
n−1

(c) SRS(MeFST .output)

Figure 2.22 SRS(MeFST): Separating transition and output functions for a Mealy

machine

• SRS(MeFST.output) is an output function oi0
0 . . . o

ik−1
0 . . . oi0

n−1 . . . o
ik−1
n−1,

where [o0 . . . on−1] ∈ [0 . . . m − 1] presents codes for output values of
Mealy machine.

Theorem 2.9 The SRS(MeFST) is isomorphic to SR(MeFST).
Proof. There are direct transformations SR(MeFST ) → SRS(MeFST )

and SRS(MeFST )→ SR(MeFST )

The structure defined by SRS(MeFST .transition) can be directly trans-

formed into DFA∅. Thus a transition table of a MeFST can be processed as

DFA∅ (Theorem 2.10).

Theorem 2.10 SRS(MeFST .transition)→ DFA∅

Example 2.12 Let us consider Mme1 (see Example 2.7). The original code is
SR(Mme1) = [1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0, 3, 1, 0, 0, 1]. Hence, the separated string
representation is: SRS(Mme1) = {[2, 0, 0, 1, 3, 0, 3, 0, 0, 1], [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0]}

2.4.2. SRD(FST): Deriving the output function

For a given FST structure (transition function) and training data, which consists

of I/O pairs, we can construct a FST output function that processes the training

set in the most correct way. Naturally, this method can only be applied in

situations where the output strings are directly observable.

Existing solutions

There are several methods for deriving output functions for different types of

FSMs based on the statistical analysis of training data. Some examples are:
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• Deriving the output function for a Moore machine ([19]). The method

is also based on constructing the counting table, where for each state there

is a row with numbers, which corresponds to a certain symbol from the

output alphabet. Thus, the algorithm increases a specific number in this

table, if the Moore machine is required to output a corresponding symbol

(observed from the output of the training set) for a given input string. The

output value at the state is the symbol corresponding to the maximum

number in the row.

• Deriving the output function for a Mealy machine ([17], [43]). The

idea is very similar, but in this case the table contains a number for each

transition/output symbol pair. The update process of the table is also based

on observations from the output string and increasing the corresponding

number.

• Deriving ’final/not final’ labels for FA ([7], [44]). The algorithms

Smart State Labeling and Smart Tuning the Output Labels construct the

table, where there are two numbers for each state. If the finite acceptor in

this state stopped working for certain input from the training set and this

string is marked as positive, then we increase the number in table which

corresponds to ’accepted’. However, if the string is marked as negative,

we increase the number, which denotes the ’negative’ label. The label

’final/not final’ state of the finite acceptor is defined by the maximum

number in the corresponding row of the count table for this state.

We propose the generalization of the idea of deriving the output function from

the training set through integrating ’counting’ tables into the FST structure. This

allows to construct effective algorithms which are similar to the original FST
work-flow.

Deriving the output function of a Moore machine

Subsection presents the methods and definitions for deriving the output function

from the training set in the Moore machine example.

Definition 2.34 (A Moore machine with the derived output function)

SRD(MoFST ) = {SRD(MoFST.transition), MoFST.output}

SRD(MoFST) string representation is derived from SRS(MoFST), where

• SRD(MoFST.transition)← SRS(MoFST.transition) and

• MoFST.output is constructed by Algorithm 10.

The behavior of the output function for the Moore machine depends on states.

During the original work-flow (Algorithm 2), the machine produces a symbol
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when state is entered. The canonical state is constructed to result in the label and

output value oi ∈ ∆.

We propose to assign the attribute vector of integers (with length |∆|) to each
state. The initial values for attributes are equal to 0.

Definition 2.35 (Attributed state) qA consists of three parts:

• the q.label part defines the ID of the state,

• the q.value part describes the symbol that the machine outputs during the
original work-flow,

• the q.attributes : < o1, o2 . . . om−1 > describes the vector of attributes

with the length |∆| = m, wherein each attribute counts the number of
times the corresponding output symbol was used.

We present each Moore machine in the form SRS(MoFST) (see Defi-

nition 2.32). Each SRS(MoFST.transition) corresponds to DFA∅ (The-

orem 2.10). Thus we can replace each state in DFA∅ by attributed state

∀q{q ∈ Q : DFA∅} → qA.
This DFA∅ with attributed states can be transformed into a Moore machine

by means of Algorithm 10, which consists of two parts:

• updating attributes with respect to the training set,

• setting up the output value q.value according to attributes q.attributes.

Decorating DFA∅ as a Moore machine

The decorating process is similar to the original machine run cycle (see

Algorithm 2). The only difference lies in the processing of I/O pairs. During the

original work-cycle, the Moore machine outputs symbols for each input string,

while during the decorating cycle, the machine modifies inner attributes (see

Algorithm 10).

The first part, i.e. updating attributes for each I/O pair in the training set,

is done by the function updateAttributes(input, output). The second part –

translating attributes into output value – is done by the function, which assigns

to the state value the output symbol that obtained the maximum attribute value.

Example 2.13 shows the basic transformations occurring inside the decoration

algorithm.

Example 2.13 Let us consider the Moore machine Maab with 4 states Σ = {b, a}
and ∆ = {0, 1} (see Example 2.10). Our training set is ’aab recognizer’

(Figure 4.8). Figure 2.23 shows the process of decorating the Maab represented

by SRD(Maab) = {[0, 1, 0, 2, 3, 2, 0, 1]}.
Each state q ∈ {q0 . . . qn − 1} has the vector of attributes < a0, a1 >.

Figures 2.23(a), 2.23(b), 2.23(c) show the process of updating the attribute
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Algorithm 10 Decorating DFA∅ as a Moore machine

1: for all I/O pairs do

2: updateAttributes(input, output)
3: end for

4: for i = 0→ n do

5: qi.value← ∆[qi.findMaxAttribute()]
6: end for

7: return generated Moore machine

8: function updateAttributes(iS, oS)
9: qc ← q0
10: increment(qc.attributes[∆[oS[0]position]])
11: for i = 0→ iS.size− 1 do

12: makeTransition(iS[i], oS[i + 1]))
13: end for

14: end function

15: function makeTransition(ic, oc)
16: transition← TR[qc.label][Σ[icposition]]
17: if ∃ transition then

18: qc ← transition.toState
19: increment(qc.attributes[∆[ocposition]])
20: end if

21: end function

for three first I/O pairs. Each green arrow signifies the execution of

makeTransition(ic, oc) function. Figure 2.23(d) shows the process of assigning
q.value for each state.

Example 2.14 demonstrates how the objective function landscape changes if

the method for deriving the output function is applied.

Example 2.14 Suppose we need to construct aMooremachine, which is consistent

with the training set ’ab Recognizer’ (Figure 4.5). Mab contains 3 states and

the input and output alphabets are defined as Σ = {b, a} and ∆ = {0, 1}.
The objective function shows how accurately the current machine describes the

training set. Figure 2.24(a) demonstrates the landscape of the objective function

for one of the possible output functions (out of 23 possible output functions).
The objective function value of a specific machine is marked on the vertical

axis, while the horizontal axis presents all possible machines with an output

function SRS(Mab.output) = [0, 0, 1]: SRS(Mab) = {∀SRS(Mab.transition),
[0, 0, 1]}. Figure 2.24(b) shows the landscape of the objective function for

SRD(Mab) = {∀SRS(Mab.transition)}.
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(b) I/O pair 2
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(c) I/O pair 3
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(d) Assigning values

Figure 2.23 Decorating SRD(Maab) = [0, 1, 0, 2, 3, 2, 0, 1] as a Moore machine

(a) The output function is given SRS(Mab.output) =
(0, 0, 1)

(b) The output function is derived SRD(Mab)

Figure 2.24 ’ab’ Recognizer. Objective function landscape. Given output function vs.

Derived output function
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As these figures demonstrate, using the method based on deriving the output

function results in a much flatter and less aggressive objective function landscape.

Deriving output function for other FSMs

As discussed in Subsection 2.4.2, deriving the output function can also be applied

for other types of FSMs, for example a Mealy machine:

Definition 2.36 (Mealy machine with derived output)

SRD(MeFST ) = {SRD(MeFST.transition), MeFST.output}

SRD(MeFST) representation is a special case of SRS(MeFST), where

• SRD(MeFST.transition)← SRS(MeFST.transition) and

• MeFST.output is constructed by algorithm.

2.5. Problems with String Representations

The considered coding systems for FST are sensitive to the labeling order of

the states. This leads to the situation, where the search space contains several

machines which are isomorphic (Example 2.5). On the string representation

level, it is not possible to state whether or not two represented FSTs are

isomorphic. As regards the effectiveness of the search space algorithm this

means duplicate points in search space, additional recalculation and complexity

of the evaluation function landscape.

The number of such points (isomorphic FST) grows with the factorial of the
number of states (n − 1)! (label ’0’ always belongs to initial state) due to the

different possibilities of ordering the state labels. This problem is also mentioned

in [31].

The idea is to construct a coding system, which automatically removes all

isomorphic FSTs except one. This reduces the search space complexity.
Another problem with presented coding systems is the issue of unreachable

states (Example 2.4). Although coding systems guarantee that for each string

representation (except binary string representation) there is a corresponding FST,
they do not guarantee that all states of the FST are reachable from the initial

one. In the context of training data processing, this means that such a FST
with unreachable states acts like a machine with fewer states. These unreachable

states are redundant and can be removed. However, this can be problematic,

especially if we define the problem statement as ’find FST with exactly n states’.

The points representing machines with unreachable states must be removed

from the search space in order to reduce the space complexity and to guarantee

that the searched machines have the required number of states.
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2.6. Existing Solutions

Natalie Hammerman and Robert Goldberg (chapter from book [45]) presented a

method which solves both issues of isomorphic machines as well as machines

with unreachable states. It is based on constructing two algorithms, which

rearrange the string representations of machines in order to ensure the removal

of isomorphisms and machines with unreachable states:

• SFS algorithm (Standardizing the transitions to the Future or next States

according to a mathematical function) – renames and reorders states which

allows to remove isomorphisms;

• MTF algorithm (Moves the reachable states of a finite state machine To

the Front of the genome) – solves the problem of unreachable states.

Both algorithms require a significant amount of computation, due to the

recalculation of the string representations of the machines.

We propose a new coding system for presenting [FST → String], which
solves the problem of unreachable states and isomorphisms on the representation

level. Additional reordering algorithms are not required.

2.7. Canonical String Representation

The SRS(FSM.transition) code depends on the labels of the states and their
ordering, as renaming states leads to isomorphisms. We can solve this problem

by determining the algorithm by which the state labels are named. In order to do

so, a method known as normal form string is adapted.

2.7.1. Preliminaries. Normal form strings

In order to describe our proposed string representation we consider the basic

theory developed by Almeida, Moreira and Reis ([46], [39], [47]) in the context

of enumerating of deterministic finite state acceptors (DFA). We present only

specific definitions and algorithms that are required for our research. More

information, proofs and other algorithms can be found in original sources.

The main idea of the approach by Almeida, Moreira and Reis is to find an

unique string representation of initially connected DFA (ICDFA), i.e. all states
are reachable from the initial one. This is done by constructing an ordering for

state labels.

Suppose we have ICDFA∅ = (Q, Σ, δ, q0), where Q is a set of states

|Q| = n, q0 is initial states, Σ is the input alphabet with k symbols and δ is a

transition function. The set of final states is omitted.

In order to construct the canonical string representation based on canonical

order of the ICDFA states:
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• the ordering of the input alphabet must be defined for a given

Σ = {i0, i1, . . . , ik−1}, where the order is defined as i0 < i1 < . . . < ik−1.
For example, lexicographical ordering can be used

• the set of states of a given ICDFAmust be explored by using a breadth-first

search by choosing the outgoing edges in the order of symbols in Σ.
Definition 2.37 (Normal form string) For given a ICDFA∅, the representing

string in the form (sj)j∈[0...kn−1]with sj = δ(bj/kc , ij mod k) and sj ∈ [0 . . . n−1]
satisfying rules:

(∀m ∈ [2 . . . n− 1])(∀j ∈ [0 . . . kn− 1])
(sj = m⇒ (∃l ∈ [0 . . . j − 1])sl = m− 1) (2.7)

(∀m ∈ [1 . . . n− 1])
(∃l ∈ [0 . . . km− 1])sl = m (2.8)

is called a normal form string [46].

There is the one-to-one mapping between normal form string (sj)j∈[0...kn−1]
and non-isomorphic ICDFA∅ with n states and input alphabetΣwith k symbols.

Example 2.15 Figure 2.6 shows two Moore machines that are isomorphic. If

we choose ordering for Σ as a < b, the correct state label ordering is shown in
Figure 2.6(b) and the corresponding canonical string for the transition function

in this context is [0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 2]. This string covers two presented machines.
Definition 2.38 (Flag) In the canonical string representation (sj)j∈[0...kn−1],
we can define flags (fj)j∈[1...n−1] that are a sequences of indexes of the first
occurrence of state label j. The initial flag sequence is (ki− 1)i∈[1...n−1].

The rules described before can be reformulated as

(∀j ∈ [2 . . . n− 1])(fj > fj − 1) (2.9)

(∀m ∈ [1 . . . n− 1])(fm < km) (2.10)

For given k and n, the number of sequences (fj)j∈[1,n−1], Fn,k can be

computed by

Fk,n =
(

kn

n

)
1

(k − 1)n + 1 = C(k)
n , (2.11)

where C
(k)
n are the Fuss-Catalan numbers. The proof can be found in [47].

The process of enumerating of all possible ICDFAs presented by the canonical
string representation is presented in Algorithm 11, which consists of two parts:

1. generating flags presented by Algorithm 12 and

2. generating all sequences inside the flag described by Algorithm 13

and where n is defined as the number of states |Q| = n and k is defined as the

size of the alphabet |Σ| = k, in which the symbols are in a lexicographical order
[47].
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Algorithm 11 Canonical string representations enumerator enumerate()
Require: ICDFA number of states |Q| = n
Require: ICDFA size of input alphabet |Σ| = k
1: Fc ← initF lag()
2: while Fc != lastFlag do

3: Fc ← nextFlag(n− 1)
4: F [] add Fc;

5: end while

6: for all F [] do
7: set Fc

8: SEQc ← initSeq

9: while SEQc != lastSeq do

10: SEQc ← nextICDFA(()n− 1, k − 1)
11: cSR[] add SEQc

12: end while

13: end for

14: return ∀cSR[]

Algorithm 12 nextF lag(i)
1: function nextFlag(i)
2: if i == 1 then

3: Fc[i]← Fc[i]− 1
4: else

5: if Fc[i]− 1 == Fc[i− 1] then
6: Fc[i]← k · i− 1
7: nextFlag(i− 1)
8: else

9: Fc[i]← Fc[i]− 1
10: end if

11: end if

12: end function
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Algorithm 13 nextICDFA(a, b)
1: function nextICDFA(a, b)
2: i← a · k + b
3: if a < n− 1 then

4: while i ∈ Fc do

5: b← b− 1
6: i← i− 1
7: if b < 0 then

8: b← k − 1
9: a← a− 1
10: end if

11: end while

12: end if

13: Fj ← nearest flag not bigger than i
14: if SEQc[i] == SEQc[Fj ] then
15: SEQc[i]← 0
16: if b == 0 then

17: nextICDFA(a− 1, k − 1)
18: else

19: nextICDFA(a, b− 1)
20: end if

21: else

22: SEQc[i]← SEQc[i] + 1
23: end if

24: end function

2.7.2. cSRS(FST): Canonical string representation of FST

We defined the string representation SRS(FST) (Definitions 2.32, 2.33) and

showed that SRS(FST.transition) corresponds to DFA∅ (Theorems 2.8, 2.10).

The SRS(FST.transition) code depends on the labels of the states and their
ordering, because renaming states leads to isomorphisms. We can solve this

problem by determining the way the state labels are named.

There is a method for the enumeration of DFAs, which is based on a

special coding system for representing the DFAs called the canonical string

representation. It ensures that there are no isomorphisms and machines with

unreachable states in the enumeration list (see Subsection 2.7.1).

We adapt this method in order to define the coding system for the FST.
The algorithms and structure used for DFA enumeration can also be applied to

representing the transition function of Moore machine. If we omit the output

values at the states of the Moore machine, the resulting structure which represents

only the transition function can be considered as a structure representing DFA
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without final states (DFA∅). This allows us to apply methods of normal form

string representation to Moore machine encoding.

The FST can be depicted by two strings, wherein one string stores information

about the transition function, the second one stores the output values of the state.

Thus, in order to apply the canonical string representation method we need to

add ordering into the string that represents the transition function.

We define cSRS(FST) as a special case of SRS(FST) system (see

Subsection 2.4.1), where SRS(FSM.transition) is represented by the canonical
string representation.

Definition 2.39 The separated canonical string representation of a Moore

machine is a structure formed from SRS(MoFST):

cSRS(MoFST ) = {cSR(MoFST.transition), SRS(MoFST.output)},

where cSR(MoFST.transition) is a canonical string representation of the
Moore machine transition function.

Definition 2.40 The separated canonical string representation of a Mealy

machine is a structure formed from SRS(MeFST):

cSRS(MeFST ) = {cSR(MeFST.transition), SRS(MeFST.output)},

where cSR(MeFST.transition) is a canonical string representation of the
Mealy machine transition function.

Decoding algorithm for FST

In the case of heuristic search algorithms the set of possible solutions is generated

in string form. Subsequently, we decode each string into FST for the evaluation

process. Thus, the encoding process is usually not required.

To reconstruct a Moore machine from its string representation, the input and

output alphabets and a pre-given number of states n must be defined. The

decoding algorithm (Algorithm 14) works as follows:

• step 1 – create n states, label q0 as the initial one and assign output values
according to SRS(MoFST.output),

• step 2 – create a transition for each state, where ’from’ state is the

current state and ’to’ state is the state labeled by an index found from

cSR(MoFST.transition).

2.7.3. cSRD(FST): Canonical string representation
cSRD(FST) is a special case of the SRD(FST) system (see Subsection 2.4.2),

where cSR(FST.transition) is represented by the canonical string representa-
tion and the output function is derived from the training set.
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Algorithm 14 cSRS(MoFST )→MoFST transformation

Require: Input alphabet Σ with k symbols

Require: Input alphabet ∆ with m symbols

1: for i = 0→ n− 1 do

2: createState(qi)

3: qi.output← ∆[MoFST.output[i]]
4: if i == 0 then

5: setInitial(qi.)
6: end if

7: end for

8: for i = 0→ n− 1 do

9: fromState← qi

10: for j = 0→ k − 1 do

11: toState← qCSR[i]×k+j

12: inSymbol← Σ[j]
13: TR← Transition(fromState, toState, inSymbol)
14: end for

15: end for

16: return Moore machine

Definition 2.41 Canonical representation with a derived output is a structure

formed from cSRS(MoFST):

cSRD(MoFST ) = {cSR(MoFST.transition), [derived]},

where cSR(MoFST.transition) is a canonical string representation of the
Moore machine transition function.

Definition 2.42 Canonical representation with a derived output is a structure

formed from cSRS(MeFST):

cSRD(MeFST ) = {cSR(MeFST.transition), [derived]},

where cSR(MeFST.transition) is a canonical string representation of the
Mealy machine transition function.

Both transformation algorithms [cSRD(MoFST ) → Moore machine] and
[cSRD(MeFST )→Mealy machine], are the same as for [cSRS(MoFST )→
Moore machine] (see Algorithm 14), although preliminary output function

computation is required.

Further analysis of the cSRS(FST) coding system and other algorithms, such

as random generation of cSRS(FST), can be found in Section 3.2.
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2.8. Space Complexity

Table 2.2 presents formulas for search space complexity in each coding system,

if it’s directly computable. Search space complexity shows the number of points

that can be considered as FST in a search space for a given number of states n,
the size of input alphabet k and the size of the output alphabet m.

Table 2.2 SRS(FST) and SRD(FST). Search space complexity

SRS(FST) SRD(FST)
Moore machine O((m× nk)n) O(nnk)
Mealy machine O((mk × nk)n) O(nnk)

In the SRD(FST) coding system, the search space complexities for both

cases (Moore and Mealy machines) are equal, because each search space only

corresponds to the transition function, as output function is derived. Hence, the

search space complexity is m independent.

(a) Search space complexity Vs. size of input alphabet, for given n=3

(b) Search space complexity Vs. number of states, for given k=2

Figure 2.25 Search space complexity dependency on k and n

For the SRS(FST) coding system, wherein the output function itself is

inside the search space, the search space of SRS(MeFST) is much bigger than
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SRS(MoFST) for equal n, k and m. This can be explained by FST properties:

the output function of a Moore machine is connected to states and output function

of a Mealy machine is connected to transitions. Therefore, the size of the output

function vector depends on the number of states n for a Moore machine and on

the number of transitions n× k for a Mealy machine .

Figure 2.25 shows how the search space grows in relation to changes in the

corresponding parameter:

• Figure 2.25(a) shows changes in search space size due to the change in k
(the number of states n = 3). The red series is for the SRD(FST) coding
system (grows faster) and the blue series for the cSRD(FST).

• Figure 2.25(b) shows changes in the search space size due to change in n
(the number of symbols in the input alphabet k = 2). The red series is for
the SRD(FST) coding system which grows faster and the blue series is for

cSRD(FST).

Table 2.3 illustrates precomputed search space sizes for a given n, k, m in

the case of a Moore machine.

Table 2.3 Moore machine. Search space complexity. Different coding systems

m k n cSRD(FST) SRD(FST) cSRS(FST) SRS(FST)
2 2 2 12 16 48 64

2 2 3 216 729 1728 5832

2 2 4 5248 65536 83968 1048576

2 2 5 160675 9765625 5141600 312500000

2 2 6 5931540 2176782336 379618560 139314069504

2 2 7 256182290 678223072849 32791333120 86812553324672

2 3 3 7965 19683 63720 157464

2 3 4 2128064 16777216 34049024 268435456

2 3 5 914929500 30517578125 2927774 4000 976562500000

2 4 2 240 256 960 1024

2 4 3 243000 531441 1944000 4251528

2 4 4 642959360 4294967296 10287349760 68719476736

2 5 2 992 1024 3968 4096

2 5 3 6903873 14348907 55230984 114791256

Table 2.4 illustrates precomputed search space sizes for a given n, k, m in

the case of a Mealy machine.
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Table 2.4 Mealy machine. Search space complexity. Different coding systems

m k n cSRD(FST) SRD(FST) cSRS(FST) SRS(FST)
2 2 2 12 16 192 256

2 2 3 216 729 13824 46656

2 2 4 5248 65536 1343488 16777216

2 2 5 160675 9765625 164531200 10000000000

2 2 6 5931540 2176782336 24295587840 8916100448256

2 2 7 256182290 678223072849 4197290639360 11112006825558000

2 3 3 7965 19683 4078080 10077696

2 3 4 2128064 16777216 8716550144 68719476736

2 3 5 914929500 30517578125 29980409856000 1000000000000000

2 4 2 240 256 61440 65536

2 4 3 243000 531441 995328000 2176782336

2 4 4 642959360 4294967296 42136984616960 281474976710656

2 5 2 992 1024 1015808 1048576

2 5 3 6903873 14348907 226226110464 470184984576

2.9. Conclusion

We discussed several representation of FST that can be used for the stochastic

search algorithm and showed how FST can effectively be encoded into string

of integers. We considered the problem of search space size and introduced

a new system for string representation of FST. The proposed representation

system divides the search space into non-intersecting parts. This allows to

apply a heuristic search algorithm in parallel. The algorithms for random

FSTs generation in string form and FSTs transformation were presented. The
comparison between representation systems demonstrated that the proposed

representation model is effective due to search space minimization.
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3. SEARCHALGORITHM

The search problem is defined as finding the optimum (minimum or maximum)

of a given function. The set of points, which present the function arguments,

provides the search space. For each point in the search space, there is a function

value. The task is to find the point (argument), which gives the optimal function

value.

If there is no information about the search space, then two main options

remain:

1. either to exhaustively traverse the search space or,

2. to select certain random points and pick the most suitable one.

If the search space is infinite we define a range which restricts the search

space. Traversing the entire search space is time-consuming, but provides exact

results. In the case of infinite search space, the results also depend on how the

search space range is defined. Moreover, the restricted area might not contain

the optimum. Another approach is to generate a small amount of random points

in the search space. This approach provides a fast solution, but its quality

of the solution is questionable. The stochastic optimization method presents a

compromise between an exhaustive search and choosing random points.

3.1. Preliminaries. Stochastic Optimization

Optimization techniques entail several approaches – deterministic procedures and

stochastic procedures that contain randomness and probabilistic computations.

The main advantage of stochastic optimization is that it can be applied to any

search problem without specific knowledge about the structure of the search

space. Stochastic optimization may also be helpful, when the complexity of

deterministic methods grows rapidly in relation to the size of the search space.

There are two main properties that must be implemented in any stochastic

optimization method – exploration and exploitation (see Figure 3.1). Exploration

is an ability of the method to explore the entire search space in a global way and

exploitation is the ability to focus on the local area and search for a more precise

solution.
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(a) Exploration (b) Exploitation

Figure 3.1 Exploration vs. exploitation

The family of stochastic optimization methods has several principles in

common:

• The search space is defined as a set of points, where each point represents

a candidate solution. Usually, candidate solutions are presented indirectly

by some type of structure, which encodes the candidate solution. Initially,

a certain fixed amount of points is generated randomly.

• The score value, which is assigned by using the evaluation function to

show the quality of a solution.

• The search algorithm contains modification operators that allow to

construct new solutions from existing ones.

Nature has inspired the construction of new stochastic search algorithms.

There is a set of methods, such as Evolutionary Algorithms, Genetic Algorithm,

Evolutionary Programming, which are based on the theory of evolution. Some

methods simulate social behavior, for example Particle Swarm Optimization

(PSO) imitates the social behavior of birds, while Ant Colony Optimization

applies ideas related to the behavior of ants foraging for food. Some stochastic

optimization methods are based on the laws of physics. For instance Simulated

Annealing is based on thermodynamic effect, and Central Force Optimization

and Gravitational Search Algorithm are based on gravitational force.

Central Force Optimization (CFO) is a deterministic gravity based search

algorithm, which simulates a group of probes [48]. Space Gravitational

Optimization (SGO) [49] simulates asteroids flying through a curved search

space. A gravitationally-inspired variation of local search, Gravitational

Emulation Local Search Algorithm (GELS) was proposed by Webster [50], [51].

The newest method, Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) was proposed by

Rashedi [52], [53], [54] as a stochastic variation of CFO. A discrete modification

of GSA was proposed by Zibanezhad [55] in the context of Web-Service

composition.
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3.1.1. Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is inspired by the social behavior

of a specific set of objects, e.g. a flock of birds or school of fish [36]. The

general idea behind this method involves a set of points in the search space,

wherein each point has a value assigned by the evaluation function. The task is

to find the optima of this function. In addition, there is a set of particles, that

are moving in the defined search space. The movement laws can be considered

as interactions between objects. Using movement laws objects can find the

positions with better values or even optima.

Standard PSO algorithm

It is useful to consider the set of particles called a swarm in more detail. Each

of these particles is characterized by a position vector, velocity vector and the

best known position for this object. In addition, there is the global best known

position for the whole swarm.

The position vector pd, d ∈ [0 . . . n] presents a candidate solution. The

dimensionality n of the vector depends on the problem size. We assign a numeric

value for each candidate solution using the evaluation function. According to the

assigned values we can choose the global best known position Gbest, which is
the point with the optimal value found so far by the whole swarm, and the local

best known position Pbest, which is the best position, that was found by this

exact particle.

The velocity vector vd, d ∈ [0 . . . n] represents the movement trend of the

particle. It is computed by using the equation

vd(t) = α·vd(t−1)+β·r1·(Pbestd−pd(t−1))+γ·r2·(Gbestd−pd(t−1)), (3.1)

where:

• α, β, γ are learning coefficients with α representing the inertia, β the

cognitive memory and γ the social memory. Learning coefficients must

be defined by the user.

• r1 and r2 are random values in range [0 . . . 1].

• Pbestd is the local best known position for the particle, Gbestd is the

global best known position of the swarm.

• vd(t) is the new value of the velocity vector at dimension d and vd(t− 1)
is the previous velocity value.

The new position pd(t) is simply defined as the sum of the previous position

pd(t− 1) and the new velocity vd(t):

pd(t) = pd(t− 1) + vd(t). (3.2)
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The PSO algorithm is presented in Algorithm 15. The initialization part

consists of defining the required learning parameters, establishing the search

space boundaries and generating the swarm with a random position and velocity.

The search process can be described as an iterative updating of the positions

and velocities. The process ends when the ending criteria are met – either the

number of iterations is exceeded or the optimal solution is found. The evaluation

function f and the dimensionality of vectors are problem specific.

Algorithm 15 Standard Particle Swarm Optimization

1: setBounds(Bup, Blow)

2: setLearningCoefficients(α, β, γ)
3: defineSwarmSize(s), setIterations(e)
4: for i = 0→ s− 1 do

5: initParticlePosition(pi, Bup, Blow)

6: Pbesti ← pi

7: initializeParticleVelocity(vi, Bup, Blow)

8: evaluateParticle(f(pi))
9: if f(Gbesti) < f(pi) then
10: Gbesti ← pi

11: end if

12: end for

13: while current iteration < e and optimal solution is not found do
14: for i = 0→ s− 1 do

15: updateVelocity(vi) for each dimension (see Equation 3.1)

16: updatePosition(pi) for each dimension (see Equation 3.2)

17: if f(Pbesti) < f(pi) then
18: Pbesti ← pi

19: if f(Gbesti) < f(pi) then
20: Gbesti ← pi

21: end if

22: end if

23: end for

24: end while

Problems with the standard PSO algorithm

1. In Algorithm 15, there are three learning coefficients α, β, γ for adjusting

the convergence abilities of the algorithm. Learning coefficients must

be defined by the user according to the problem statement. One of the

chief problems with this algorithm is the lack of deterministic methods

for finding values of learning coefficients. However, there are several

non-deterministic methods for solving this problem. For example, in the

case of empirical methods we can try several parameter values and observe

the behavior of the PSO algorithm in order to choose the best ones. In

the case of meta-heuristics, the choice of parameter values can also be
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considered as a search problem. Hence, heuristic optimization can also be

applied.

2. The second problem lies in defining of Equation 3.1. As is evident, there

is a Gbest position, which is valid for the whole swarm and does not take

into account the distance between the particle and the global best position

Gbest. In some situations, if Gbest itself is in a bad zone, then the whole
swarm falls into a local optima.

There are two main solutions for the second problem:

• either defining the neighborhood of every particle by taking into

account the Gbest for the group of particles, which are close to each
other, rather than the Gbest for the whole swarm, or

• defining parallel swarms, where groups of particles move in the

search space without any interactions between the groups.

3.1.2. Gravity as inspiration for optimization algorithms

There are four main forces acting in our universe, namely – gravitational,

electromagnetic, weak-nuclear and strong nuclear. These main forces define the

way our universe behaves and appears. The weakest force is gravitational, which

defines how objects move depending on their mass.

The gravitational force between two objects i and j is directly proportional

to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square distance

between them

Fij = G
Mj ·Mi

R2
ij

. (3.3)

Knowing the force acting on a body, we can compute acceleration as

ai = Fi

Mi
. (3.4)

The search algorithms based on gravity adapt the following ideas:

• Each object in the universe has a mass and position.

• There are interactions between objects, which can be described using the

law of gravity.

• Bigger objects (with a greater mass) create larger gravitational fields and

attract smaller objects.

During the last decade, some researchers have tried to adapt the idea of gravity

to discover optimal search algorithms. Such gravity based search algorithms

have certain general features in common:
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• The system is modeled on objects with a mass.

• The position of the objects describes the solution and the mass of the

objects depends on the evaluation function.

• Objects interact with each other using the gravitational force.

• Objects with a greater mass present the points in the search space that have

a better solution.

Using these characteristics, it is possible to define the family of optimization

algorithms based on gravitational force. For example,Central Force Optimization

(CFO) is a deterministic gravity based search algorithm proposed and developed

by Formato [48]. It simulates the group of probes which fly into search space

and explore it. Another algorithm, Space Gravitational Optimization (SGO) was

developed by Hsiao and Chuang [49] in 2005. It simulates asteroids flying

through a curved search space. A gravitationally-inspired variation of the local

search algorithm, Gravitational Emulation Local Search Algorithm (GELS) was

proposed by Webster [50], [51]. The newest method, Gravitational Search

Algorithm (GSA) was proposed by Rashedi [53] as a stochastic variation of CFO.
In essence, the gravitationally-inspired algorithms are quite similar to PSO

algorithms. Instead of a particle swarm, there is a set of bodies with masses.

Moreover, the ideas of position and velocity vectors are the same, and the

movement laws are also similar.

Our idea is to combine the PSO algorithm with the gravitationally-inspired

search algorithm in order to produce a superior one.

3.1.3. Gravitational Search Algorithm

Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) was proposed by Rashedi as a stochastic
variation of CFO to solve the problem of dependency on the generation of an

initial population. The main difference between the GSA compared to the the

CFO lies in randomness of some movements, which add an exploration factor to

the algorithm.

A system of N objects, each of which is described by a real-valued position

vector:

Xi =
(
x1

i , . . . , xd
i , . . . , xn

i

)
, d = [1 . . . n]; (3.5)

There xd
i represents the position on ith object in dimension d.

At the specific time t we can recompute the forces, which are applied to the
object i with a mass Mi by an agent j with a mass Mj :

F d
ij(t) = G(t)Mpi(t) ·Maj(t)

Rij + ε
(xd

j − xd
i ). (3.6)
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Here

G(t)Mpi(t) ·Maj(t)
Rij + ε

(3.7)

corresponds to (3.3) and ε is a parameter and the part (xd
j − xd

i ) is required
for computing the vector of the coordinates, if the coordinates of the beginning

and end points are known.

Rij is the Euclidean distance between two agents

Rij = ‖Xi(t), Xj(t)‖ . (3.8)

The gravitational constant is computed by:

G(t) = G(G0, t). (3.9)

In physics the general force acting on an agent must be computed as the vector

sum of all acting points. The authors of the GSA algorithm proposed to add a

stochastic characteristic to algorithm. Thus the general force is computed as:

F d
i (t) =

N∑
j=1,i 6=j

randjF
d
ij(t), rand ∈ [0 . . . 1]. (3.10)

The acceleration of agent i can be computed based on knowing its inertial

mass Mii and force F d
i (t):

ad
i (t) = F d

i (t)
Mii(t)

; (3.11)

Knowing the current acceleration, velocity and position can be recomputed:

vd
i (t + 1) = randiv

d
i (t) + ad

i (t), rand ∈ [0 . . . 1]. (3.12)

xd
i (t + 1) = xd

i (t) + vd
i (t + 1). (3.13)

The masses of agents are calculated from the calculated quality measure. A

heavier mass means that the quality of that object is better. This agent has a

bigger attraction and inertia, i.e. it moves slowly toward other agents. The

quality measure is calculated using the fitness function fiti. The masses are

calculated as follows:

Mai = Mpi = Mii = Mii, i = [1, 2, . . . N ], (3.14)

mi = fiti(t)− worst(t)
best(t)− worst(t) , (3.15)
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Mi(t) = mi(t)∑N
j=1 mj(t)

, (3.16)

where the worst(t) and the best(t) are defined for the maximization problem
as:

best(t) = min︸︷︷︸
j∈[1...N ]

fitj(t); (3.17)

// Generate initial positions

��
Evaluate quality of each agent

��
Update G(t), worst(t), best(t)

��
Calculate masses and accelerations

��
Calculate velocities and positions

��
Ending criterion?

yes

��

no

Return best solution

Figure 3.2 General procedure of GSA

3.2. The Search Space

According to our problem statement, the search space is a set of points

representing a FST (Mealy or Moore machine) with n states, an input alphabet

Σ with k symbols and an output alphabet ∆ with m symbols. For each point,

a score value is computed using one of the objective functions. This chapter

presents the search algorithm, wherein the search space is defined by a set of

FST, which are presented as

• cSRD(FST)s (see Subsection 2.7.3), if the output function can be restored
from training data

• cSRS(FST)s (see Subsection 2.7.2), if the output of the machine cannot

be inferred and must be searched.
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The search algorithm consists of two stages:

• first: the search space is subdivided to subspaces, a score value is assigned

for each subspace and the subspace with the best score value is returned,

• second: a more detailed search in the chosen subspace is carried out, and if

a solution is not found, the next subspace with a higher score is searched.

There are several string representations of FST (see Chapter 2). However,

according to our analysis of search space complexities (see Section 2.8), it is

more reasonable to use the canonical string representation of FST (cSRD(FST)
or cSRS(FST)).

Two situations are considered. In the first one, the output function of the

FST can be reconstructed from the training set (cSRD(FST)) and the search

algorithm is only required for searching the FST structure. In the second

situation, the structure of the FST and its output function must be searched (FST
is represented by string cSRS(FST)). However, these two cases are similar as
the string representation cSRD(FST) is a special case of the string representation
cSRS(FST).

The different types of FSMs are represented differently. We propose

the following representations for the Moore and Mealy machines (see

Subsections 2.7.2, 2.7.3):

• cSRD(MoFST ) = {cSR[MoFST.transition], [derived]},

• cSRS(MoFST ) = {cSR[MoFST.transition], SR[MoFST.output]},

• cSRD(MeFST ) = {cSR[MeFST.transition], [derived]},

• cSRS(MeFST ) = {cSR[MeFST.transition], SR[MoFST.output]}.

3.2.1. Search space structure

In fact, the transition function part of the FST – SR[FST.transition] is a FA∅
(Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.10) and can be processed in a similar way as FA∅.

According to the theory of normal form strings (see Subsection 2.7.1), the

canonical string representations of FA have the following properties: each FA∅
is defined only by a single canonical string representation (no isomorphisms) and

the set of all possible FA∅ can be subdivided into subsets identified by flags (see

Definition 2.38).

We adapt the theory of normal form strings to describe the properties of

canonical string representation of FST and the search space.

Algorithm 11, which describes the enumeration of all possible DFA∅ consists

of two parts – the generation of all flags (see Definition 2.38) and the generation

of all possible sequences in a given flag. In our context, this information can

be used for subdividing the whole search space into non-intersecting subspaces,

where each subspace is characterized by a corresponding flag (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 Search space structure

Definition 3.1 (Universe) The universe is a set of all possible FSTs, represented
by canonical string representation (cSRD(FST) or cSRS(FST)), where canonical
string representations of transition functions belong to one flag.

Definition 3.2 (Multiverse) The multiverse is a set of all possible universes

defined by flags.

The multiverse defines the set of subspaces described by corresponding flags,

and the universe is a subspace in itself and contains the points representing FSTs.

Example 3.1 This example illustrates the definitions of multiverse and universes

for the search space of cSRD(FST) with 4 states and 2 symbols in its input
alphabet.

According to Equation 2.11, this multiverse has 14 universes. The description

of such a search space is provided in Figure 3.4, where each row presents one

universe and the ’size’ shows the number of possible FSTs in that universe.

3.2.2. Size of the multiverse

In order to optimize the search algorithm we need to know the size of the search

space. For answering the question of ’how big the search space is’, the following

problems must be solved:

1. How many universes are there in the Multiverse, i.e. is how many flags

that define subspaces are there?

2. How big is the universe, i.e. how many corresponding sequences can be

generated for a given flag?

3. How big is a set of possible output functions (in the case of cSRS(FST)
representations) for a Moore machine and for a Mealy machine separately?
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Size of search space: 5248
0: (1, 3, 5): * 1 * 2 * 3 * * Size: 96 From: 0 to: 95
1: (1, 3, 4): * 1 * 2 3 * * * Size: 128 From: 96 to: 223
2: (1, 2, 5): * 1 2 * * 3 * * Size: 144 From: 224 to: 367
3: (1, 2, 4): * 1 2 * 3 * * * Size: 192 From: 368 to: 559
4: (1, 2, 3): * 1 2 3 * * * * Size: 256 From: 560 to: 815
5: (0, 3, 5): 1 * * 2 * 3 * * Size: 192 From: 816 to: 1007
6: (0, 3, 4): 1 * * 2 3 * * * Size: 256 From: 1008 to: 1263
7: (0, 2, 5): 1 * 2 * * 3 * * Size: 288 From: 1264 to: 1551
8: (0, 2, 4): 1 * 2 * 3 * * * Size: 384 From: 1552 to: 1935
9: (0, 2, 3): 1 * 2 3 * * * * Size: 512 From: 1936 to: 2447
10: (0, 1, 5): 1 2 * * * 3 * * Size: 432 From: 2448 to: 2879
11: (0, 1, 4): 1 2 * * 3 * * * Size: 576 From: 2880 to: 3455
12: (0, 1, 3): 1 2 * 3 * * * * Size: 768 From: 3456 to: 4223
13: (0, 1, 2): 1 2 3 * * * * * Size: 1024 From: 4224 to: 5247

Figure 3.4 All subspaces for the cSRD(FST) search space (4 states and 2 symbols in
input alphabet)

Number of universes

The number of universes, which corresponds to the number of flags, can be

computed by Equation (2.11):

Fk,n =
(

kn

n

)
1

(k − 1)n + 1 = C(k)
n ,

Size of the universe

The size of the universe is the number of sequences, which correspond to a

pattern defined by a flag.

Algorithm 16 Computing universe size

Require: FLAG[] characterizing universe
finalSEQ[]← generateFinalSEQ(FLAG[])
for i = 0→ finalSEQ.size− 1 do

if finalSEQ[i] > 0 then

size← size× (finalSEQ[i] + 1)
end if

end for

for i = 0→ n do

size← size/(i + 1)
end for

return size
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Themethod for counting the number of sequences is presented inAlgorithm 16.

Example 3.2 demonstrates how to count the size of the universe defined by the

flag (1, 3, 4) using Algorithm 16.

Example 3.2 The flag (1, 3, 4) defines the sequence pattern [∗ 1 ∗ 2 ∗ 3 ∗ ∗]
and the final sequence in this pattern is [0 1 1 2 2 3 3 3]. We can

compute the number of allowed characters in a specific place by incrementing

the numbers corresponding to those places (except flag defining characters):

[1 − 2 − 3 − 4 4]. The size of the subspace is multiplication of those numbers
(see Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 Counting the size of the universe defined by the flag (1, 3, 4)

Table 3.1 presents the following numerical information, where n is a given

number of states and k number of characters in the input alphabet:

• The size of a flag set is computed by Equation (2.11),

• The biggest universe is the universe defined by the last flag (due to

the specifics of the flag generation order) and its size is computed by

Algorithm 16.

Number of output functions

In the case of cSRD(FST) representation, only the number of possible transition
functions are taken into account. There is only ’one dimension’ – the structure of

the machine presented by the canonical string, because each FST is represented

by one vector.

For the cSRS(FST) representation the search space grows, because we

add ’the second dimension’ – the string representation of the output function.
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Table 3.1 Number of universes and size of the biggest universe

k n Max subspace size Number of flags

2 2 8 2

2 3 81 5

2 4 1024 14

2 5 15625 42

2 6 279936 132

2 7 5764801 429

3 3 2187 12

3 4 262144 55

3 5 48828125 273

4 2 128 4

4 3 59049 22

4 4 67108864 140

5 2 512 5

5 3 1594323 35

Therefore, each FST structure can have several output functions (Figure 3.6).

Moreover, each FST is represented by two vectors.
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Figure 3.6 Two dimensional representation of FST

The length of the output function representation and the number of output

functions depends on the machine type (n is the number of states, k is the size

of input alphabet, m is the size of output alphabet).

• For aMoore machine the length of the string representation of the output

function is n and the number of possible output functions is mn,
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• For a Mealy machine the length of the string representation of the output

function is n × k and equals to the length of the transition function

representation. The number of possible output function is mnk.

For the situation with cSRD(FST) representation, the length of the output

function representation is defined as 1, and the number of all possible output

functions is defined by [0]. Thus, the representation cSRD(FST) can also be

presented by cSRS(FST ) = {cSR[FST.transition], [0]}.

3.2.3. Storing points in universe

Search space contains points, which represent FSMs with score values. Universe
is defined as a set of such points. It is useful to store point values in the following

cases:

• Visualization. Storing values of points is useful during the search space

exploration process, as it allows to demonstrate the landscape of the search

space (see Section 3.2.7). This helps to illustrate the process of the search

algorithm and to make required adjustments for to the search algorithm.

• Performance improvement. During the search process, the objective

function is frequently recalculated. Sometimes calculating the score value

is expensive, so a better idea is to store points with already calculated

values, which improves the performance of the search algorithm [56], [57].

We propose to store point values in an associative array. The associative array

(dictionary) is an abstract structure, which allows to store the values associated

with the key (see Figure 3.7).

key0 value0
key1 value1
key... value...

keyn valuen

Figure 3.7 Associative array

The main operations allowed with an associated array are: put(key, value),
remove(value), containsKey(key), containsObject(value), get(key).

Although, an associative array is an abstract structure and its effective

implementation is problematic itself, for example Java language contains the

following implementations:

• HashMap – the implementation of an associative array structure using

hash tables,
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• TreeMap – the implementation of associative array structure using

Red-Black tree.

The key must be unique, so specially constructed key must be introduced for

our purposes.

Definition 3.3 (Key) is a triple key =< key.u, key.t, key.o >, which is unique
and is designed as triple of integers, wherein:

• k.u – unique integer, representing the universe id (see Subsection 3.2.1),

• k.t – unique integer, representing the transition function (see Algorithm 17),

• k.o – unique integer, representing the output function (see Algorithm 18).

cSR(FST.transition) to key.t transformation

For each cSR(FST.transition), we can find an integer which is unique. This
integer corresponds to the number in the generation order. We separate the

process of sequence generation into two phases: the generation of all possible

flags (defining subspaces) and the generation of sequences inside the subspace.

In order to find the integer corresponding to cSR(FST.transition) we first
of all find the local number in the generation order and if we want to obtain the

number in the global ordering subspace.iRange needs to be added.
Example 3.3 shows the process of transforming [CSR(FST.transition)→

key.t].
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Figure 3.8 cSR(FST.transition) to key.t
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For the transformation [sequence → integer] in a universe we need to

predefine ’mask’ based on the flag, describing the local subspace (function

generatePSeq(flag[])). This pre-computation is only done once, when defining
the universes (see Algorithm 17).

Example 3.3 Transforming cSRD(FST ) : [0 1 0 2 1 3 1 1]→ 21:

• sequence [0 1 0 2 1 3 1 1] belongs to subspace defined by flag (1, 3, 4),

• the mask is [− − 48 − 16 − 4 1].

Figure 3.8 depicts the entire computation process.

SR(FST.output) to key.o transformation

For each output function of FST a unique integer number can be constructed that

corresponds with the number in the generation order. This process is easier than

the [CRS(FST.transition)→ key.t] transformation, because no sequences are
omitted here. Algorithm 18 shows the process of the key.o computation.

For each FST, we know the length of the output function: n for a Moore

machine and n × k for a Mealy machine as well as the size of the output

alphabet m. Therefore, we can recompute the number in the generation order.

The enumeration process here is similar to generating all possible numbers

in a m-base numeric system, thus making the coding process similar to the

transformation [m-base number→ decimal number].

Algorithm 18 SR(FST.output)→ key.o transformation

1: code = 0
2: base = m
3: for i = SR(FST.output).length− 1→ 0 do

4: coef = baseSR(F ST.output).length−1−i

5: code+ = SR(FST.output)[i]× coef
6: end for

7: return code

Example 3.4 Suppose we have a Moore machine with n = 4 states, k = 2
symbols in input alphabet Σ = {a, b} and m = 2 symbols in output alphabet
∆ = {0, 1}. The length of SR(FST.output) is 4, the number of all possible
output functions 24 = 16 (e.g. see Figure 2.20). For each output function, we
can find the integer number key.o ∈ [0 . . . 15].
For example, for SR(FST.output) = [0, 1, 1, 0] the key.o = 0 × 23 + 1 ×

22 + 1× 21 + 0× 20 = 6 (according to Algorithm 18).
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Algorithm 17 FST.transition→ key.t: transform(Seq[])
Require: subspace.flag[]
Require: subspace.iRange
1: function transform(Seq[])
2: subspace.pSeq[]← generatePSeq(subspace.flag[])
3: for i = 0→ subspace.pSeq.size− 1 do

4: code← code + Seq[i]× subspace.pSeq[i]
5: end for

6: code← code + subspace.iRange
7: end function

8: function generatePSeq(flag[])
9: lastSeq ← genLastSeq(flag[])
10: for i = 0→ lastSeq.size− 1 do

11: cSeq[i]← lastSeq[i] + 1
12: end for

13: for i = 0→ flag[1]− 1 do

14: cSeq[i]← 0
15: end for

16: for i = 1→ flag[].length− 1 do

17: cSeq[flag[i]]← 0
18: end for

19: pSeq[lastSeq.size− 1]← 1
20: for i = lastSeq.size− 2→ flag[1] + 1 do

21: c← 1
22: for j = i + 1→ lastSeq.size− 1 do

23: if cSeq[j] > 0 then

24: c← c× cSeq[j]
25: end if

26: end for

27: pSeq[i]← c
28: end for

29: for i = 1→ flag[].length− 1 do

30: pSeq[flag[i]]← 0
31: end for

32: end function
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3.2.4. Initialization

Before the search process can commence, certain initial computations are

required. First of all, we need to define several preliminary parameters such as:

• FSM type – a problem-specific parameter defined in the task description.

• Number of states n – also problem-specific, but can be modified by the

user and depends on the size and complexity of the problem.

• Size of input alphabet k. The input alphabet itself is not necessary at the
search phase, because the search algorithm works on string representation

level, but it is required on the level of [SR→ FSM ] transformation.

• Size of output alphabet m. The output alphabet depends on the search

problem. As with the input alphabet, it is not required during the search

phase, only the size of the alphabet matters.

• getScore function required for evaluating FSM. So that the search

algorithm sends the FSM representation to the environment through the

encoder and as a result a score value in the range [0 . . . 1] is obtained. For
the maximization task, an FSM with value 1 is the best one.

Secondly, basedon the predefinedproblem-specific parameterswe constructed,

the following information is required for search space initialization:

• Number of universes in a multiverse. Based on n and k, the number
of non-intersecting subsets in the search space can be calculated (see

Subsection3.2.2, Equation (2.11).

• Universes are defined by flags. Using Algorithm 12 and parameters n
and k, all possible flags from initial to final ones are generated. Further, a

corresponding universe is created for each flag.

• Length of SR(FST.output). Based on parameter m and machine type,

we can compute the length of SR(FST.output) and the number of all

possible SR(FST.output) (see Subsection 3.2.2). If m = 0, then we

assume that the output function is derived from the training set.

• Size of the universe. For each universe we compute the number of

all possible cSR(FST.transition) with Algorithm 16. If m > 0, then
it is assumed that the number of points in the universe is equal to the

multiplication |cSR(FST.transition)| × |SR(FST.output)|.

• Mask for cSR(FST.transition) → key.t. Based on the flag, which

describes the universe, we generate the mask for the transforma-

tion cSR(FST.transition) → key.t by function generatePSeq (see

Algorithm 17).
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• The number of first points in the universe. Due to the sequential

initialization of universes we can compute the code of the first point in the

universe, if the size of previous universe is known.

The whole process of multiverse initialization is presented by Algorithm 19.

Algorithm 19 Define Multiverse

1: Multiverse.type← FSM.type
2: Multiverse.n← number of states
3: Multiverse.k ← |Σ|
4: Multiverse.m← |∆|
5: Multiverse.size← number of flags
6: Multiverse.SRoutputLength←length(SR(FST.output))
7: FLAGS[]←generaleAllFlags

8: iRange← 0
9: for all FLAGS[] do
10: createUniverse(FLAG)

11: Universe.flag ← FLAG
12: Universe.iRange← iRange
13: Universe.size←countSize(FLAG)

14: Universe.mask ← createFSTtoIntegerMask(FLAG)

15: iRange← iRange + subspace.size
16: end for

3.2.5. Generating random FST

As described above, a FST can be defined by two dimensions –

cSR(FST.transition) and SR(FST.output), when the FST is encoded

by cSRS(FST ). One dimension cSR(FST.transition) is used, when the FST
is presented by cSRD(FST ), while the second dimension SR(FST.output) is
fixed to {[0]}). Thus, in order to generate random FST, we need to separately
generate random cSR(FST.transition) and random SR(FST.output) (in the
case of a cSRS(FST) string representation).

Generating random cSR(FST.transition)

The algorithm for the cSR(FST.transition) generation part is similar to the

algorithm for uniform random generation of ICDFA (see [47]). Although we

need to modify this algorithm, because we are only interested in generation of

points in a subspace (universe), rather than entire search space.
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Algorithm 20 cSR(FST.transition) random generator in a universe

Require: FLAG[] characterizing universe
1: for i = 0→ rndCSR[].size do
2: rndCSR[i]← −1
3: end for

4: for j = 1→ FLAG[].size− 1 do

5: rndCSR[FLAG[j]]← j
6: end for

7: fi← FLAG[].size− 1
8: si← rndCSR[].size− 1
9: while si > −1 do

10: if rndCSR[si]! = fi then
11: rndCSR[si]← random(fi + 1)
12: si−−
13: else

14: fi−−
15: si−−
16: end if

17: end while

18: return rndCSR[]

Taking into account the knowledge that the search space is subdivided into

non-intersecting subspaces (universes) characterized by flags we define the

algorithm for generating a random string representation cSR(FST.transition)
in the local universe (Algorithm 20).

Generating random SR(FST.output)

The algorithm for generating a random SR(FST.output) is simpler than

cSR(FST.transition) because there is need to omit certain points and the

enumeration of all possible combinations is sequential.

The SR(FST.output) is an array of integers (integer string) with a pre-given
length, which was computed during the initiation phase and depends on the

machine type and the number of states, or on the number of transitions. The

values of this array are in the range [0 . . . m − 1], where m is the size of the

output alphabet. Thus, for generating a random string in this form, a random

integer in this range must be generated for each array value (Algorithm 21).

3.2.6. Generating an initial set of points

For our search algorithm, the initial set of randomly generated points in the

search space is required. In Subsection 3.2.5 the algorithms for generating one

random FST were defined.
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Algorithm 21 SR(FST.output) random generator in a universe

1: SR[]←new(SR[Multiverse.SRoutputLength])
2: if m > 0 then

3: for i = 0→ sr[].size− 1 do

4: SR[i]← randomInteger ∈ [0 . . . m− 1]
5: end for

6: else

7: SR[]← [0]
8: end if

9: return SR[]

The number of randomly generated points, i.e. the size of initial set is

characterized by two parameters – pc1 and pc2:

• pc1 shows the percentage of cSR(FST.transition) generated out of the
Universe.size,

• pc2 shows the percentage of SR(FST.output) generated out of all the

possible output functions for each cSR(FST.transition).

Algorithm 22 Generator of an initial random set of points

Require: pc1
Require: pc2
1: nT ← bUniverse.size× pc1c
2: for i = 0→ nT − 1 do

3: coordT ←generateRandomCSR(FST.transition)
4: nO ← bNumberOfAllPossibleOutputFunctions× pc2c
5: keyU ← Universe.iRange;
6: keyT ← transform(coordT );
7: for i = 0→ nO − 1 do

8: coordO ←generateRandomSR(FST.output)
9: keyO =transform(coordO);

10: key ← [keyU, keyT, keyO]
11: if POINTS.containsKey(key) then
12: point← point(coordT, coordO)

13: point.score←evaluate(point)
14: POINTS.put(key, point)
15: end if

16: end for

17: end for
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For certain amount of cSR(FST.transition) (defined by pc1), a random

cSR(FST.transition) is generated and for this transition function in turn,

several random output functions SR(FST.output) are generated. The number
of such functions is defined by pc2. We define point cSRS(FST ) =
{cSR(FST.transition), SR(FST.output)} and key. If this point in the search
space had not yet been generated, we evaluate it and add to the associative array

with this key (Algorithm 22).

3.2.7. Visualization

The basic methods used for visualizing the search process are presented below.

Due to the search space being multidimensional, techniques that reduce the

dimensionality are required, in order to represent our search space in 2D or 3D

graphs.

Representing function value by color

The motivation behind the colorizing process is to reduce the dimensionality of

the graph by transforming one dimension into color. For example, this allows

to reduce from a 3D graph (point coordinate x, point coordinate y, value at

point) to a 2D graph (point coordinate x, point coordinate y, color of the point)

(Figure 3.9).

This reduction is done by transforming the value of the function, which for

our problem is ∈ [0 . . . 1] into a corresponding color (Figure 3.10).
This transformation is defined by function Color.getHSBColor(), which

constructs a point in the color space represented by Hue, Saturation and

Brightness (HSB color model). For our purposes, the hue value is fixed to 1.0

(red) and only the saturation and brightness values are changed. This allows us

to modify the colors from black to red. We also added a specific color – white –

for the points with the value 1.0 to add more contrast.

Figure 3.9 Reducing 3D graph into 2D
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Figure 3.10 Function ∈ [0 . . . 1]→ Color.getHSBColor(1.0f, value, value)

Visualizing FSM search space

We can represent each FSM with two vectors of integers (cSRS(FST)
representation) and for each vector we can find a corresponding number. Thus,

each FSM can be represented by two numbers (see Section 2.7). Where

cSRD(FST) is used, there is only one number, which corresponds to transition
function of the FSM. The objective function sets the score value for each

machine in the range [0 . . . 1]. We are interested in a diagram, which demonstrates

the relation of the FSM and its score.
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Figure 3.11 2D score graph, where FST is represented by 2D point and its value by color

2D Score graph. For the cSRS(FST) coding system, there are 3 coordinates
for each point. Two numbers are for FSM representation (i.e. the transition

function code and output function code) and one number for its score. In order

to draw a two-dimensional diagram, the dimension reduction method described

in Section 3.2.7 can be used. Figure 3.11 provides an example of this diagram,

where each point corresponds to one FSM, where the number on the horizontal

axis stands for the transition function code and the number on the vertical axis

corresponds to the output function code. The FSM score is illustrated by color

of the point.
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1D Score graph. For the cSRD(FST) representation, we can omit one

dimension, namely the output function code. Only two dimensions remain – the

transition function code and the FSM score value.
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Figure 3.12 1D score graph, where FST is represented by point and value

Figure 3.12 demonstrates the visualization example, where the coordinates

on the horizontal axis show the transition function code and the coordinates on

the vertical axis show the FSM score value. The different colors on the chart

demonstrate the different subspaces.

3.3. Search Algorithm

The task of the search algorithm is to find a point in a search space that

corresponds to the FST with the optimal behavior. For each point in a search

space, the evaluation function assigns a score value from [0 . . . 1], which describes
how well the corresponding FST behaves. Thus, the task is to find the point

with the maximal value (1.0) or alternatively, at least the point with the maximal

score value.

The search space (multiverse) consists of several universes, i.e. non-

intersecting subsets, and each universe contains points (see Section 3.2). Some of

the universes have a higher probability of containing the solution than others. The

objective is to subdivide the search algorithm into two phases (Algorithm 23).

The first phase chooses the universe which is ’better’ than others, while the

second phase searches this universe locally in order to find the best point:

1. Phase 1. ’Meta search’. During the meta search, we try to evaluate the

universes (subspaces), in order to subsequently enable us to choose the

universe, which is more likely to include solutions (Section 3.4).

2. Phase 2. ’Universe local search’. The aim of the local search is to find the

maximal point inside a pre-given universe (Section 3.5).
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Algorithm 23 Searching in cSRS(FST ) search space
initiate(Multiverse)

while (solution not found) and(there are not explored subspaces) do

bestSubspace←metaSearch(Space)
search(bestSubspace)

end while

The general objective of entire search process is presented in Figure 3.13. To

begin with we can assign a value, for each universe, which shows the quality of

subspace. After the meta search phase, one subspace that has not been explored

and has the best value, is selected. During the local search phase, the chosen

universe is explored. If the solution is not found in this universe, the algorithm

returns to the meta search phase. This cycle is carried out until the solution with

maximal value is found or all the universes are explored. If all subspaces have

been explored and the solution with the value 1.0 has not been found, then the

algorithm returns the solution with the maximal value (< 1.0).
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Figure 3.13 General description of the search algorithm

3.4. Multiverse Meta Search

Due to the search space structure, the separate search of the universes can be

executed either in parallel or sequentially. Moreover, the ”meta search” algorithm

can be employed to define which subspaces to search first. In theory, there is

no need to search all the subspaces , but those that are more likely to contain

solutions.
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The task of meta search algorithm is to assign value to each subspace

(described by flag) and to choose ’the best’ subspace, which contains the solution

with higher probability.

The only useful information known about a subspace is its flag. The flag

provides the pattern for the sequences and ultimately defines how the states are

connected, which represents certain part of transition function.

An ideal meta search algorithm evaluates the subspaces without generating

points in any of them.

However, a realistic meta search algorithm evaluates the subspaces based on

the generated points (Algorithm 24).

Algorithm 24 Meta search. Evaluating subspace by values of its points

1: for all Universe ∈Multiverse do
2: Generate randomly initial set of points initiate(pc1, pc2)
3: for all point ∈ Universe.POINTS do

4: decode(point→ cSRS(FST )→ FST )
5: point.value←getScore(FST )
6: end for

7: Universe.value← evaluateUniverse(Universe.POINTS)
8: end for

9: function bestUniverse

10: return the Universe with maximal score, which is not explored

11: end function

The simplest idea is to evaluate the universe subspace based on the average

value of all of its points. The notion behind this method is to randomly generate

a certain amount of points defined by their percentage of the size of the search

space. Consequently, the subspace score is constructed on the basis of the values

of those points. This method uses the average function for obtaining the score.

Universe.score = ΣP oints.size−1
k=0 point[k].value

Points.size

As with the previous method, we randomly generate a certain amount of

points defined by their percentage of the size of the search space and subspace

score based on the points values. This method uses the maximal function instead

of average value to get the score.

Universe.score = Maximum(Points[k].value)

Example 3.5 Suppose the task is to construct a Moore machine which is

consistent with the ’aab recognizer’ training set (Figure 4.8). After initialization

(see Figure 3.4), there are 14 subspaces. In each subspace 10% of points are
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randomly generated (see Algorithm 5). Subsequently, the average value over all

in generated points in subspace is computed (see Figure 3.14).

(1, 3, 5): * 1 * 2 * 3 * * av.m.=0.8333333333333333
(1, 3, 4): * 1 * 2 3 * * * av.m.=0.8728632478632479
(1, 2, 5): * 1 2 * * 3 * * av.m.=0.8525641025641028
(1, 2, 4): * 1 2 * 3 * * * av.m.=0.8859649122807018
(1, 2, 3): * 1 2 3 * * * * av.m.=0.8669871794871793
(0, 3, 5): 1 * * 2 * 3 * * av.m.=0.8333333333333336
(0, 3, 4): 1 * * 2 3 * * * av.m.=0.8584401709401708
(0, 2, 5): 1 * 2 * * 3 * * av.m.=0.8434065934065933
(0, 2, 4): 1 * 2 * 3 * * * av.m.=0.8566126855600537
(0, 2, 3): 1 * 2 3 * * * * av.m.=0.84981684981685
(0, 1, 5): 1 2 * * * 3 * * av.m.=0.8388278388278388
(0, 1, 4): 1 2 * * 3 * * * av.m.=0.8582875457875456
(0, 1, 3): 1 2 * 3 * * * * av.m.=0.8408851422550058
(0, 1, 2): 1 2 3 * * * * * av.m.=0.8432757718472003

Figure 3.14 Scores of all subspaces for ’aab recognizer’ task based on average values

of 10% of the points

Now each subspace has a corresponding score that characterizes it. Therefore,

the ’meta search’ algorithm returns the subspace with the maximal value, if

this subspace had not yet been explored. In this example, the first such flag is

(1, 2, 4) with the value 0.88, if during the local search step solution is not found,
the next subspace is (1, 3, 4) with the value 0.87, etc.
Figure 3.15 illustrates the method that uses the maximal function instead of

the average value in order to get score in the ’Up-down counter’ task example.

(1, 3, 5): * 1 * 2 * 3 * * Av. mass: 0.2586 Max mass: 0.4444
(1, 3, 4): * 1 * 2 3 * * * Av. mass: 0.2407 Max mass: 0.4444
(1, 2, 5): * 1 2 * * 3 * * Av. mass: 0.2489 Max mass: 0.4603
(1, 2, 4): * 1 2 * 3 * * * Av. mass: 0.2638 Max mass: 0.5238
(1, 2, 3): * 1 2 3 * * * * Av. mass: 0.2360 Max mass: 0.4126
(0, 3, 5): 1 * * 2 * 3 * * Av. mass: 0.2520 Max mass: 0.4761
(0, 3, 4): 1 * * 2 3 * * * Av. mass: 0.2522 Max mass: 0.5555
(0, 2, 5): 1 * 2 * * 3 * * Av. mass: 0.2639 Max mass: 0.5714
(0, 2, 4): 1 * 2 * 3 * * * Av. mass: 0.2591 Max mass: 0.5396
(0, 2, 3): 1 * 2 3 * * * * Av. mass: 0.2475 Max mass: 0.5238
(0, 1, 5): 1 2 * * * 3 * * Av. mass: 0.2500 Max mass: 0.6349
(0, 1, 4): 1 2 * * 3 * * * Av. mass: 0.2448 Max mass: 0.6349
(0, 1, 3): 1 2 * 3 * * * * Av. mass: 0.2467 Max mass: 0.7142
(0, 1, 2): 1 2 3 * * * * * Av. mass: 0.2495 Max mass: 0.6507

Figure 3.15 Scores of all subspaces for ’Up-down counter’ task based on average

values of (5%,5%) of the points
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3.5. Universe Local Search

The Discrete Gravitational Swarm Optimization algorithm applies the ideas

of the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (Subsection 3.1.1) and of the

Gravitational Search Algorithm (Subsection 3.1.3). Although both these

algorithms are intended for continuous search space, we adapt their main ideas

to the discrete search space.

Each point in a search space is characterized by:

• position[] – the solution,

• velocity[] – the information about the change of the position[] vector,

• mass – the score value of the solution,

• position[]best – the best known position for the object point,

• position[]global – the best known position in the explored search space.

First of all, the distance between the points in the search space is defined.

In our case, each point is the n-dimensional vector of integers. In order to

calculate the distance between the vectors, we use the distance in dimension D
(Algorithm 25), which returns ’1’, if the values in the corresponding dimension

are not equal, otherwise it returns ’0’.

Algorithm 25 distanceInD(valueD1, valueD2)
1: if valueD1 6= valueD2 then
2: distanceD = 1
3: else

4: distanceD = 0
5: end if

6: return distanceD

The distance between the vectors is defined as the sum of distances for all

dimensions (Algorithm 26).

Algorithm 26 distance(position1[], position2[])
1: for dimension = 0→ position.length− 1 do

2: distance ← distance+distanceInD(position1[dimension],
position2[dimension])

3: end for

4: return distance

Subsequently, we need to redefine two operations – movement(Algorithm 27),

i.e change of position and acceleration (Algorithm 28), i.e. change of velocity.
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In the PSO and GSA algorithms, movement and acceleration are defined as

sums, However, we use algorithms similar to the ’crossover’ operator in the

Evolutionary Algorithm.

Algorithm 27 Move(position[], velocity[], massinertial)
1: for dimension = 0→ position.length− 1 do

2: if Random < 1−massinertial then

3: newPosition[dimension]← velocity[dimension]
4: else

5: newPosition[dimension]← position[dimension]
6: end if

7: end for

8: return newPosition[]

The ’move’ operator (Algorithm 27) changes the current position into a new

one according to the tendency, which is described by the velocity[] vector. The
ability of changing is described by massinertial. A bigger massinertial means

that this point tends to save its current position. The ’move’ operator is similar

to the uniform crossover operator between the position[] and velocity[] vectors.

Algorithm 28 Accelerate

for dimension = 0→ velocity.length− 1 do

if Random() < Forcep then

newV elocity[dimension]← positionpBest[dimension]
else

newV elocity[dimension]← velocity[dimension]
end if

end for

for dimension = 0→ velocity.length− 1 do

if Random() < Forceg then

newV elocity[dimension]← positiongBest[dimension]
else

newV elocity[dimension]← velocity[dimension]
end if

end for

return newV elocity[]

More details on the Modified Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm Based

on Gravitational Field Interactions can be found in [58]. It is similar to the

method we use for local search and which also adapts the ideas of combining the

PSO and GSA. The Modified Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm Based on
Gravitational Field Interactions algorithm was benchmarked against stochastic

hill climbing and standard PSO on the Diophantine Equation Solver problem.
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3.6. Conclusion

This chapter covers the heuristic search algorithm in the context of FSM
induction. We presented methods for search space initialization and visualization,

operators of the new search algorithm and the algorithm itself.

Canonical string representation of FSM allows to divide the search space

into non-intersecting parts. In addition, such representation creates one-to-one

correspondence between FSM and a triple of numbers, which can be used as

’key’ for the hash function. Hashing of point helps to reduce the number of

FSM evaluations.

The specifics of the search space structure provides the opportunity to create

the search algorithm that has two phases – the first one for selecting the subspace

with a higher probability of containing the solution, and the second phase being

the local search inside the selected subspace. The local search algorithm is based

on the new ’Discrete Gravitational Swarm Optimization algorithm’, which was

constructed as a hybrid of GSA and PSO and adapted for the discrete search

space.
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4. APPLICATIONS

This chapter describes the set of tasks that can be used for benchmarking

a proposed method for FSM identification, e.g. System identification (see

Section 4.1), Artificial ant problem (see Section 4.2) and Binary sequence

predictor (see Section 4.3).

4.1. System Identification

In this section, the application of FSM inference to the system identification

problem is discussed. A brief overview of the system identification problem is

given, along with defining different objective functions and presenting several

experimental results.

4.1.1. Description

The system identification problem is defined as constructing a model of the

system, i.e. internal representation, which simulates its external behavior

(Figure 4.1). The only data that can be used for model inference are the

observable inputs and outputs of the system.
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Figure 4.1 System identification

In this research the focus is only on models which can be considered as a

finite state machine with an output function. The methods for inferring any
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structures for language recognition, such as automata or grammars are part of

grammatical inference and thus not discussed in this context.

The inference from the example (I/O pairs) to general (Model) can be

considered as an inductive inference. In addition, as the learner cannot control

the data it receives, this is a passive inference.

Although, only FST is discussed, the two issues relating to classification and

identification are someway similar – the inference of a FA can be considered as

part of the FST inference).

There are two main FSM properties that are important:

• The FSM size: if the size of the inferred FSM, i.e. its number of states

is not limited, then the problem becomes trivial. There are two problem

definitions:

– Finding a minimum size deterministic FSM that is consistent with

the set of given samples.

– Finding a deterministic FSM with n or less states that is consistent

with the set of given samples.

The problem of finding minimal FSM is more complex.

• Generalization. The term ’generalization’ denotes the ability to identify

unseen data, which is not presented in the training set. Here we can

formulate two different goals:

– to find a generalized solution, which performs correctly for all

possible I/O sequences, or

– to find a consistent solution, which performs correctly only for I/O

sequences used in inference process (the training set).

Example 4.1 shows the difference between these two problem statements.

Example 4.1 Figure 4.2 illustrates two solutions that are consistent with the

given training set. The difference lies in the behavior of these models:

• the generalized solution (Figure 4.2(a)) behaves as the correct ’aab’

recognizer for all possible I/O pairs,

• the consistent solution (Figure 4.2(b)) acts as the correct one only for

training data, but makes errors for other I/O pairs. For example for the

input ”aabab” it will output ”000101”, which is incorrect.
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(b) Generalized solution

Figure 4.2 Pattern recognizer for ’aab’. Generalized and consistent solution

The problem statement

We formulate our problem as having to find a deterministic FST with n states,

which is consistent with the given training set, where:

• The environment is defined as the set of I/O pairs. The input and output

alphabets can be constructed by parsing the training data.

• The acting agent is defined as a FST. Here we consider on both Mealy

and Moore machine. The number of states is predefined by the user.

• The search algorithm employs the representations we use, namely

cSRD(FST), where the output function can be reconstructed from

observable output, and cSRS(FST).

• The score assigned for each FST shows how accurately this machine

describes the training data. The objective function for this problem is

defined in Subsection 4.1.1.

Complexity

The problem of finding a minimum size deterministic FSM that is consistent

with the given set of given is equivalent to the problem of determining

whether there exists a k-state DFA that is consistent with a set of labeled
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strings. The identification of minimal consistent automata from the given data is

NP-Complete [2]. The problem can be solved in polynomial time on the input

size if all strings with a length n or less are given, but remains NP-complete

if a small fixed fraction of these strings is missing. In addition, assuming that

P 6= NP , it is shown that for any constant k, no polynomial time algorithm

can be guaranteed for finding a consistent DFA with fewer than optk states,

where opt is the number of states in the minimum state DFA consistent with the

sample [59].

More information about the complexity of FA induction can be found

in [60], [61].

Objective function

The main notion behind of constructing the objective of a function for the

problem of FST inference from the training set lies in measuring the difference

between the expected output of the model known from the output part of the

behavior and the output generated by model which is FSM generated by the

learner (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3 FSM quality evaluation process

While the system behavior is described by the set of I/O strings, the objective

function (see Figure 4.4) is constructed based on measuring string distances.

We defined two functions – Hamming similarity and Length of maximal

equal prefix (see Subsection 2.1.1). Based on these functions we can construct

objective functions by applying one of the string distance functions for each I/O

pair and summing them up.

Each objective function (Equation 4.2 and 4.1) returns a value ∈ [0..1].
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Input Expected output Produced output Distance

In0 Outexpected
0 Outproduced

0 distance0
In1 Outexpected

1 Outproduced
1 distance1

In... Outexpected
... Outproduced

... distance...

Inn Outexpected
n Outproduced

n distancen

Figure 4.4 Measuring objective value

Objective function ObjV alueHam based on the Hamming similarity

(Definition 2.12) can be computed by:

ObjV alueHam = Σn
i=1(SHam(Outexpected

i , Outproduced
i ))

Σn
i=1Length(Outexpected

i )
. (4.1)

Objective function ObjV alueLP based on length of maximal equal prefix

(Definition 2.13) is defined by

ObjV alueLP = Σn
i=1(DLP (Outexpected

i , Outproduced
i )

Σn
i=1Length(Outexpected

i )
. (4.2)

4.1.2. Examples

This section includes experiments with and examples of applying the FST search

algorithm for solving the system identification problem.

’ab’ Recognizer. Induction by enumeration

The task of the ’ab’ Recognizer is to reconstruct the Moore machine MabRec ’ab

recognizer’ from the training set (Figure 4.5). The MabRec machine must output

’1’ in the output sequence, if the pattern ’ab’ was found in the input string.

Otherwise, the output is ’0’. The FST has 3 states, Σ = {a, b}, ∆ = {0, 1}.

abbbbb, 0010000
aababa, 0001010
babbba, 0001000
abbbbb, 0010000

Figure 4.5 Training set for the ’ab’ recognizer task

For such small search spaces with 216 possible transition functions and

8 possible output functions, it is cheaper to sequentially check all possible

machines and then choose the best one.
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Figure 4.6 Search space landscape for cSRS(MabRec) representation

Figure 4.6 shows the score graph for all possibleFST described by cSRS(FST)
representation and objective function ObjV alueHam. The white point belongs

to the optimal solution represented by cSRS(MabRec) = [1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1]
with the score 1.0. Here the algorithm enumerates all 216× 8 points.

Figure 4.7 Search space landscape for cSRd(MabRec) representation

Figure 4.7 demonstrates the score graph for the situation, where the FST
is represented by cSRD(FST) representation. Thus, the output function of the

machine is inferred from I/O pairs, and the point with 100% value (objective

value 1.0) belongs to the solution coded by cSRd(MabRec) = [1, 0, 1, 2, 1, 0].
The algorithm only checks 216 points.

Although such representation is applicable only in situations, where output

function can be recomputed, it is simpler to apply the representation cSRD(FST)
in order to reduce the size of the search space.

’aab’ Recognizer

The ’aab’ Recognizer task is to construct the Moore machine MaabRec from the

training set (Figure 4.8), which will behave as ’aab Recognizer’. The MaabRec

machine must output ’1’ in the output sequence, if pattern ’aab’ was found in

the input string. Otherwise the output is’0’. The FST has 4 states, Σ = {b, a},
∆ = {0, 1}.

Figure 4.9 shows the set of discovered solutions for the ’aab’ recognizer task,

which are presented by cSRd(MaabRec) and were found by enumeration.
Figure 4.10 displays the score graph for all possible machines (5248× 16) for

cSRS(MaabRec) representation. The solutions are located in the areas marked by
a white line.
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babaabaabaab, 0000001001001
bbaabaaaaaba, 0000010000010
bbbaabbbaabb, 0000001000010
bbaabbaabaaa, 0000010001000
aabbaaaabbbb, 0001000001000
aababaaababb, 0001000001000

Figure 4.8 Training set for the ’aab’ recognizer task

[0, 1, 0, 2, 3, 2, 0, 1]
[0, 1, 0, 2, 3, 2, 1, 1]
[0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 1]
[0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 2, 0, 1]
[1, 2, 1, 0, 3, 2, 0, 0]
[1, 2, 1, 0, 3, 2, 1, 0]
[1, 2, 0, 0, 3, 2, 0, 0]
[1, 2, 0, 0, 3, 2, 1, 0]

Figure 4.9 Discovered solutions for the ’aab’ recognizer task training set

Figure 4.10 Search space landscape for cSRS(MaabRec) representation

Figure 4.11 Explored points in the search space for cSRS(MaabRec) representation

Figure 4.11 shows the points explored during the search process. (0.1, 0.1)

points were randomly generated at the initial stage.
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The meta search phase found a universe {(1, 3, 4) : ∗ 1 ∗ 2 3 ∗ ∗ ∗}
with average mass=0.6068. The search algorithm checked 26 points. The total

search covered over 530 points out of 83968.

Figure 4.12 Search space landscape for cSRd(MaabRec) representation

Figure 4.12 shows the score graph for all 5248 machines presented by

the cSRd(MaabRec). The solutions are concentrated only in two subspaces,

defined by flags {(1, 3, 4) : ∗ 1 ∗ 2 3 ∗ ∗ ∗} (purple region) and

{(0, 1, 4) : 1 2 ∗ ∗ 3 ∗ ∗ ∗} (light green region).

Figure 4.13 Explored points in the search space for cSRd(MaabRec) representation

Figure 4.13 depicts the points explored by the search process. (0.05, 0.05)

random FST were generated at the initial phase. The meta search phase found a

universe {(1, 3, 4) : ∗ 1 ∗ 2 3 ∗ ∗ ∗} with an average mass=0.876 at the
second step. The total number of points explored was 266 out of 5248.

Division by two

The Division by two task is to construct the Moore machine Mdiv2, which divides
numbers in binary form by 2, usually done by bit right shifting, from the training

set (Figure 4.14). The FST has 4 states, Σ = {1, 0}, ∆ = {0, 1}.
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101, 0010
11111, 001111
01001, 000100

100, 0010
110, 0011
1, 00
0, 00

Figure 4.14 Training set for the ’Division by two’ task

Figure 4.15 shows the score graph for all possible FST (5248×16). The white
point belongs to the solution cSRS(Mdiv2) = {[1, 0, 2, 3, 2, 3, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1, 1]}
with the score 1.0.

Figure 4.15 Search space landscape for cSRS(Mdiv2) representation

Figure 4.16 demonstrates the set of points explored during the search. The

initial phase generated (0.05, 0.05) of random points, and the meta search found

a universe {(0, 2, 3) : 1 ∗ 2 3 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗} with an average mass=0.5857 (90
points in this Universe were checked). The total amount of explored points was

320 out of 83968.

Figure 4.16 Explored points in the search space for cSRS(Mdiv2) representation
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Figure 4.17 demonstrates the score graph for all possible points for the

cSRD(FST) form.

Figure 4.17 Search space landscape for cSRd(Mdiv2) representation

Figure 4.18 shows the set of explored points. During the initiation phase

(0.05, 0.05) of points were randomly generated, and the meta search phase found

a universe {(0, 2, 3) : 1 ∗ 2 3 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗} with an average mass: 0.835 at the
second step. The search algorithm explored 297 out of 5248 points.

Figure 4.18 Explored points in the search space for cSRd(Mdiv2) representation

Up down counter

The Up down counter task is to construct the Moore machine Mudc from the

training set (Figure 4.19), which analyzes the input sequence in a binary alphabet.

Let w = s1s2 . . . st be an input string, N0(w) = number of 0 in w and N1(w) =
number of 1 inw. Thenwe have the length of the word |w| = N0(w)+N1(w) = t.
The output of the machine should equal: r(t) = [N1(w)−N0(w)] mod 4.

Sample input/output session:

stimulus 11011100

response 012123032

The FST has 4 states, input alphabet Σ = {0, 1} and output alphabet

∆ = {0, 3, 1, 2}.
Figure 4.20 demonstrates the score graph for the set of points explored during

the search process for the cSRD(FST) form (5248 machines). The solution is

cSRd(Mudc) = {[1, 2, 3, 0, 0, 3, 2, 1]}.
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01010101, 030303030
10101010, 010101010
00110011, 032303230
00111100, 032301210
01001100, 030323032
10011001, 010301030
11001001, 012101030

Figure 4.19 Training set ’Up down counter’

For the cSRS(FST) form the search space is too big for visualization by

enumeration (5248× 256 machines).

Figure 4.20 Search space landscape for cSRd(Mudc) representation

Figure 4.21 shows the points explored during the search. At the initial phase

(0.05, 0.05) of the points were generated randomly, and the meta search phase

found a universe {(0, 1, 2) : 1 2 3 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗} with an average mass= 0.5353
at the forth step. The algorithm explored 393 out of 5248 points.

Figure 4.21 Set of points explored in the search space landscape for cSRd(Mudc)
representation

Figure 4.22 shows the set of points explored during the search process. At

the initial phase (0.05, 0.05) of points were randomly generated, and the meta

search phase found the a universe {(0, 1, 2) : 1 2 3 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗} with an

average mass=0.255 at the forth step. hence, in total, the algorithm explored

4780 out of 1343488 points.
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Figure 4.22 Set of points explored in the search space landscape for cSRS(Mudc)
representation

4.1.3. Package: System Identification

Package System identification (Figure 4.23) contains the implementation of
the system identification problem.

Figure 4.23 Class diagram describing the package ’System identification’

The package contains the following classes:

• ModellingBehaviour is the main class that extends the SearchProblem
class and implements the main methods for FSM evaluation of training

data.

• MooreFST class extends the FSM class and implements the method of the

classical Moore machine work-flow (Algorithm 2).

• MooreFSTDecorated class extends the MooreFST class and implements

the algorithm for decorating DFA∅ as a Moore machine.

• MealyFST class extends the FSM class and implements the method of the

classical Mealy machine work-flow.
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• Behavior implements the algorithms for reading, parsing and storing

information about training data.

4.2. Artificial Ant Problem

This section examines the Artificial ant problem also known as the Trail tracker

problem. This task is often used for benchmarking Evolutionary Algorithms, not

only in a case of FSM inference, but also in the case of Genetic Programming [22]

and artificial neural network learning [21].

4.2.1. Description

The Artificial ant problem was originally proposed by Jefferson et al. [21]. The

goal is to construct an agent, which takes information about a subsequent cell,

i.e. whether there is food or not, and moves along the grid, with aim of finding

the optimal trail for collecting all the food in the grid.

The grid itself is a 32 × 32 toroidal structure. Therefore, if the ant is at the

bottom of such a grid and the next move is ’move down’, the following cell will

be at the top. The food on the grid is located in a special way, constructed to

make the task more complex. The are two well-known trails – the John Muir

Trail (Figure 4.24(a)) developed by Jefferson et al. [21] and the Santa Fe Trail

(Figure 4.24(b)). Both of them contain 89 cells of food.

(a) John Muir Trail (b) Santa Fe Trail

Figure 4.24 Artificial Ant trails

The ant is modeled by a Mealy-type machine with n states. There is only one

input variable with two values (events), because the ant can only see a single cell

directly in front of it. Input alphabet contains only two characters:

• ’F’ (food) – there is food in the next cell,

• ’E’ (empty) – the next cell is empty.
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Figure 4.25 Events, actions and orientation

The actions allowed for the ant can be coded by a 4-letter alphabet:

• ’W’ (wait) – the ant will do nothing at this step,

• ’M’ (move) – the ant will move to the next cell and if there is food it will

eat it (the eaten food is removed from the grid),

• ’R’ (turn right) – the ant will stay in the same cell, but turn right,

• ’L’ (turn left) – the ant will stay in the same cell, but turn left.

The ant can only see the cell in the front of it, ant the address of the cell is

defined by the orientation of the ant:

• ’N’ (north) – the ant can see the top cell,

• ’E’ (east) – the ant can see the right cell,

• ’S’ (south) – the ant can see the bottom cell,

• ’W’ (west) – the ant can see the left cell.

The starting position of the ant on the grid is the top left cell (0, 0). The

initial orientation is ’East’. Thus, the input alphabet is Σ = {E, F} and the

output alphabet is ∆ = {W, M, L, R}.
Figure 4.25 demonstrates the defined alphabets, i.e. actions and events, for

the situation, where the ant is oriented ’East’.

Objective function

The score of the ant can be found only by running the simulation. The original

objective function shows how much food was eaten during 200 steps. We modify
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this function so that it returns a value ∈ [0 . . . 1] (Equation 4.3). Therefore, we
divide the number of eaten food cells by the total number of food cells on grid.

ObjV alue = eaten food

total amount of food on trail
(4.3)

Complexity

The question is how complex must the FSM, i.e. number of states be,in order to

be capable of fulfilling the task.
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Figure 4.26 Original ant for John Muir Trail

Jefferson et al. [21] constructed the FSM with 5 states (Figure 4.26), which

is able to eat 81 pieces of food out of 89 on the John Muir Trail by 200

steps and eat all of the food by 314 steps. This ant can be presented by

cSRS(Mant81t314) = {[1, 0, 2, 0, 3, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0], [3, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 1, 1]}.
As is evident, this ant was not able to eat all the food by 200 steps. In the

literature ant with up to 13 states are used.

Comparing the effectiveness of solutions

Due to the various methods and algorithms for artificial ant representation

(grammars [62]), trees, FSMs, neural nets, etc.), the different heuristic search
methods, including Genetic Programming, Genetic Algorithm, Ant Colony

Optimization [63], and the different possible evaluation functions the proposed

method cannot be directly compared to the already existing solutions. In addition,

we minimized and structured the search space, so it is difficult to separate the

effect of the proposed gravitationally-inspired search algorithm from the effect

of search space minimization.

One of the most time-consuming processes in the search algorithm is

evaluating the ant. In order to optimize the search process we need to minimize

the number of evaluations. The number of fitness evaluations (Neval) shows how
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many times the evaluation function was computed. Neval is also applicable to

different search methods, so it can be used as a metric for algorithm comparison.

4.2.2. Simulation results. John Muir Trail

During this experiment we will try to construct a Mealy machine with 6 states,

which will model our artificial ant. The ant will be simulated on the John

Muir Trail. The input and output alphabets were defined above, and the

objective function counts the number of food cells eaten with 200 steps. The

cSRS(MeFST) representation will be used.

(a) Number of point generated during the search process

(b) Max value of evaluation function at the initial

and final iteration

Figure 4.27 Simulation on John Muir Trail. Artificial ant with 6 states

For an ant with 6 states, the search space contains 3152263549140 points and

they are divided into 132 partitions.

Figure 4.27 covers the simulation results:

• Figure 4.27(a) illustrates the number of points generated during search

process. The blue line depicts the number of points generated during the

initial phase that were used analyzing the partitions, while the red line
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demonstrates the number of points, that were explored in each universe

during the search.

• Figure 4.27(b) illustrates the objective function values at the initial stage,

i.e. after generation of random points,as well as at the final stage, namely

after the search process for each universe (partition). The partitions

are ordered by the multiverse meta search algorithm with respect to the

maximal value of the objective function at the initial stage.

One possible solution is:

cSRS(MJMT ) = {[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 2, 2, 0, 3, 0, 0, 4],
[1, 0, 2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0]},

with the objective function value 0.944, signifies the ant was able to eat 84 pieces

of food out of 89 by 200 steps, while all of the food can be eaten by 236 steps.

4.2.3. Simulation results. Santa Fe Trail

During the experiments we constructed MeFSTs with 5 . . . 7 states, which model
the artificial ant. The ant is simulated on the Santa Fe Trail. The input

and output alphabets are defined as Σ = {E, F} and ∆ = {M, L, R}, the
objective function counts the number of food cells eaten during 400 steps using

Equation (4.3).

The parameters for the proposed DGSO method are the following:

• the number of steps in each local search phase e = 50,

• at the initial stage of the multiverse search , a certain number of points

for the universe must be generated. Coefficients Ct (coefficient for the

transition function) and Co (coefficient for the output function) (Table 4.1)

show how many points are generated:

– |Universe(MeFST.transition)| = |cSRs(MeFST.transition)| ·
Ct

– |Universe(MeFST.output)| = |cSRs(MeFST.output)| · Co

Table 4.1 Initialization parameters

n Ct Co

5 0.002 0.002

6 0.00015 0.00015

7 0.00005 0.00005
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We use Neval (see Subsection 4.2.1) for measuring the quality of the proposed
DGSO method. Christensen, S. and Oppacher, F. [64] proposed a method

with Neval = 20696 fitness evaluations for the Santa Fe Trail based on Genetic

Programming + small tree analysis. In Table 4.2 the third column contains the

results of the method proposed by Chivilikhin et al. [63] with respect to the

number of states in the FSM.

Table 4.2 Fitness evaluations

Christensen n Chivilikhin DGSO (avg) DGSO (min)

([64]) ([63])

20696 5 10975 114912 4642

20696 6 9313 233508 5205

20696 7 9221 423208 93290

Table 4.2 contains the results of a proposed DGSO method, showing the

mean number of evaluations and the minimal number of evaluations in 100

runs. The arithmetic mean of Neval for the DGSO method is bigger than for the

Chivilikhin [63] and Christensen [64] methods, but the minimal Neval is better
for the case of 5–6 states.

4.2.4. Analysis

Despite the fact that the mean number of evaluations Neval is bigger than for

the other existing methods, the proposed DGSO method has significant potential

and in some cases, was able to find the solution with a smaller Neval. The results
with a smaller Neval were produced when the method found the correct universe
containing the solution during meta-search stage at the first step. The results

with a bigger Neval were produced during runs, where several universes (25 for
the case of 5 states and 34 for the case of 6 states) were searched before the

solution was found.

There are two main problems with the proposed method that lead to such a

big Neval:

• During the initialization process, a certain amount of points in each

universe must be generated (for test cases these parameters are presented

in Table 4.1). At present, this amount is defined with respect to the size of

the universe. If the search space is big, as is the case for n = 7, a large
number of points is already generated and evaluated at the initial stage.

• The worst-case scenario for the DGSO search method is the situation

where all the universes are searched and the last one contains the solution,
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provided there even is one. The best-case scenario is the situation where

the solution is found in the first universe. Currently, the universes are

evaluated based on the best point found during the initialization phase,

which is not optimal.

A possible solution for these two problems is to change the initialization

process and modify the function for universe evaluation. The ideal situation

would be the possibility for evaluating the universe without having to generate

points. Such optimization can be researched in the future.

4.2.5. Package: Trail tracker

This package contains the implementation of the Trail tracker problem:

• Grid class stores the grid values.

• Trail class implements the functionality required for trail processing, i.e.

reading trail, and uses Grid class for storing trail information.

• TrailTracker class extends the FSM class, which implements the

functionality required for moving the ant on the trail, and uses Grid for

updating the path.

• TrackTheTrail is the main class of the package (extends the

SearchProblem), which creates the trail from the data file and

runs the artificial ant on the grid.

Figure 4.28 Class diagram describing the ’Trail tracker’ package
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4.3. Binary Sequence Predictor

This section discusses one of the benchmarks, initially used for benchmarking

the Genetic Programming algorithm.

4.3.1. Description

The world can be considered as an environment and one of the main abilities of

living beings is the capacity to adapt their environment, an ability essential for

survival. In the task at hand, we will try to model this situation.

This game was initially introduced by Fogel in 1966 [40] to demonstrate the

evolution of FST thanks to Genetic Programming.

In more detail, the simplest living being is modeled by a Mealy machine and

the environment is a bit string with a certain periodical bit mask. The value of

one bit is passed on to the Mealy machine at particular moment of time. The task

is to predict the next value in the sequence. In addition, this task can be seen as

the prediction of binary sequences. There are several heuristic search algorithms,

that can be used in this context, e.g. generated simulated annealing [28] or

Evolutionary Algorithms [27].

Representation

The agent here is modeled as aMealy machine with the input alphabetΣ = {0, 1}
and the output alphabet ∆ = {0, 1}, therefore cSRS(MeFST) is used here.

Complexity

In the trivial case we can choose a number of states equal to the size of the bit

mask, used to generate bit string. Although this gives a 100% precise prediction,

the objective is to find a Mealy machine with a smaller number of states. Thus,

the task is to find a compromise between the size of the Mealy machine and

prediction precision.

Objective function

For the evaluation we will use the objective function (Equation 4.4), which is

defined as:

ObjV aluepred = correctly predicted bits

length of the sequence
. (4.4)

and returns a value in the range [0 . . . 1].
This objective function can be modified in order to take in to account the

relation of the size of the Mealy machine with respect to the length of the bit

mask.
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4.3.2. Examples

11100 predictor

In this example, the environment is modeled based on the bit mask ’11100’. The

length of the environment string is double the length of the mask. The number

of states in Mealy machine is equal to 4, it is chosen to be less than the number

of bits in the mask. The input and output alphabets are both {0, 1}.

Figure 4.29 Search space landscape for cSRS(M11100) representation

Figure 4.29 illustrates the landscape of the search space. The best Mealy

machine has the objective function value 1.0.

Figure 4.30 Set of explored points in the search space for cSRS(M11100) representation

The algorithm was able to find cSRS(M11100) = {[0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 0 , 1],
[1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1]}, with the value 1.0, by only checking 167 points out of
1343488 during this run.

001111 predictor

In this example, the environment is modeled based on the bit mask ’001111’.

The length of the environment string is double the length of the mask. The

number of states in the Mealy machine is 4 states, as it is chosen to be less than

the number of bits in mask. The input and output alphabets are both {0, 1}.
Figure 4.31 illustrates the landscape of the search space. The best Mealy

machine in this context has the objective function value 1.0.

The algorithm was able to find cSRS(M001111) = {[1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 3, 1, 0],
[0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]}, with the value 1.0 by only checking 3684 points out of
1343488 during this run.
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Figure 4.31 Search space landscape for cSRS(M001111) representation

Figure 4.32 Set of explored points in the search space for cSRS(M001111) representation

4.4. Conclusion

This chapter includes discussion about certain tasks that can be solved by

FSM identification, such as system identification, artificial ant and binary

sequence predictor. Those examples illustrate how the proposed algorithm can

be applied in situations that require usage of different FSM types (both Mealy

and Moore machine), string representations and objective functions. Thus,

the modular system allows to use similar methods for problems from different

areas. In addition, the string representation unifies the search algorithm that is

problem-independent.

The experimental results demonstrate that the canonical string representation

helps significantly reduce the search space size. On the other hand, in the

worst-case scenario, the two-level search algorithm leads to generating and

evaluating a vast amount of unnecessary points.
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CONCLUSIONS

FSMs are important class of models that can be utilized in various areas, such
as modeling systems and agents, for representing grammars or hardware, etc. In

general, the identification of FSMs is a problem relating to constructing FSM
model from the examples of the behavior or description of the observed system.

There are several tasks that can be solved by FSM identification including

grammatical inference, reverse engineering, image processing, creating a model

of behavior for agents.

Despite the fact that those tasks originate from different areas, there are

several commonalities, for instance the behavior of the system is modeled by the

FSM. Furthermore, the identification task assumes the use of the heuristic search

due to the complexity of the deterministic procedure or because the behavior of

the system is unknown. We propose to generalize those tasks and to omit the

differences by defying themodular system for FSM identification (Chapter 1).

This allowed us to separately treat the problem statement, search algorithm and

solution evaluation process. Consequently, we can solve the above-mentioned

tasks using the same method. For example this approach was benchmarked on

the system identification, artificial ant and binary sequence predictor tasks (see

Chapter 4). In addition, such modularity allows the use of different heuristic

search methods or types of the FSM without any complex changes in the general

search process, if required by the task.

Due to specifics of the FSM identification task, heuristic search algorithms

are widely used. The most common choice is a variation of the Evolutionary

Algorithm, e.g. GA or Genetic Programming. However, the family of

population-based heuristic search methods is constantly growing. We propose

new Discrete Gravitationally Inspired Search Algorithm (see Publication B

and Section 3.5), which adapts the ideas of PSO and GSA. Both original

algorithms were initially designed to work with a continuous search space, which

is not applicable in our case. Yet, there are also modifications for the discrete

and binary search spaces. For example, we applied a binary GSA for the FSM
inference for system identification (see Publication C) and for some benchmarks

it over-performed the traditional GA. The GSA and PSO algorithms have

several inner mechanisms in common, which allows to create hybrid algorithms

that employ the advantages of both methods. The issue with the traditional PSO
is the complexity of control – there are three learning coefficients that need to be

found before the search process. The proposed Discrete Gravitationally Inspired
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Search Algorithm replaces those coefficient with computed values similar to the

GSA (see Publication B), which in turn simplifies adjusting the search algorithm

without reducing the exploration and exploitation abilities.

The performance of the heuristic search method strictly depends on the

representation of solutions and the structure of the search space. There are

two possibilities for the FSM representation – graph representation and string

representation (see Chapter 2). In the first case, there is no decoding/encoding

process, but the inner mechanisms of the heuristic search are more complex.

For the string representations, the search algorithm works on discrete or binary

strings (see Publication C and Subsection2.3.2). We focused solely on string

representations, because there are more heuristic search methods that can be

used with such representations. The most resource-consuming part of the

heuristic search problem is not the algorithm itself nor the encoding/decoding

process, but rather the evaluation of the solutions. Therefore, it is important

to minimize the number of evaluations. As a solution we propose canonical

string representation (see Section 2.7), which adapts the existing method for

DFA enumeration developed by Almeida, Moreira and Reis ([46], [39] [47]) in

the context of search space representation. First of all, this approach allows

us to reduce the search space by removing isomorphic FSMs and FSMs with
unreachable states. Secondly, such a canonical string representation helps to

divide the search space into non-intersecting parts (see Section 3.2), which can be

treated in parallel or sequentially. As regards sequential processing, we changed

the search process to first process the parts with a higher probability of containing

the solution. This helped significantly reduce the number of solution evaluations

(see Subsection 4.2.3). However, in the worst-case scenario, if the first phase

fails and all previous parts must be explored before the part containing the

solution is found, the number of evaluations grows drastically. Thirdly, we can

find the one-to-one correspondence between the FSM represented by canonical

string and a triple of numbers, which can be employed as the key for the hash

function which is used to store the already checked points of the search space.

Storing the already checked points reduces the number of solution evaluations.

Also, this ’key’ (the triple of numbers) can be used as the main part of the

visualization process. Visualizing the search space (see Subsection 3.2.7),

naturally one with a reasonable size, helps to demonstrate the its structure and

illustrate the behavior of the search algorithm.

The proposed approach was benchmarked on three well-known tasks (see

Chapter 4): system identification (see Publication C), artificial ant problem (see

Publication A) and binary sequence predictor.

Comparing the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Due to the various

methods and algorithms for representation, the different heuristic search methods

(Genetic Programming, Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization, etc.)

and the different possible evaluation functions, the proposed method cannot be

directly compared to already existing solutions. In addition, we minimized
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and structured the search space, so it is difficult to separate the effect of the

proposed gravitationally-inspired search algorithm from the effect of search

space minimization. However, as regards existing methods, the general structure

of the solutions can traditionally be formulated as problem statement + search

algorithm + representation of FSM.

The main contributions are:

1. Unification (one algorithm for different problems) – a modular system,

which allows to fix the search algorithm and FSM representation and use

one approach for different problem statements. To illustrate this capacity

of the method, several experiments were conducted (see Chapter 4), which

demonstrated the possibility of using one approach for different problems.

2. The new string representation of FSM, which is problem-independent

and can be used with different search algorithms. Therefore, string

representations can be compared without any knowledge of the problem

and search method (Section 2.8). By presenting the new representation

we removed all FSMs with unreachable states and isomorphic FSMs from
search space, thus significantly reducing the search space .

3. Two-stage algorithm and a new heuristic search algorithm that is used

for searching in search space partitions – the latter is discussed separately

in publication B, where it was benchmarked and compared to traditional

PSO and stochastic hill climbing, which are the closest methods.

The comparison ’GAs vs. binary GSAs’ is made for the problem of system

identification (SRB(FST ) is used as representation of FSM) and the results

are presented in Publication C. Those results can-not be directly compared to

results discussed in Section 4.1, because it is impossible to separate the effect of

the new representation from the effect of the new algorithm. Nevertheless, the

number of total checked points can be observed.

Section 4.2 and Publication A also contain the experimental part, in which the

problem statement is fixed. The proposed method is compared to other existing

methods (Table 4.2).

Future work. There are several means of extending current research. First

of all, we can adapt the proposed algorithm in order to solve other similar

problems. For instance, grammatical inference or modeling of agents. Secondly,

we can add a modification to the representation system in order to handle other

types of machines, e.g. FAs or timed automata. Thirdly, the family of heuristic
optimization techniques is constantly growing, so some of them can be modified

to match the search space representation. Fourthly, the first phase of the search

algorithm, namely selecting of the subspace that has a higher probability of

containing the solution, must be improved to minimize the chances of the

worst-case scenario occurring.
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ABSTRACT

Discrete Gravitational Swarm Optimization Algorithm for

System Identification

We presented a method for the identification of FSMs, which is based on a

heuristic optimization algorithm.

The considered method is constructed as themodular system, which separately

theats the problem statement, the representation of the FSM and the search

algorithm. This allows to adapt the proposed search algorithm to different

problems. We discussed ’system identification’, ’artificial ant problem’ and

’binary string predictor’ test scenarios, however the set of the problems is wider.

The special coding system ’Canonical String Representation’ is used to

represent the search space. Proposed string representation of FSMs entails the

adaptation of the existing method for enumeration of FAs (see Section 2.7).

It was updated to take into account the FST output function. Firstly, such

representation allows to minimize the search space. Secondly, the search space

can be partitioned and non-intersecting partitions can be considered either in

parallel or sequentially in time.

The search algorithm is problem-independent and is based on a combination

of PSO and GSA. Moreover, the specifics of the search space representation

provides the possibility of creating two search stages— the search for the ’best’

partition (meta-search) and the search inside the partition.

The partition-local search is based on the ideas of PSO, but it was modified
so as to be able to work in a discrete search space, because our search space is

presented by decimal strings. Thus, all of the operators of the algorithm were

redesigned. In addition, due to the complex structure of the search space, the

standard PSO is not performing well. Hence, we propose adapting the ideas

of the modern gravitational algorithm and presented a new hybrid ’Discrete

Gravitational Swarm Optimization algorithm’.
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KOKKUVÕTE

Diskreetne gravitatsioonilist vastasmõju arvestav osakeste

parvega optimeerimise meetod süsteemide identifitseeri-

miseks

Mudeli identifitseerimine võimaldab tuletada süsteemi sisemise kirjelduse tema

väliselt jälgitava käitumise põhjal. Süsteemide kirjeldamiseks kasutatakse

tihti lõplikke olekumasinaid. Probleemiks on asjaolu, et lõpliku olekumasina

tuletamine sisend-väljundpaaride näidete alusel on NP-keeruline ülesanne.

Keerukuse vähendamiseks võib kasutada heuristilisi meetodeid.

Käesoleva töö ülesandeks oli välja töötada algoritm lõpliku olekumasina

leidmiseks kasutades stohhastilise optimeerimise meetodeid, keskenduses kahele

lõplikule olekumasina põhitüübile: Moore ja Mealy masinale. Nende jaoks on

töös leitud uus gravitatsiooniseadusest inspireeritud otsimisalgoritm meetodid

etteantud olekute arvuga masinate genereerimiseks sisendi–väljundi kirjeldusest.

Töös antakse lühike ülevaade lõplike olekumasinate teooriast, esitatakse

formaalsete keelte ja lõplike automaatide teoreetilised alused, kirjeldatakse

väljundiga lõplikke olekumasinaid — Mealy ja Moore masinaid. Töös

käsitletakse loodid algoritmi rakendamiseks vajalikku masinate esitust ja sellega

kaasnevaid probleeme (vigased indiviidid, saavutamatud olekud ja vigased

üleminekud). Esitatakse uus kanooniline lõpliku olekumasina kodeerimisviis

numbrijadana, mis lahendab neid probleeme ja võimaldab ka visualiseerida ning

analüüsida otsimisruumi ja algoritmi käitumist kahemõõtmelisel juhul.

Töös kirjeldatakse stohhastilise algoritmide põhiprintsiipe ning esitatakse

osakeste parve optimeerimisalgoritmi modifikatsioonDGSO, kus otsimismeetodi
parameetrid arvutatakse osakestevahelise gravitatsioonilise vastasmõju põhjal.

DGSO algoritmi võib käsitleda kui hübriidi osakeste parve optimeerimise

(PSO, i.k. Particle Swarm Optimization) ja gravitatsioonilise optimeerimise

meetodist, kus osakeste liikumistrajektoorid arvutatakse sarnaselt punktmasside

liikumisvõrranditele gravitatsiooniväljas.

Algoritmi töö demonstreerimiseks kirjeldatakse töös ka lõplike olekumasinate

genereerimise prototüüpi. Testimiseks tehtud eksperimentidest antakse ülevaade:

iga ülesande korral kirjeldatakse selle püstitust ja tulemusi, kirjeldatakse

funktsioone, mis võimaldavad hinnata konkreetse olekumasina sobivust mudeliks

ja algoritmi juhtimiseks kasutatavad parameetrid. Eksperimendid näitavad, et

lähenemisel on arvestatav potentsiaal.
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Abstract. In this paper we present the modified particle swarm optimization algorithm, where gravitational interactions between
particles are used for computing learning coefficients. The behaviour of the algorithm is demonstrated by solving the two-
dimensional Diophantine equation problem. This allows us to observe the search space and workflow of the algorithm directly
on the two-dimensional plane.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Define the search problem as finding an optimum (minimum or maximum) of some given function. The set
of points, presenting the function arguments, gives us the search space. For each point in the search space
there is the value of the function. The task is to find the point (argument), which gives the optimal value of
the function.

If no information about the search space is available, two main opportunities exist: (1) to exhaustively
traverse the search space or (2) to choose some random points and pick up the most suitable one. If the
search space is infinite, we define some range. Traversing the whole search space takes time, but gives an
exact result. In the case of an infinite search space, the results also depend on the definition of the range, and
it may happen that the range does not contain the optimum. Randomly generating a small number of points
in the search space gives a solution very fast, but the quality of the solution is questionable. The stochastic
optimization presents the compromise between exhaustive search and choosing random points.

Optimization techniques include several approaches, some of which are deterministic procedures and
others contain randomness and probabilistic computations. The main advantage of stochastic optimization
is that it can be applied to any search problem without specific knowledge about the structure of the search
space. Stochastic optimization may also be helpful when the complexity of deterministic methods grows
rapidly with the search space size.

Two main properties must be implemented in any stochastic optimization method: the exploration and
the exploitation. The exploration is the ability of the method to explore the entire search space in a global
way and the exploitation is its ability to focus in the local area and search for a more exact solution.

Stochastic optimization methods have several ideas in common:
• The search space is defined as a set of points where each point represents a candidate solution.

Usually, candidate solutions are presented indirectly, by some structure, which encodes the candidate
solution. Initially, some fixed number of points are generated randomly.
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• By using the evaluation function we can assign the score value, which shows how good a solution is.
• The search algorithm contains modification operators that allow the construction of new solutions from

the existing ones.
The nature has been the source of inspiration for constructing new stochastic search algorithms. There

is a set of methods, such as evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, which
are based on the theory of evolution. Some methods simulate social behaviour, for example, particle swarm
optimization (PSO) imitates the social behaviour of birds, ant colony optimization applies ideas of the
behaviour of ants foraging for food. Some stochastic optimization methods are based on the laws of physics,
for example, simulated annealing is based on the thermodynamic effect. Others are based on gravitational
force. For example, Central Force Optimization is a deterministic gravity-based search algorithm, which
simulates the group of probes [2]. Space Gravitational Optimization [3] simulates asteroids flying through
a curved search space. A gravitationally-inspired variation of local search, the Gravitational Emulation
Local Search Algorithm, was proposed by Webster [14] and Webster and Bernhard [15]. The newest one,
the Gravitational Search Algorithm, was proposed by Rashedi et al. [10–12] as a stochastic variation of
Central Force Optimization. A discrete modification of the Gravitational Search Algorithm was proposed
by Zibanezhad et al. [16] in the context of Web-Service composition.

In this article we discuss the family of PSO algorithms. Standard PSO contains three parameters to
control the algorithm. Traditionally, the values of the parameters are defined by end users. In general, no
exact methods exist for defining the parameters, so, usually, it is done empirically. Also, it is possible to
define a new search problem for finding values of parameters and applying stochastic optimization. This
process is called meta-heuristics.

We present a modification of the PSO algorithm based on gravitational interactions (GI) between
particles (PSO + GI), which automatically adjusts the parameters of the PSO algorithm. The proposed
method solves the parameter adjusting problem by replacing parameters with computed values.

Both methods, the standard PSO algorithm and the proposed modification PSO + GI algorithm, are
tested on the Diophantine equation solver task (see Table 1 in Section 5.1 for test equations). This search
problem is chosen for illustrative purposes.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the search problem, Section 3 presents the standard
PSO algorithm, and Section 4 describes the new method PSO + GI. Section 5 covers the behaviour of the
proposed method and Section 6 contains the conclusion and future plans.

2. DIOPHANTINE EQUATION SOLVER

A Diophantine equation (DE) has the form

F(x1,x2, . . . ,xm) = 0, (1)

where coefficients and variables are integers and F can be considered as a polynomial function.
For simple cases there are deterministic methods for solving such equations. For example, in the case of

a linear DE with two variables, the solution can be found by using the Euclidean algorithm for the greatest
common divider.

The problem of finding a general deterministic method for solving any DE is known as ‘Hilbert’s tenth
problem’. It was proven by Y. Matiyasevich in 1970 that there is no such deterministic method. Therefore,
the use of stochastic optimization methods is helpful.

Several stochastic optimization algorithms are used for solving DEs. Abraham [1] applied the standard
PSO algorithm to the DEs of simpler forms (see Eq. 2) and tested it on two sets: the first set – DEs with n
from 2 to 15 (see Eq. 2) and the second one with equations with power 2 with 2 to 12 variables. In all cases
the PSO method was able to find the solutions.

The genetic algorithm can also be used for solving a DE. For example, there is a genetic algorithm
tutorial [4], where the genetic algorithm is demonstrated on solving the equation a+2b+3c+4d = 30.
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To use the stochastic optimization method for the DE solver problem, we need to define at least three
things: the search problem, search space, and evaluation function.

The dimensionality of the search space depends on the number of arguments to be found. The restriction
m = 2 gives us only two variables x and y, so the general DE has the form

a · xn +b · yn = d. (2)

The test equations are presented in Table 1 in Section 5.1.
The evaluation function must return the value for each point (candidate solution) in the search space.

In our case, the candidate solution is a pair (xp,yp). In the easiest case, we can try a point of the search
space (xp,yp) as a solution of the DE and get the result true or false. Unfortunately, this gives not much
information about how close this point was to optima.

We can define the evaluation function as a distance between two points:

a · xn +b · yn = d,
a · xn

p +b · yn
p = dd, (3)
f = |dd−d|.

If we apply our candidate solution (xp,yp) to the equation, we can compute dd. In our original Eq. 2,
this value is equal to d. If dd = d, then (xp,yp) is our optimal solution. To measure how far the candidate
solution is from the unknown optimum, we define the distance f , which will be our evaluation function.
So, the search problem is now defined as minimize the evaluation function f . The point (xp,yp) will be
considered as an optimal solution if f = 0.

As we mentioned before, the search space is defined as a set of candidate solutions (xp,yp). We also
restricted the search area by upper and lower bounds, which are defined by the user. The coordinates
(xp,yp) present two dimensions and the evaluation function value gives the third one. To illustrate such
a search space, we will use the diagram where points with coordinates correspond to candidate solutions
and the evaluation function value is coded by colour in such a way that the colour ranges from blue (that
corresponds to long distances) to red (that corresponds to smaller distances), and the optimal values are
presented by white colour. Examples of such diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Examples of the search space.
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3. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

The PSO algorithm is inspired by social behaviour of some set of objects, for example, bird flock or fish
school [5]. The general idea of this method can be described as follows. The search space contains a set
of points and each point has its value, which is assigned by the evaluation function. The task is to find the
optima of this function. There is also a set of particles that are moving on the defined search space. The
movement laws can be considered as interactions between objects. Using those movement laws, the objects
must find the positions with better values or even optima.

3.1. Standard PSO algorithm

Consider a set of particles – a swarm. Each particle is characterized by the position vector, velocity vector,
and the best known position for this object. There exists also the global best known position for the whole
swarm.

The position vector pd , d ∈ [0 . . .n] presents a candidate solution. The dimensionality n of the vector
depends on the problem size. We assign the value for each candidate solution using the evaluation function.
According to those values we can choose the global best known position Gbest, which is the point with the
optimal value found so far by the whole swarm, and the local best known position Pbest, which is the best
position that was found by this exact particle.

The velocity vector vd , d ∈ [0 . . .n] represents the trend of movement of the particle. It is computed by
using the equation

vd(t) = α · vd(t−1)+β · r1 · (Pbestd− pd(t−1))+ γ · r2 · (Gbestd− pd(t−1)), (4)

where
• α, β , γ are learning coefficients with α representing the inertia, β is the cognitive memory, and γ is

the social memory; those coefficients must be defined by the user;
• r1 and r2 are random values in the range [0 . . .1];
• Pbestd is the local best known position for the particle and Gbestd is the global best known position of

the swarm;
• vd(t) is the new value of the velocity vector at dimension d and vd(t− 1) is the previous value of the

velocity.
The new position pd(t) is simply defined as the sum of the previous position pd(t − 1) and the new

velocity vd(t):
pd(t) = pd(t−1)+ vd(t). (5)

The PSO algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The initialization part consists of defining the required
learning parameters, setting up boundaries of the search space, and generating the swarm with a random
position and velocity. The search process is an iterative update of the positions and velocities. The process
ends when the ending criteria are met: either the number of iterations is exceeded or the optimal solution is
found. The evaluation function f and the dimensionality of vectors are problem-specific.

3.2. The behaviour of the standard PSO algorithm

Algorithm 1 contains three learning coefficients α,β ,γ for adjusting the convergence abilities of the
algorithm. Learning coefficients must be defined by the user according to the problem statement. No
deterministic methods are available for finding their values. However, there are several non-deterministic
methods for solving this problem. For example, in the case of the empirical methods we can try several
parameter values and observe the behaviour of the PSO algorithm and choose the best ones. In the case
of meta-heuristics, the choice of the parameter values can also be considered as a search problem, so here
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Algorithm 1. Standard particle swarm optimization
Set bounds for the search space Bup, Blow
Set learning coefficients α, β , γ
Define the size of the swarm s and the number of iterations e
for i = 0→ s−1 do

Initialize particle position pi taking Bup and Blow into account
Pbest i← pi

Initialize particle velocity vi taking Bup and Blow into account
Evaluate particle f (pi)
if f (Gbest i)< f (pi) then

Gbest i← pi

end if
end for
while current iteration < e and optimal solution is not found do

for i = 0→ s−1 do
Update velocity vi for each dimension by Eq. 4
Update position pi for each dimension by Eq. 5
if f (Pbest i)< f (pi) then

Pbest i← pi

if f (Gbest i)< f (pi) then
Gbest i← pi

end if
end if

end for
end while

Fig. 2. Equation: x2 + y2 = 149. Maximum number of iterations e = 200.

heuristic optimization can also be applied. The unknown values of the learning coefficients constitute one
of the problems with the PSO algorithm.

Example 3.1. Figure 2 shows how different values of a learning coefficient can affect the optimization
process. We use the equation x2 +y2 = 149 and the same initial swarm which was generated randomly. The
maximum number of iterations is 200 for all three cases. The cognitive memory β = 0.5 and social memory
γ = 0.5 stay the same, only inertia α is changing:
• Figure 2a shows the case where α = 0.2. Such a small α value leads to fast convergence of the search

process to the global best value Gbest. The exploration ability of PSO in this case is small.
• Figure 2b shows the case where α = 1.0. The solution was found on 30 iterations. With these parameters

the algorithm was able to find the optimal solution in most cases. The search process is going on inside
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the ‘red zone’. It means that first of all the algorithm was able to define where there is a good zone for
searching (exploration) and then explore this zone closely (convergence).

• Figure 2c shows the case where α = 2.0. In this case the optimal solution was found during 137
iterations. However, the algorithm was exploring the whole search space, so much additional work was
done. We can say that in this case the algorithm does not converge to the optimal solution.

3.3. Problems with the standard PSO algorithm

As we have shown in Example 3.1, the choice of the learning coefficients for the PSO algorithm has a strong
impact on optimization performance. The first problem is that no exact methods exist for defining them.

The second problem lies in the definition of Eq. 4. There is the Gbest position, which is valid for the
whole swarm and does not take the distance between the particle and the global best position Gbest into
account. In some cases, if Gbest itself is in a bad zone, the whole swarm falls into a local optima.

The second problem has two main solutions: (1) to define the neighbourhood of every particle by taking
account of not Gbest for the whole swarm, but of Gbest for the group of ‘connected’ particles, (2) to define
parallel swarms, where groups of particles move in the search space without any interactions between
groups.

4. PROPOSED ALGORITHM: MODIFIED PSO BASED ON GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
INTERACTIONS

To solve the problems described above, we propose not to define learning coefficients by the user, but to
compute them in such a way that they take the distances between particles into account. We employ the
ideas inspired from stochastic search methods based on the gravitational law.

4.1. Gravity as inspiration for optimization algorithms

Four main forces are acting in our universe: gravitational, electromagnetic, weak nuclear, and strong nuclear.
These forces define the way our universe behaves and appears. The weakest force is gravitational; it defines
how objects move depending on their masses.

The gravitational force between two objects i and j is directly proportional to the product of their masses
and inversely proportional to the square distance between them

Fi j = G
M j ·Mi

R2
i j

. (6)

Knowing the force acting on the body, we can compute acceleration as

ai =
Fi

Mi
. (7)

To construct the search algorithm based on gravity, we can use the following ideas:
• each object in the universe has mass and position;
• there are interactions between objects, which can be described by using the law of gravity;
• bigger objects (with greater mass) create a larger gravitational field and attract smaller ones.

During the last decade some researchers have tried to adapt the idea of gravity to find out optimal search
algorithms. Such algorithms have some general ideas in common:
• the system is modelled by objects with mass;
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• the position of the objects describes the solution and the mass of the objects depends on the evaluation
function;

• the objects interact with each other using gravitational force;
• the objects with greater mass present the points in the search space with better solution.

Using these characteristics, it is possible to define the family of optimization algorithms based on
gravitational force. For example, Central Force Optimization is a deterministic gravity-based search
algorithm proposed and developed by Formato [2]. It simulates the group of probes which fly into the
search space and explore it. Another algorithm, Space Gravitational Optimization, was developed by
Hsiao et al. [3] in 2005. It simulates asteroids flying through a curved search space. A gravitationally-
inspired variation of the local search algorithm, Gravitational Emulation Local Search Algorithm, was
proposed by Webster [14] and Webster and Bernhard [15]. The newest one, the Gravitational Search
Algorithm, was introduced by Rashedi et al. [11] as a stochastic variation of Central Force Optimization.

Basically, the gravitationally inspired algorithms are quite similar to PSO algorithms. Instead of the
particle swarm we have a set of bodies with masses, ideas of the position and velocity vectors are the same,
and the movement laws are similar. Our idea is to combine the two approaches to get a better one.

4.2. Existing PSO algorithm hybrids

The idea of hybridization of the PSO algorithm and gravitationally inspired search algorithms is not new.
Several algorithms exist that use both ideas (PSO algorithm and gravity) to construct a heuristic search
algorithm:
• PSOGSA – PSO algorithm and Gravitational Search Algorithm [7];
• extended PSO algorithm based on self-organization topology driven by fitness – PSO algorithm and

Artificial Physics [8];
• Gravitational Particle Swarm [13];
• self-organizing PSO based on the Gravitation Field Model [9].

The traditional way of hybridization of the PSO algorithm with gravitationally-inspired search
algorithms is to add the gravitational component to the velocity computation. Equation 4 has an additional
component, which is computed by using gravitational interactions. Unfortunately, this makes the behaviour
of the search algorithm even more complex and unpredictable. Additionally, the user-defined parameters
still need to be found.

We propose not to add the gravitational component, but to replace the existing learning coefficients by
coefficients which are computed by ‘gravitational’ interactions.

4.3. Modified PSO based on gravitational field interactions

Now we want to adapt some ideas we got from the gravitational search to the PSO algorithm. Suppose we
have the current particle P, its position and velocity vectors, and its mass M, which is based on the value of
the evaluation function. The position vector encodes the candidate solution, and the velocity vector presents
the direction of the movement. We know the Gbest position and mass value Mg for this position. As for the
standard PSO algorithm, so far this Gbest position presents the best known solution for the whole swarm.
We also have the local best value for the current particle – the Pbest position and its mass value Mb at this
point.

For now, the algorithm is similar to the standard PSO. The current particle is attracted to both Pbest
and Gbest positions; in the PSO algorithm the power of this attraction and direction of the movement is
controlled by learning coefficients. In our case, we recalculate the force between those three points and
compute the acceleration (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Gravitational interactions between particles.

In the proposed method we replace learning coefficients in the standard velocity computation by
computed values, which are based on the idea of gravitational interactions between particles:

vd(t) = Mi · vd(t−1)+apb · r1 · (Pbestd− pd(t−1))+agb · r1 · (Gbestd− pd(t−1)), (8)

where
• Mi (instead of α) – inertial mass,
• apb (instead of β ) – acceleration towards Pbest

apb =
G ·Mb

R2(p(t−1),Pbest)
, (9)

• agb (instead of γ) – acceleration towards Gbest

agb =
G ·Mg

R2(p(t−1),Gbest)
, (10)

• r1,r2, Pbestd , Gbestd , vd(t), d, vd(t−1) have the same meaning as in Eq. 4.
Now we have another movement law. Learning coefficients β and γ are replaced by the corresponding

accelerations, based on gravitational interaction between the corresponding particles. The ability of the
particle to save its current position is now characterized by Mi instead of α .

Contrary to the standard PSO algorithm, where learning coefficients are chosen by the end user, in our
case learning coefficients are computed by using gravitational interactions between particles. Moreover, the
proposed learning coefficients depend on distances between the position of the current particle P and Pbest
position and the position of P and Gbest position. Thus, we have an additional property: if the current
particle is far from Gbest, the tendency to move in that direction is small. Therefore, the behaviour of the
algorithm is more stable than that of the standard PSO.

5. BEHAVIOUR OF THE PROPOSED PSO + GI METHOD

To illustrate the PSO + GI method, we perform several experiments and compare the results with other
similar algorithms, such as PSO and stochastic hill climbing (SHC) [6].

5.1. Experimental setup

To analyse the behaviour of the proposed algorithm, we use several test problems that can be described by
Eq. 2 with powers from 1 to 5. The problems are presented in Table 1. The search space is defined in the
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Table 1. Test Diophantine equations

range [−50,50] for each variable. The column ‘Solutions in the range’ shows how many solutions exist in
the search space.

The initial swarm is generated in the range [−50,50] for each variable and its size is defined as 1% of all
possible points in the search space. The exception is the experiment ‘Bad initial set’ (see Subsection 5.3).
For this experiment the inital swarm is generated in the range [−50,−45] for each variable, although the
search space stays the same ([−50,50] for each variable).

The maximum number of iterations is taken 200. So, the algorithm stops running after 200 iterations or
if the solution is found.

Two main characteristics are used for comparison: space and time. In the proposed experiments, the
space is described by the number of points the algorithm checked before finding the solution and time is
described by the number of iterations before the solution was reached. The number of fails (the solution
was not found during 200 iterations) is an important factor as well.

For each experiment we perform 1000 runs and compute average and standard deviation for each
parameter used for describing algorithm performance (see Tables 2–4).

The PSO + GI algorithm is compared to SHC and standard PSO algorithm with α = 1.0, β = 0.5,
γ = 0.5 (Section 3).

5.2. Experiments: normal workflow

Search includes two main mechanisms: global and local. The performance of each search method depends
on those mechanisms. One idea of the experiments was to take a look inside and observe what exactly is
going on during the search process. Usually, the search problems are multidimensional and it is hard to
illustrate the search space. The use of two-dimensional DEs as test problems allows us to illustrate the
behaviour of the search algorithm.

Figure 4 shows one test run of the algorithm: PSO + GI in Fig. 4a,b, SHC in Fig. 4c, and PSO in Fig. 4d
for test equation e1 (Table 1).

Figure 4c illustrates the typical behaviour of SHC. There are several ‘islands’ that are formed by moving
particles. The movements of one particle also exactly represent ‘hill climbing’.

Figure 4d shows the behaviour of PSO. It is hard to define any observable pattern in the behaviour.
For PSO + GI (Fig. 4a,b) we define two main trajectories of the particles: the ‘line’ (Fig. 4b) and the

‘orbit’ (Fig. 4a). The first one appears, when Gbest is far from the current particle position, or constantly
changing. In this case the particle moves directly to better zones. The second one, the ‘orbit’, appears when
the particle is near Gbest. In this case the particle starts to move around Gbest in the good area. These
trajectories can be explained by principles of local and global search.

Table 2 presents the results of the experiment ‘Different initial set’. We performed 1000 runs for each
algorithm and each test equation. A new initial set was used (generated randomly for each run). The standard
PSO showed better results than the others. The PSO + GI algorithm is best for e2 and second-best for e1,
e3, e5, e6, e7, and e8. Though, PSO + GI performed almost on the same level as PSO.
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Fig. 4. Trajectories.

Table 2. Experiment I ‘Different initial set’

The behaviour of the algorithm depends not only on the mechanisms of the search, but also on the initial
set. To eliminate this difference, we performed a second experiment, where we used the same initial set
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Table 3. Experiment II ‘Same initial set’

for all 1000 runs and all three algorithms. This allows us to compare pure behaviours: how the different
algorithms perform on the same initial set.

Table 3 shows the results of experiment II ‘Same initial set’. The standard PSO shows the best
performance, except for the problems e4 and e9. The PSO + GI algorithm is on the second place.

5.3. Experiment: bad initial set

The results of the search depend not only on the algorithm, but also on the initial swarm. What will happen
if the initial swarm is generated in the bad zone of the search space? Figure 5 shows this situation for the test
equation e1. The initial swarm was generated in the range [−50,−45] for each variable. For test equations,
this is the area with points that have bigger evaluation function values. The PSO + GI algorithm was able
to move out of the bad zone towards the better one and find the solution. However, this process takes many
iterations.

All the three algorithms were able to leave the bad zone. Table 4 contains the results of the third
experiment ‘Bad initial sets’. As you can see, the standard PSO performs better in most cases (except e4,
e6, e7, e9; for those test problems SHC outperformed the others). The PSO + GI is the second-best algorithm
for the test problem: e3 and e8.

Fig. 5. Bad initial set.
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Table 4. Experiment III ‘Bad initial sets’

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed a modified PSO algorithm PSO + GI based on ideas of gravitational interactions between
bodies. This algorithm replaces predefined learning coefficients by new ones that are calculated by means
of the evaluation function and distance between particles. The general idea of the algorithm is to solve the
problem with unknown learning coefficients for the standard PSO. Also, in PSO + GI, the distance factor
helps to resolve the problem of the global behaviour for PSO.

The PSO + GI algorithm was tested on several Diophantine equations and the results were compared
to the standard PSO and SHC. The statistics show that PSO + GI shows the second-best performance after
well-tuned PSO in most cases. So the main goal of PSO + GI (to reduce the number of unknown coefficients
in PSO) was achieved.

In the future, the PSO + GI algorithm should be tested for other problems with more complex search
spaces.
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Gravitatsioonilist vastasmõju arvestav osakeste parvega optimeerimise meetod

Margarita Spichakova

On esitatud osakeste parve optimeerimisalgoritmi modifikatsioon PSO + GI, kus otsimismeetodi para-
meetrid arvutatakse osakestevahelise gravitatsioonilise vastasmõju põhjal. PSO + GI algoritmi võib käsit-
leda kui hübriidi osakeste parve optimeerimise (PSO, particle swarm optimization) ja gravitatsioonilise
optimeerimise meetodist, kus osakeste liikumistrajektoorid arvutatakse sarnaselt punktmasside liikumis-
võrranditega gravitatsiooniväljas. Algoritmi tööd näidatakse kahe muutuja diofantilise võrrandi lahen-
damisel. Ühtlasi saab seejuures visualiseerida ja analüüsida otsimisruumi ning algoritmi käitumist kahe-
mõõtmelisel tasandil.
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Abstract. As the inference of a finite state machine from samples of its behaviour is NP-hard, heuristic search algorithms need to
be applied. In this article we propose a methodology based on applying a new gravitationally-inspired heuristic search algorithm for
the inference of Moore machines. Binary representation of a Moore machine, an evaluation function, and the required parameters
of the algorithm are presented. The experimental results show that this method has a lot of potential.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Identification is an inference process, which deduces
an internal representation of a system (named internal
model) from samples of its functioning (named external
model) [1]. The inference of finite state machines (FSMs)
is widely applied in different fields, such as logical
design, verification, and software systems.

The goal of identification is to find the ‘best’ FSM,
which respects the dynamics of the external model. In
practice, the ‘best’ FSM is the one that best describes the
model behaviour given by input–output sequences. We
are interested in finding a minimum size deterministic
FSM consistent with the set of the given samples. This
is an NP-hard problem [2]. Heuristic algorithms are
an alternative that can reduce the complexity of the
identification methods.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides an overview of the problem of FSM inference.
Section 3 describes gravitationally-inspired search
algorithms. Section 4 introduces our approach, and
Section 5 shows experimental results of the work.

2. INFERENCE OF FINITE STATE MACHINES

2.1. Problem statement

We give a brief overview of our approach to FSM
identification. There are several types of FSMs, but in

this article we will discuss only one well-known repre-
sentation of them, namely the Moore machines.

A Moore machine is a six-tuple Mo =
〈Q,Σ,∆,δ ,λ ,q0〉, where
• Q is a finite set of states, where q0 denotes the initial

state,
• Σ is the input alphabet,
• ∆ is the output alphabet,
• δ : Q×Σ→ Q is the transition function,
• λ : Q → ∆ is the output function represented by the

output table that shows what character from ∆ will be
printed by each state that is entered [3].

The general structure of our approach to the
inference of FSMs is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Problem of system identification.
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The outline of our approach is the following:
1. The system to be inferred is tested and samples of

its functioning are generated. Some of the samples
are chosen as training data and some as testing data.

2. The number of states in the FSM is received as an
input.

3. The search algorithm is applied and a FSM M is
outputted.

4. M is evaluated using the given training data and/or
testing data. If M describes the given input–output
data sufficiently well, it is considered as result.
Otherwise the search process with other parameters
or training data will be repeated.

5. If required, post-processing (e.g., minimization,
reduction of unreachable states) is applied.
It is possible to specify several criteria for the

required result. The first criterion is consistency of the
FSM. Using this criterion, we can define two different
types of solutions: the generalized solution (i.e., the
solution that performs correctly for all positive input–
output sequences) and the consistent solution (i.e., the
solution that performs correctly for the input–output
sequences used in the training set). Another criterion is
the FSM size. We can search for the minimal FSM or a
FSM with k or fewer states.

We formulate our goal as the inference of a
deterministic FSM with k or fewer states, consistent with
input–output sequences at hand.

2.2. Background

Heuristic techniques are widely applied to the inference
of different types of FSMs. The most popular are the
various types of Evolutionary Algorithms. In the early
1960s Fogel et al. [4] introduced Evolutionary Pro-
gramming (EP). The simulated evolution was performed
by modifying a population of FSM. Other authors also
used EP for solving the problem of FSM identification.
Chellapilla and Czarnecki [5] proposed the variation of
EP to solve the problem of modular FSM synthesis.
Benson [6] presented a model comprising an FSM with
embedded genetic programs which co-evolve to perform
the task of Automatic Target Detection.

Another approach to solve the problem of FSM
identification is based on the Genetic Algorithm
(GA). This method has been researched by several
authors. Ngom et al. [7] used genetic simulation
for Moore machine identification, Tongchim and
Chongstitvatana [8] investigated parallel implementa-
tion of the GA to solve the problem of FSM synthesis.
Lucas [9] paid more attention to finite state trans-
ducers and he and Reynolds [10] compared this
method to ‘Heuristic State Merging’. Niparnan and
Chongstitvatana [11] improved GA by evolving only
the state transition function. Chongstitvatana and
Aporntewan [12] presented a method of FSM synthesis
from multiple partial input/output sequences. Horihan
and Lu [13] focused on improving the FSM evolution

by using progressive fitness functions. Also Generated
Simulated Annealing was used for the inference of
FSM [14].

We apply a gravitationally-inspired search
algorithm. The next section describes the general ideas
of this new class of algorithms.

3. GRAVITATIONALLY-INSPIRED SEARCH
ALGORITHM

3.1. Gravity as inspiration for heuristic search
algorithms

Four main forces are acting in our universe: gravitational,
electromagnetic, weak nuclear, and strong nuclear.
These forces define the way our universe behaves and
appears. The weakest force is gravitational; it defines
how objects move depending on their mass. In physics
three kinds of masses can be distinguished (active mass
Ma, passive mass Mp, and inertial mass Mi), which have
been shown experimentally to be equivalent (see [15]).

The gravitational force between two objects i and
j is directly proportional to the product of their masses
and inversely proportional to the square distance between
them

Fi j = G
Ma j ·Mpi

R2
i j

. (1)

Knowing the force acting on a body we can compute
acceleration as

ai =
Fi

Mii
. (2)

Our universe is growing, this yields an effect of
decreasing gravity, so the gravitational ‘constant’ can be
described as

G(t) = G(t0) ·
( t0

t

)β
, β < 1. (3)

We can formulate the following basic ideas inspired
by gravity:
• Each object in the universe has mass and position.
• There are some interactions between objects, which can

be described using the law of gravity.
• Bigger objects create larger gravitational fields and

attract smaller ones.
During the last decade some researchers have tried

to adapt the idea of gravity to find out optimal search
algorithms. Such algorithms have some general ideas in
common:
• The system is modelled by objects with mass.
• The position of those objects describes the solution,

and the mass of the objects depends on the objective
function.

• The objects interact with one another using gravita-
tional force.

• The objects with greater mass present the points in the
search space with better solutions.

Using these characteristics, it is possible to define the
family of optimization algorithms based on gravitational
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force. For example, Central Force Optimization (CFO) is
a deterministic gravity-based search algorithm proposed
and developed by Formato [16]. It simulates the group
of probes that fly into search space and explore it.
Another algorithm, Space Gravitational Optimization
(SGO), was developed by Hsiao et al. [17] in 2005.
It simulates asteroids flying through curved search
space. A gravitationally-inspired variation of local
search, Gravitational Emulation Local Search Algorithm
(GELS), was proposed by Webster and Bernhard [18]
and further elaborated by Webster [19]. The newest one,
Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA), was described
by Rashedi et al. [20] as a stochastic variation of CFO.

The next subsection will give a more detailed
overview of the GSA, which is used as a basis of our
approach.

3.2. Gravitational search algorithms

The GSA was described by Rashedi et al. [20] as a
stochastic variation of the CFO and used for different
applications. It was successfully applied to optimize
various continuous problems, such as filter model-
ling [21], the set covering problem [22], allocation of
static var compensator [15], and synthesis of thinned
scanned concentric ring array antenna [23].

The algorithm is constructed so that there is a system
of N objects, each of which is described by a real-valued
position vector, and each position vector codes candidate
solution

Xi =
(

x1
i , . . . ,x

d
i , . . . ,x

n
i

)
, d ∈ [1 . . .n], (4)

where xd
i represents the position of the ith object in

dimension d.
Masses of objects are computed based on the quality

measure as follows:

Mai = Mpi = Mii = Mi, i ∈ [1,2, . . .N], (5)

Mi(t) =
mi(t)

∑N
j=1 m j(t)

, mi =
f iti(t)−worst(t)

best(t)−worst(t)
, (6)

where worst(t) and best(t) are defined for maximization
problem as

best(t) = max︸︷︷︸
j∈[1...N]

f it j(t), worst(t) = min︸︷︷︸
j∈[1...N]

f it j(t),

and f iti is the value of the objective function.
In other words, a heavier mass means that the quality

of the object is better and it has greater attraction and
inertia (i.e., moves slowly towards other objects).

At a specific time t we can recompute the force that
is applied to the object i with mass Mi by some object j
with mass M j

Fd
i j (t) = G(t)

Mpi(t) ·Ma j(t)
Ri j + ε

(xd
j − xd

i ), (7)

where ε is a free parameter, required to avoid division by
zero, and Ri j is the Euclidean distance between position
vectors:

Ri j =
∥∥Xi(t),X j(t)

∥∥ . (8)

According to Rashedi et al. [15], Ri j gives better
experimental results than R2

i j.
The gravitational constant G (Eq. (3)) is computed

as
G(t) = G(G0, t). (9)

In physics, the general force acting on an object is
computed as a vector sum of all acting forces. In
the GSA, a stochastic characteristic is added to the
algorithm, so the general force is computed as

Fd
i (t) =

N

∑
j=1,i 6= j

rand j ·Fd
i j (t), rand j ∈ [0,1]. (10)

The acceleration of object i can be computed knowing its
inertial mass Mii and force Fd

i (t) as

ad
i (t) =

Fd
i (t)

Mii(t)
. (11)

Knowing current acceleration, we can recompute
velocity and position as follows:

vd
i (t +1) = randivd

i (t)+ad
i (t), randi ∈ [0 . . .1]; (12)

xd
i (t +1) = xd

i (t)+ vd
i (t +1). (13)

The general procedure of the GSA is described
in Algorithm 1. Firstly, the initial set of objects is
generated randomly. Secondly, each object is evaluated.
Based on evaluation results, the required parameters
(G(t), worst(t), best(t)) are updated, and the forces
and accelerations are computed. Thirdly, the agents’
positions are changed according to acting forces and the
updated positions are evaluated. The process continues
until the best solution is found or the number of iterations
is over.

Algorithm 1. General procedure of GSA
Generate initial positions
repeat

Evaluate quality of each object
Update G(t), worst(t), best(t)
Calculate masses and accelerations
Calculate velocities and positions

until meeting ending criterion
Return best solution

In the GSA, the position vector is real-valued. How-
ever, for some applications discrete or binary vectors
are required. A discrete modification of the algorithm
was proposed by Zibanezhad et al. [24] in a context of
Web-Service composition. The binary GSA (BGSA) was
introduced by Rashedi et al. [25] in 2010. In the next
section we will focus on the BGSA.
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3.3. Binary gravitational search algorithm

The key difference between the GSA and the BGSA is
the binary search space, meaning that each dimension
has only two possible values: ‘0’ or ‘1’. The main laws
of the BGSA may be defined as in real-valued case (see
Eqs (7), (11), and (12)). But the positions’ updating law
(see Eq. (13)) must be modified so that each dimension
changes between two values according to the velocity. A
higher velocity gives a greater probability of changing
the value.

To modify Eq. (13), in the BGSA a special prob-
ability function S(vd

i ) was introduced, which transfers the
value of vd

i to [0 . . .1]:

S(vd
i ) =

∣∣∣tanh(vd
i )

∣∣∣ . (14)

The law for updating the position can be defined as
follows:

xd
i (t +1) =

{
F(xd

i (t)) if rand < S(vd
i (t +1)),

xd
i (t) if rand ≥ S(vd

i (t +1)),
(15)

where F(xd
i (t)) = complement(xd

i (t)). Some other
modifications were made:
• Velocity vd

i is bounded:
∣∣vd

i

∣∣ < vmax.
• Distance R is computed as the Hamming distance.
• Gravitational constant G is considered as a linear

decreasing function

G(t) = G0(1− t/T ). (16)

4. GRAVITATIONALLY-INSPIRED SEARCH
ALGORITHM FOR THE INFERENCE OF
FSMs

To apply the BGSA to the inference of FSMs we need
to define an objective function and a process of encoding
FSMs to a binary position vector. Also modifications of
the original BGSA have to be made.

4.1. Representation of an FSM

We discuss only Moore machines with exactly n
states. Consider a target machine Mo with n states,

input alphabet Σ = {i0, . . . , il−1}, output alphabet ∆ =
{o0, . . . ,om−1}, and set of states Q = {q0, . . . ,qn−1 }.

To store the information about state q j, we need to
store the output value o j of the state and corresponding
transitions from the given state q j to get some target
state qik , which are activated by reading symbol ik.
Each section represents one state (Fig. 2), where the
first part is an output value of the state and the other
part stores the corresponding transitions from that state.
Initially, information is presented in a decimal way
(decimal representation). To get binary representation
we transform each integer number to the corresponding
binary number.

The number of bits required for storing the whole
binary position vector can be computed as follows:

Length = n · (dlog2 me+ ldlog2 ne). (17)

Each Mo has a unique binary representation, but not each
binary string has a corresponding Mo.

Let us take a look at a Moore machine with the
transition diagram presented in Fig. 3.

We have four states Q = {0,1,2,3}, the input
alphabet contains two symbols Σ = {a,b}, and the output
alphabet two symbols ∆ = {0,1}.

Thus we need 20 bits to store this FSM (Eq. (17)):
4 · (dlog2 2e+ dlog2 4e ·2) = 20 bits. The general
structure of the position vector required to encode this
FSM is presented in Fig. 4.

State q j
o j qi0 q... qik−1

Fig. 2. A section of the binary position vector for storing the
Moore machine with a fixed number of states.

Fig. 3. A Moore machine represented as a transition diagram.

a b a b a b a b
1 1 0 1 1 2 0 3 3 1 1 0 Dec. representation
1 01 00 1 01 10 0 11 11 1 01 00 Bin. representation

Fig. 4. Example. Binary position vector for storing the Moore machine.
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4.2. An objective function

We propose an objective function defined on all input–
output sequences (pairs {input, output}). The idea is
to estimate the proximity between the current and the
desired FSMs by finding the distance between strings.

4.2.1. Distance between strings

Consider a function ∆(a,b), where a,b are symbols in
some alphabet, and define

∆(a,b) =
{

0 : a = b,
1 : a 6= b. (18)

That is, if character a is not equal to character b, the
function ∆(a,b) will return 1, otherwise the function will
return 0.

We propose two distance functions between strings x
and y. The first function is the Hamming distance dHam.
To compute it, we need to count the number of different
bits in the same positions

dHam(x,y) = Σmin(|x|,|y|)
i=1 ∆(xi,yi). (19)

The second function evaluates the length of maximal
equal prefix dLP (i.e., the computation will be stopped
at the first difference between strings)

dLP(x,y) = Σx=y
i=1 ∆(xi,yi). (20)

4.2.2. Evaluation of the objective function

We specify several objective functions for evaluating
FSMs based on dHam and dLP. Assume we have our
training data represented as a collection of input–output
sequences (the size of the collection is n). We also have
output strings produced by an FSM (see Table 1).

Our task is to measure how ‘far’ the strings generated
by the FSM are from the expected strings. The objective
function based on the Hamming distance (dHam) defines
the objective function as follows:

OF = Σn
i=1

(
li−dHam

(
Outexpected

i ,Outproduced
i

))
,

(21)
where n is the number of the given data and li is the

length of Outexpected
i .

In the second case we use dLP for measuring the
distance. Thus, the objective function can be defined as
the sum of the lengths of all sequences

OF = Σn
i=1

(
dLP

(
Outexpected

i ,Outproduced
i

))
. (22)

4.3. Algorithm description

In this section we will focus on the properties of our
algorithm. Search space is described by a set of binary
position vectors, where each position vector corresponds
to an FSM as described in Section 4.1.

First, we set
• the free parameter ε ,
• the maximal speed vmax,
• the number of iterations,
• the number of objects,
• the number of states n in the FSM,
• the initial value of gravitational constant G0,
• the mass value minimum Mmin
according to the problem under consideration.

The initial positions are generated randomly from
the feasible region, so that each position corresponds to
an FSM. To do so, the FSM is generated in decimal form,
a number of symbols in input and output alphabet are
restored from the input data. After generating the FSM
in decimal form it is encoded into binary representation
(see Section 4.1).

The objective function of a candidate solution is
computed as described in Subsection 4.2.2. Despite the
fact that in physics the active, passive, and inertial masses
are considered to be equivalent (see 3.1), we modified
mass computation laws to improve the search algorithm.
The active Ma, passive Mp, and inertial Mi masses are
computed as follows

Mp = Mi =
OF

OFmax
, (23)

Ma =

{
Mi if Ma > Mmin,

0 if Ma ≤Mmin.
(24)

If Ma is smaller than the minimum value Mmin of the
defined mass, then Ma = 0 (i.e., an object with a smaller
mass does not create a gravitational field).

Forces acting on the object are computed via Eq. (7).
The distance in one dimension can be computed as
follows:

(xd
j − xd

i ) =

{
1 if xd

j 6= xd
i ,

−1 if xd
j = xd

i .
(25)

The acceleration vector is computed via Eq. (11).
The velocity vector is computed by Eq. (12). If the
velocity is higher than vmax, then its value will be set to
vmax.
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The new position is computed using the old position
and the velocity vector (see Eq. (15)). The probability
function (i.e., the threshold function) S(vd

i ) is taken as

S(vd
i ) =

∣∣∣sin(vd
i )

∣∣∣ , (26)

in this case vmax = π/2.

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

Our approach was implemented in Java (JDK 1.5) and
tested on random machines and some ‘toy’ examples.
Results are compared to the canonical Genetic Algorithm
(more details about GA can be found in [10,26]).

5.1. Experiments I

Experiments were constructed so that general param-
eters, such as the number of iterations and the number
of objects, the encoding of the Moore machine, and its
initialization algorithm are the same (see Subsection 4.1).
Evaluation of the machine is described in Subsection 4.2;
the objective function is constructed on the Hamming
similarity. The specific parameters of the algorithm are
described for a concrete experiment in the corresponding
table.

During the experiments, each algorithm was run 20
times with a different initial set of objects. Results are
presented in Table 2 and Table 3, where the row ‘Init. %’
shows the mass value of the best solution at the initial

step (randomly generated), the row ‘Sol. %’ shows the
object value of the best found solution, and the row ‘Iter.’
shows how many iterations were required to find this
solution (‘–’ means that the best possible solution was
not found).

5.1.1. Pattern recognizer

The goal of this experiment was to reconstruct a pattern
‘aab’ recognizer (see Table 2) from the given input–
output pairs. As input data we use six pairs with each
input string having a length of 12. The number of states
n is four. The number of iterations is taken 100, and the
number of objects equals 200.

This experiment showed that the BGSA was more
frequently able to find 100% solutions than the GA
(10/20 compared to 7/20 for GA) and fewer iterations
were required to find them.

5.1.2. Parity checker

The goal of this experiment was to reconstruct a parity
checker (see Table 3) from the given input–output pairs.
As input data we use seven pairs with length 8 of each
input string. The number of states n equals two. The
number of iterations is taken 20, and the number of
objects equals five.

This experiment showed that the BGSA was more
frequently able to find 100% solutions than the GA
(14/20 compared to 10/20 for GA) and fewer iterations
were required to find them. In three out of twenty cases
the GA was not able to improve the maximal solution
that was randomly generated in the initial population; for
the GSA this happened only in one case out of twenty.

Table 2. Experiment I.1 ‘Pattern recognizer’

Table 3. Experiment I.2 ‘Parity checker’
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5.2. Experiments II

The goal of those experiments was to compare the BGSA
and GA for the same random initial set of objects. Tasks
were taken as in the previous experiments (i.e., ‘pattern
recognizer’ and ‘parity checker’). Those experiments
were constructed in such a way that the initial population
was taken the same for both algorithms, the parameters
such as the number of iterations and the number of
objects were also equal for both algorithms, and are
described in Subsection 5.1. Each algorithm (BGSA and
GA) was executed 10 times with the same initial set of
objects as in Experiments I (5.1). The average best-so-far
solutions are presented in Fig. 5. According to the results
of this experiment, in the case of ‘pattern recognizer’ the
BGSA solves the task better than the GA (Fig. 5a). For
the second task, ‘parity checker’ (Fig. 5b), the BGSA
behaves almost like the GA.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a method for the inference
of Moore machines based on a gravitationally-inspired
search algorithm. Binary representation of FSMs and
different types of objective functions were intro-
duced. Parameters and variations of the proposed
algorithm were discussed. The proposed approach was
implemented and successfully tested using random data
and different examples. During the first experiments, our
approach gave promising results.

Fig. 5. Comparison between the BGSA and GA: (a) pattern
recognizer, (b) parity checker.

To improve the quality of the proposed approach,
parameters of the algorithm and their effect on the
presented methods will be explored. The effect of
using different aspects of laws will be investigated.
During further developments the proposed method will
be adjusted to take into account other types of FSM, for
example the Mealy machines.
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Meetod lõplike automaatide genereerimiseks gravitatsiooniseadusest inspireeritud
otsimisalgoritmi abil

Margarita Spichakova

Kuna lõplike automaatide genereerimine sisend-väljundpaaride näidiste alusel on NP-keerukas ülesanne, tuleb selle
lahendi leidmiseks kasutada heuristilisi algoritme. Artiklis on pakutud metoodika Moore’i masinate genereerimiseks,
kasutades uut, gravitatsiooniseadusest inspireeritud otsimisalgoritmi. On esitatud algoritmi rakendamiseks vajalik
Moore’i masina binaaresitus, sihifunktsioon ja algoritmi juhtimiseks kasutatavad parameetrid. Eksperimendid
näitavad, et lähenemisel on arvestatav potentsiaal.
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